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On September 16, 2023, fire at Indonesia’s National Museum swept through the roof and back wall, causing the building to collapse. It remains closed. Officially no one was blamed. Down the street from the National Museum is the Constitutional Court, no more than a stone’s throw away. Although there is no obvious connection between the two buildings, they both are structures that have been hallowed out, one by fire, the other by nepotism.

In the same neighborhood near the National Monument, one can easily walk to the Presidential Palace and the Indonesian National Library, where a small classical building serves as an entry way to a huge modern library. Walking through the entrance to the back building, ten out of ten enlarged photos depict President Jokowi in various roles: with farmers, with foreign dignitaries, with military officials, with industrial leaders, and so on. It is enough to make Xi Jinping jealous.

President Jokowi’s popularity consistently polls at 80% approval, a remarkable figure in today’s world, where less than honest governments abound and are increasingly unpopular. Although he is constitutionally barred from a third term, through the recent elections, he has firmly tightened his grip on power and established a family dynasty that will remain ensconced at the highest levels of government for at least another decade. The ascent of this former furniture store owner is nothing short of remarkable.

Recent elections on Valentine’s Day were only the sixth since Indonesia overthrew more than three centuries of Dutch colonialism and three decades of a US-backed military dictatorship. A young nation still in formation encompassing 17,000 islands and 400 languages, the elections were a day of national celebration. In 24 hours, at more than 820,000 polling stations, more than two hundred million votes were cast for president and 10,000 other positions. To be sure, conducting such a monumental election was quite costly, and not just financially. On or just after election day, some 114 poll workers died and over 15,000 others fell ill, an unbelievable number until we realize it is a sharp drop from the 900 poll workers who perished five years ago.

More than a month after the polls closed, the final results were finally released on March 20. To no one’s surprise, the Probow-Gibran ticket so controversially supported by President Jokowi won by a wide margin. For those unfamiliar with these candidates, Gen. Probowo twice lost presidential bids after being dismissed from his high-ranking position in the Armed Forces in 1998 because of his alleged involvement in human rights abuses in East Timor as well as the disappearances of democracy activists protesting against his former father-in-law, the late dictator Suharto. His vice-presidential running mate is Gibran, Jokowi’s eldest son.

Although Gibran was constitutionally barred from running for vice president because he is only 36 years old, in October of last year, Jokowi’s brother-in-law (and Gibran’s uncle), Anwar Usman, then head of the nation’s Constitutional Court, railroaded through a last minute exception to the minimum age limit that barred anyone below the age of 40 from running for high office. Anwar declared anyone who has held a regional office to be eligible, a ruling that came in the nick of time for his nephew’s candidacy. This blatantly unethical act cost Anwar his position as chief justice, at least temporarily since he is suing to be reinstated, but he retains his seat on the nation’s highest bench. More importantly, the court’s alteration of the constitution was deemed binding. Within a month, the Election Commission, which is supposed to be neutral, approved the new vice presidential candidate without even having a meeting as required by its own statutes.

With the ease of rigging student government elections, the Jokowi government established an inter-generational dynasty. The president’s second son, Kaesang, recently entered politics as well, and within two days of joining a small new party was appointed its leader. He has not yet decided whether to announce his candidacy for governor of Jakarta or the position formerly held by both his father and brother, mayor of Surakarta. His wife Erina, a former model and beauty pageant contestant, has expressed hope to be elected in one of Yogyakarta’s regencies. Jokowi’s son-in-law, Bobbi, already mayor of Medan city, is running for governor of North Sumatra Province.

Fair Elections?

The Jakarta Post called the Valentine Day vote “the most rigged and manipulated election since the fall of the New Order in 1998.” Amnesty International reported dozens of cases of intimidation and persecution of people who raised concerns about fraud in the election process. Physical assaults targeted at least 34 activists who spoke out critically against President Jokowi. Artists, journalists, and academics became police targets. Even before the voting began, police publicly interfered with discussion of procedures appropriate to democracy. On February 3, uniformed officers did not allow a student-led meeting about electoral fraud in Jakarta. When legal experts made a film, Dirty Vote, which documented how Jokowi mobilized state resources in support of Prabowo-Gibran, charges were filed against the filmmakers.

In the weeks before the election, the president barred all ministries and government agencies from using 5% of their 2024 budget to make sure there was a cash reserve that could be easily allocated by himself. No one has disclosed or even attempted to say where the money was spent, but tens of millions of people received direct cash payments and other forms of social assistance from the government. Thousands of tons of rice were handed out by the government–so much that a post-election rice shortage has led to a surge in the market price of rice. Much of the public believes the Jokowi regime handed out more money to buy votes than it spent during years of fighting COVID.

After the polls closed, charges of fraud and vote tampering have continued to multiply, so much so that the legislature is planning a formal inquiry into “structured, systematic and massive” fraud. A host of complaints include how the unique data of 204.8 million Indonesian voters was offered for sale in November, irregularities with the counts of the digital platform newly used to tabulate results for this election, and thousands of names of non-existent voters on the rolls. No matter what the findings of any inquiry, they will not be able to change the election results. The best that can be hoped for by critics of Jokowi and Probowo is that the investigation will taint the election and damage both presidents’ images. As the momentum for an inquiry built, a shadowy figure emerged from with the police to place corruption charges against Ganjar, the presidential candidate who proposed the investigation, with taking kickbacks during his tenure as governor of Central Java from 2014-2023.

Beset by continuing allegations of fraudulent vote counts, the General Elections Commission (KPU) suddenly took down its public platform that had been reporting results. Among dozens of complaints were disappearing votes and vote buying. The most egregious posted result showed the Indonesian Solidarity Party led by Kaesang (Jokowi’s youngest son) gaining over 230,000 votes in three days, despite being a tiny party with limited public standing. So precipitous was the KPU’s hiding the public tabulation of results that even the chairman of the watchdog Election Supervisory Agency stated that he had been left in the dark.

Although Jokowi had originally pledged neutrality, as was the honored tradition in Indonesian politics until 2024, as the election drew closer, he spoke out decisively for his eldest son and Prabowo, his Minister of Defense. During the campaign, all levels of the Indonesian police, the military, civil servants, and regional and village heads were instructed to take “all necessary actions” to make sure Prabowo was the victor. Charges were filed in many provinces alleging that police and soldiers took down posters of other candidates.

Gibran was continually accused of ethical violations, such as leading applause during the presidential debates, handing out milk to infants during campaign events, and illegally meeting with hundreds of village leaders. The young man may be quite image conscious, but substance is lacking–except that he will dutifully follow in the footsteps of his father. By his own admission, Gibran was a “nobody” a few months before the elections. Although already a millionaire, his only political experience was serving three years as Surakata’s mayor. Sadly, Gibran’s intelligence does not match his ambition. His wealth aside, intelligence and maturity are attributes no one uses to describe him. One report of his accomplishments in college in the UK placed his grade average below 50% of others. On the campaign trail, his one word answers to the press and his arrogant dismissal of critics led many people to call him a spoiled kid. During one of his two nationally televised debates, he could not, or would not, identify acronyms he used, even after other candidates patiently asked him to explain what he was talking about. On several occasions he did not bother to use all of his allocated time at the microphone, instead departing with bows and well-wishes worthy of reigning royalty.

It is not simply the elections that are tainted by allegations of backroom deals. For years now, Jokowi has been angling toward his continuation in power. In 2022, his regime railroaded through the legislature a Jakarta special designation bill that redefined Jakarta’s standing into an autonomous province within a newly created urban region. Due to take effect after the government relocates the country’s capital to Nusantara in East Kalimantan, the bill is flawed not only because it set a completely unrealistic date of February 15, 2024 for the transition, but also because it stipulated that the president will appoint Jakarta’s governor and deputy governors, replacing their current selection through popular elections.

Besides annulling Jakartans’ the right to elect their local leaders, the law empowers the vice president to chair the newly-created regional council, which would oversee strategic national programs and development. The legislation is further proof of Jokowi’s attempt to cling to power through his son, Gibran. “The drafting process, as has been the case throughout Jokowi’s regime, was largely opaque and loaded with conflicting interests,” said Feri Amsari, constitutional law expert of Andalas University.

From an early age, Gibran has been groomed to act as a stand in for his father, first in the family furniture business and only belatedly in politics. Gibran relishes his role as Indonesia’s top nepo baby in a society in which family dynasties are celebrated. So intent is Jokowi on retaining power, he has already announced he will play a major role in naming Probowo’s new cabinet when the transition is formally made in October. He has promoted sons of former rivals to high positions, and he promises to keep a watchful eye over continuation of his key projects, especially the new capital city in Kalimantan, a project considered a boondoggle and ecological disaster by many. Jokowi’s spending spree has already accomplished a new high-speed train from Jakarta to Bandung, and he plans to continue expanding high speed service to other lines on Java. Under his administration, Indonesia has become the world’s top exporter of palm oil and a center of global nickel production. Sustained economic growth of around 5%/year has expanded the middle class to around 20% of the population and shrunk the ranks of people living in absolute poverty to less than 10%.

Prospects of a Prabowo Presidency

Although only just elected, the trajectory of a Prabowo presidency is clear. At best, he will continue Jokowi’s policies, and at worst, he will take the nation in the same direction as the ill-fated Suharto regime. Already the government’s budget deficit is nearing the statutory limit of 2.8% of GDP, in excess of the 2.3% allocated in the state budget for this year. During the campaign, Prabowo continually promised to increase spending on a number of programs. Weeks before official election results were released, he informed current Finance Minister Sri Mulyani Indrawati, widely credited with wisely guiding the country through the 2008 global crisis, that she will not be asked to continue in her current capacity. Even though he is the incoming president who will take office in October, Prabowo has already publicly questioned the 3% deficit cap, a move which drew the IMF country chief to issue a stern warning about the need to keep to the legal limit to “maintain macroeconomic and fiscal stability.” Prabowo compared Indonesia with major EU countries like France, Germany and Italy, without any evidence to back up such touchstones. The most controversial part of his program is to increase government spending on nutritional support in schools, which would require US$30 billion/year or about 12% of the national budget, 2% of GDP.

The former general also promises to raise defense spending. During the high point of the presidential debates, he was harshly criticized by his two opponents for agreeing to buy secondhand F-15 jets from the United Arab Emirates for tens of billions of dollars. Defending his rash purchase, Prabowo said that Indonesia must arm itself or risk “becoming the next Gaza,” a paranoid projection that indicates dark clouds on the country’s horizon–and in the psyche of its president-elect. Widespread public disapproval of his purchase after the debate compelled the government to cancel the order, but Prabowo continues to insist that he will spend money on a host of programs designed to boost his popularity before the election and to reward his supporters afterwards.

Given its isolated location surrounded by friendly nations, Indonesia prides itself, and rightfully so, on being one of the few countries in the world dedicated to international cooperation and peace. All the country’s presidents have paid homage to the 1955 Bandung Asian-African Conference where non-alignment was first promulgated. Since 1964, Indonesia has played a leading role in the G77, a group created in a follow up meeting in Geneva to amplify voices of the global South. Regionally, the country has played a mediating role between the Philippine government and Muslim rebels on Mindanao. Mammoth investments of Chinese and Malaysian capital are stable and growing parts of Indonesia’s infrastructure. Indonesian exports to and imports from Australia are in the tens of billions of dollars.

Domestically, Probowo promises more violence against the West Papuan insurgency. While both his rivals endorsed political engagement rather than military actions, Prabowo insisted he would follow the policies now in place under Jokowi. The ongoing conflict is more serious than publicly acknowledged. In the past years, dozens of army personnel, rebel fighters, and civilians have been killed, amid widespread reports of starvation in the mountains. On April 17, 2023, the West Papua National Liberation Army (WPNLA) kidnapped New Zealand pilot Phillip Mertens, and the Indonesian army’s subsequent attempted rescue resulted in six soldiers killed and 30 missing. Media-savvy rebel leader Egianus Kogoya is part of the 500-member WPNLA, the armed wing of the Free Papua Movement. Anti-defamation laws were used to silence two prominent Jakarta-based activists, Haris and Fatia, who criticized Coordinating Minister for Maritime Affairs and Investment Luhut for his involvement in controversial and highly-profitable Papuan mining activities. Although acquitted of the defamation charges that carried potential jail time, the threat of imprisonment hung over them for months and has had a chilling effect on anyone else speaking out about Papua and cases of blatant corruption at the highest levels of power.

Probowo has sought to portray himself as gentle and friendly, but he publicly lost his temper on national television when his opponents criticized his misguided purchase of second-hand jets. This is one indication that the leopard cannot change his spots. In September 2023, allegations were widely reported that Probowo strangled and slapped the Deputy Agricultural Minister during a policy debate at the Presidential Palace. If not for Jokowi publicly laughing off the incident without denying that it happened, Probowo could well have faced criminal charges–although in Indonesia the wealthy and powerful are largely immune from prosecution.

Nepo Babies Here, Nepo Babies There

South Asia is full of political nepo babies, from the Marcos and Aquino clans in the Philippines to the Sinawatra’s in Thailand, Gandhi’s in India, Bhutto’s in Pakistan, and Han Sen and his son Hun Manet in Cambodia. Aung San Suu Kyi’s enduring appeal is no doubt in large part because she is Aung San’s daughter. The United States has its own share of family dynasties–from the Kennedy’s and Bushes to towns and states where political powers are controlled by families, but the current situation in Indonesia is at another level. With Jokowi’s two sons, his son-in-law, and other family members jockeying for powerful positions, one family has seized control of the largest economy in South East Asia and the world’s fourth largest country.

Sometimes with nepotism at least qualified people find high positions. But no one is making that case in Indonesia. Female cancer patients cannot receive prescribed medications in government hospitals simply because administrators do not order them. There is next to zero traffic control. Noise pollution is severe. Any pre-teen with a megaphone who is willing to scream religious slogans is empowered to disturb citizens at all hours of the night. Cities are flooded and beaches are inundated with garbage because of poor drainage caused by rubbish blocking waterways.

As conditions become increasingly problematic, yes men continue to nod while poor decisions are made. To give a major example, Jokowi’s rush to downstream production of nickel by implementing a ban on export of unrefined nickel and the construction of mammoth processing plants was a major success–at least to him and his supporters. In 2021, nickel based batteries were 70% of the world market, and by 2023, Indonesia was producing 40% of the world’s nickel. During the presidential debates in January and February 2024, Gibran insisted on several occasions that he would continue his father’s down-streaming policy when his opponents questioned its wisdom. Yet as the electric vehicle industry evolved from nickel-based batteries to lithium iron phosphate batteries, the demand for nickel batteries drastically decreased. Already in 2022, three quarters of electric vehicles in Indonesia used cheaper, iron-based batteries, which are projected to comprise more than 50% of the world market by 2025. Given the rapid pace of technological change, Jokowi’s down-streaming policy is a big mistake–even before we consider its environmental and social costs.

An expert image manager, President Jokowi owes his popularity to stable economic growth during his decade in power. At least 70,000 jobs have been created on the island of Sulawesi. Although he presents an affable image of progress to the public, his administration has inaugurated an unprecedented assault on the environment and the lives of workers by opening new mega-projects across the country. On Halmahera Island in North Maluku, French and Chinese corporations constructed a mammoth nickel processing complex. Despite longstanding and ongoing resistance from local residents, this complex appears to have been built on lands illegally taken from citizens. These corporations plan to supplement the five existing coal-powered smelters with twelve more, creating an industrial park that would burn more coal annually than Brazil or Spain. Despite having the world’s largest nickel reserves, more than one-fifth of the global total, so great is the current consumption that the country’s Energy and Resource Minister forecast that Indonesia will run out of nickel in just 15 years.

The willy-nilly pace of Jokowi’s projects has resulted in a continuing onslaught of deadly accidents. On December 24, 2023, at least 18 workers were killed and 41 injured in an explosion at a nickel-processing plant on Sulawesi. The previous April, two workers were buried under a heap of nickel at Chinese-owned Morowali Industrial park in central Sulawesi. At the nearby North Morowali plant, a fire killed one worker and injured six others. That January, two workers, including one Chinese citizen, died there during protests over safety conditions and pay. On December 22, 2022, an explosion in a furnace killed two Indonesians. Between 2015 and 2022, some 53 workers in smelting plants were killed, among them 40 Indonesians and 13 Chinese. The pace of industrial death is increasing. From January to September 2023, the Makassar Legal Aid Institute reported 16 people killed and 37 others wounded at nickel processing plants.

Under his watch, hundreds of thousands of Indonesians have died prematurely. Despite repeated court rulings requiring the president to clean up Jakarta’s polluted air, Jokowi refuses to comply. At the same time as he claims insufficient funds to solve the problem, he enlarges a host of favored projects such as the new capital city, projects that provide jobs and profits for his cronies. Meanwhile, ultra-high levels of PM2.5, tiny airborne pollutants that lodge deeply in lungs, have earned Jakarta the distinction of being named the world’s most polluted city. One analyst blamed the country’s bad air for more than 123,000 premature deaths annually, to say nothing of tens of billions of dollars in health costs. That figure amounts to 337 deaths every day, 14 deaths per hour, day and night.

In 2021, citizens won a suit against the government for failing to uphold their right to clean air in Jakarta. Jokowi’s administration appealed, and after two years delay, on November 13, 2023, the Supreme Court found the government negligent for not acting strongly enough to clean up the air in Jakarta. Unlike the Suharto dictatorship’s slaughter of more than 500,000 people in 1965, Jokowi’s causalities are scarcely noticed, since they occur in “normal” everyday life, but if we add together the number of premature deaths over his ten years in office, the numbers he has killed are much higher.

As long as minimal progress is made in the material goods available to millions of people, who even bothers to count the casualties? A southern Pacific nation, Indonesians on the streets smile broadly and laugh without pause. They dislike conflict. They are cooperative and easy going, friendly and caring. On the streets, strangers address each other as father or uncle, mother or sister. Their inherent connection to Nature can be found in their name for orangutans (orang hutan)–literally in the Indonesian language, people of the forest.

Corruption, Collusion, and Nepotism

Whether or not they are critical of it, the current regime is often referred to as KKN (Korrupsi, Kolusi dan Nepotisme). Jokowi is the friendly face of this regime, which he has skillfully integrated with Chinese capital. Instead of competence, political patronage rules Indonesia. Even before the official election results were announced, Prabowo’s campaign team was awarded supervisory positions for all government State Operated Enterprises (SOEs), which account for 53% of Indonesia’s GDP. By contrast, Chinese SOE’s make up only 25% to 40% of its GDP (depending upon whether we use data from diplomat.com or Wikipedia). Indonesia’s hybrid command economy, instead of being controlled by a disciplined party with internal rules and oversight mechanisms, is ruled by informal clusters of entrepreneurs loyal to the centralized patronage system centered on the president.

Pancasila, the founding principle of Indonesia articulated in 1945 by Sukarno, remains the country’s guiding core: monotheism, Indonesian unity (nationalism), social justice, representative democracy and peace for humanity. According to this notion, the state’s responsibility is to manage national resources. An investigation by Tempo found that Prabowo owns a total of 361,983 hectares of land across Indonesia. Additionally, he owns mining companies that sit on 19,773 hectares, as well as four more landed projects in East Kutai. When his vast land wealth was raised during the presidential campaign, Prabowo did not deny his holdings. Instead, he defaulted to crass nationalism: “I would rather continue to manage those lands than having them end up in the hands of foreigners.” Under 20th century communism, the party replaced the proletariat as the rich and powerful; in Indonesia today, fat-cat politicians have replaced the state in taking control of the country’s abundant natural resources.

Although he was originally elected on an anti-graft platform, Jokowi has done everything possible to eviscerate the national Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK), which languishes under the cloud of the its leader having been charged with extortion of people suspected of corruption. Other commissioners have been charged with meeting with persons under investigation for graft. Despite calls for intervention, Jokowi has refused to act. The KPK’s performance continues to be a huge problem. On March 15, 2024, dozens of its prison employees, some 78 in total, were found guilty of taking bribes in exchange for providing illegal privileges for prisoners.

Selective enforcement of anti-corruption laws, however, is used to compel acquiescence to commands of the top. Under extreme pressure and facing a decade or more in prison, former Papua governor Lukas Enembe suffered a heart attack in late 2023 and died, a tragedy followed by severe riots in his home province. At almost exactly the same time, eight employees of the national Finance Ministry were merely dismissed for attempting to conceal US$22 billion in suspicious transactions over many years.

Indonesia was notorious for corruption during Suharto’s 33 year rule. Despite Jokowi’s image of statesmanship and fairness, many people feel that under Jokowi, corruption is even worse. Writing in the Jakarta Post, senior editor Kornelius Purba summarized the situation: “Now we experience the “democratization” of corruption and abuse of power, meaning everybody stands an equally great chance of committing corruption and abusing power.” Corruption at the highest levels is matched by police in everyday life. Although Jakarta’s traffic is notoriously terrible, rather than helping traffic move smoothly, police contribute to jams. At rush hour, they stand at every on and off ramp to cloverleafs looking for odd or even license plates, depending on which are not allowed in the city that day, pulling cars over and collecting 100 rupiah/car, (about $7 US), transactions colloquially known as “86.” The money goes into police pockets, not government revenue. Jokowi is no exception: In 2022, on a salary of less than $100/day, Jokowi’s wealth increased by more than US$600 million (IDR 10.8 billion as reported to KPK, which has yet to confirm this figure).

Opposition to the Land-Grabbing Regime 

In September 2023, thousands of residents in Batam clashed with hundreds of police who sought to remove them from Rempang Island to make way for a new government project, Rimpang Eco-City. Planned to be the world’s second largest glass factory, the project resulted from a summit between Jokowi and Xi Jingping in July 2023. Lying near Singapore and Malaysia, the island is scheduled to receive private investments in excess of US$11 billion and create 35,000 jobs. For the project to go forward, the government attempted to evict 7,500 people, even though they live on a small share of the 17,000 hectare island. For two days, citizens felled trees, burned tires, and threw stones and Molotovs against police who used tear gas and water cannons. The protests were followed by days of targeted arrests of key organizers.

Although Jokowi had promised during his 2019 campaign to acknowledge and legalize kampung tua (ancient villages) in Batam, after the riots broke out, he smiled as he attributed the problem to “poor communication.” Other observers blamed a decline in information transparency, while Batam’s mayor named external “provocateurs” as the problem.

The regime’s land grabs are not limited to Batam. In Gorontolo, Sulawesi more than 2,500 people recently marched to the regent’s office demanding compensation for mining damage to their lands. After no one was willing to meet with them, they burned that office before marching to their representative council. That building was also damaged. In defense of the mining, the president of the Copper Gold Company announced they were operating on government issued licenses.

In West Sumatra, in August 2023, the governor sent in dozens of police to the Grand Mosque to force hundreds of protesters onto buses that took them 250 kilometers from their daily gatherings against his plan to build an oil refinery in their area. No charges were brought against the governor, although police filed cases against a dozen protesters and their attorneys.

Jokowi’s land hungry extractive projects and his “infrastructure first regime” have resulted in more than 100 cases of conflict between residents and the government involving about one million people and more than 800,000 hectares of land. In half the cases, the government response has been to use physical violence and verbal intimidation. Hundreds of people have been brought up on charges or imprisoned. According to a 2023 report by the Agrarian Reform Consortium, Jokowi’s administration was directly involved in 73 land conflicts in the past three years. Under Jokowi’s watch, between 2015 and 2022 some 2,710 land disputes involving more than 1.8 million families resulted in 29 killings, 1,600 arrest, and 842 victims of violence.

The new capital city is hugely controversial, although it has been protected by legislation that insists it must continue. Considered by some to be required because of Jakarta’s gradual sinking below sea level, the city’s toxic air and horrendous traffic are also problems motivating the new capital project. Although a few buildings (a police station and government offices) have been built, massive destruction of rain forests already has resulted in poisoned water for residents in the area. On March 8, 2024, more than 200 Pemaluan villagers were ordered by courts to vacate their lands in seven days. The project also endangers orangutans and contributes to soaring deficits.

Centuries of Dutch domination left Indonesia without modern indigenous economic infrastructure, so the country relied on Chinese-Indonesian capitalists to develop after 1945. Only in 1977 did an Indonesian stock exchange open. In 1996, as the country approached the reform era (Reformasi), 26 of the top 30 corporations with sales comprising 30% of GDP were dominated by ethnic Chinese. Reformasi after 1998 failed to transform this underlying class structure of capitalism but instead made oligarchic power stronger and more flexible within a new accumulation regime. In post-Suharto Indonesia, already existing enormous concentrations of capital created distance from government patrons and used their autonomy to become more powerful within ruling circles, marking a transition from bureaucratic to plutocratic capitalism. Within this constellation of forces, patronage became increasingly important for the smooth functioning of the economy. Today, non-market forces such as control of SOE’s and patronage transfers are central factors in controlling the economy.

The stability of Jokowi’s friendly dynasty, while repugnant to Indonesians most concerned with democracy, is quite acceptable, even preferable to the rulers of plutocratic capitalism. The economic elite does not want to hear even a whisper about the need for popular will to determine the strategic direction of the country, about the common sense feeling that the nation’s bountiful natural resources must be preserved and protected. In the final analysis, the complementary character of a family dynasty and plutocratic capitalism is the best explanation for why Jokowi’s ascent to power has been permitted and encouraged by larger forces.

When Probowo becomes the next president in November, it remains to be seen just how well he can maintain a friendly face of elite rule. His temper and his health are both wildcards. His own preference will be to use the police and army to suppress protests. With Gibran as his vice president, and Jokowi standing behind him, Prabowo appears to be little more than a figurehead legitimating Jokowi’s clan among the military elite. Yet Prabowo may overstretch his support from the nation’s elite if he spends too much on free milk programs or the military–or if he uses too much violence against citizens. Probowo’s poor health and feeble fitness may become excuses for Gibran to become president even before 2029. Already the press and legislators have discussed precisely what steps would be needed to confirm the vice president’s early ascension. With Gibran’s all but certain eventual rise to the top, another Nepo Baby, his brother Kaesang, is waiting in the wings. If all goes according to plan, Jokowi and his sons will rule the country for another 25 years.
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“Labor Education Saves Democracy,” boldly declared educators and organizers as they gathered in Lowell, Massachusetts for the United Association of Labor Education (UALE) conference in spring of 2023.[bookmark: sdendnote1anc]i Maybe it wasn’t such an audacious notion. 

 With 14.4 million union members in the United States and even more workers looking to organize, we would be a formative force if we had sufficient educational opportunities and resources to fully engage our workplaces, communities, and government.[bookmark: sdendnote2anc]ii However, the labor movement has ignored its own history and abandoned robust labor education as a mechanism to empower workers to become organizers, working-class intellectuals, and further their natural and acquired powers. The labor movement currently has considerable financial reserves.[bookmark: sdendnote3anc]iii This, coupled with the renewed interest in organizing among workers in the US, reinvestment in labor papers, labor colleges and centers, comprehensive educational opportunities that incorporate both organizer development and critical thinking skills—is paramount.

The ability of workers to govern their own unions, workplaces and communities can only be expressed with a political project that makes such governing possible. Resurgent working-class self-activity is being expressed in new union drives, now is the time to revisit historical examples of labor education. I propose that it can not only can save democracy—but create it. 

Labor Education Creates Democracy 

Working-class movements have always required schools to further their interests and build the capacities of working people. In the 1920s the Workers’ Education Bureau of America provided guidance and funding to seventy labor colleges around the country. 

The most well-known of these was Brookwood Labor College, just an hour north of New York City. It existed in various forms from 1914 to 1937.[bookmark: sdendnote4anc]iv For a time, Brookwood was directed by Christian pacifist and veteran labor activist A.J. Muste, and served to educate movement greats including Ella Baker and labor bureaucrats such as Walter Reuther.[bookmark: sdendnote5anc]v Its first and third tenets were as such: “a new social order is needed and is coming—in fact, that it is already on the way” and “the workers are the ones who will usher in this new order.”[bookmark: sdendnote6anc]vi Such an order would require militant trade unions, incorporating “semi-skilled” workers into the labor movement, and overcoming racism and sexism within the rank-and-file. The College was a threat and was systematically defunded and destroyed by the American Federation of Labor, among other interests. 

 Labor colleges were simply the most institutionalized form of a whole ecosystem of educational opportunities by and for working-class peoples in the first few decades of the 20th century. Workmen’s Circles offered language acquisition and literature appreciation programs. Every socialist and left-party formation trained organizers in both basic skills and their interpretation of political economy. While the 1924 organizing manual of the Young People’s Socialist League spoke of regular “study classes” as it was an organization dedicated to: 

“EDUCATION, the spontaneous development of each member to his fullest capacity, the leading forth of his power and abilities to their utmost. Each member is taught to stand intellectually on his own feet and to think honestly for himself. Classes in public speaking and parliamentary procedure, debates and declamation contests, round-table discussions, and a host of other methods are constantly used to further this aim.”[bookmark: sdendnote7anc]vii

The dated, gendered language aside, YPSL welcomed women as equal members along with black and immigrant workers. 

Moreover, the manual called members to support the “labor press.” The labor movement launched its own newspapers here in the US as early as the 1820s, with thousands of papers appearing in the subsequent years. Readers encountered international news of the day, included reports on labor and industry, serialized books, provided political pronouncements, and letters from workers. Papers were often passed from reader to reader on the shop floor and street corners as part of a contiguous culture and conversation among working people. 

 By the 1940s both labor colleges and papers had waned as unions invested in labor-management partnerships, war labor boards, anti-communist and anti-radical crusades. The incipient poor peoples, civil rights, student, and later feminist and queer movements would look to these components of the labor movement as necessary for their own. When civil rights and student organizers returned to the factories in the 1970s, and black workers launched initiatives to fight for equality on the shop floor and in their unions, they launched their own shop and “workplace papers” and political education projects.[bookmark: sdendnote8anc]viii In fact, and at least historically, labor and neighboring social movement in the US have always endeavored to provide workers to reach their “fullest capacity” and further their “power and abilities to their utmost.” 

Working-class education isn’t just about training workers to organize their workplaces and bargain strong contracts. Its purpose—Grace Lee Boggs argued in The Next American Revolution: Sustainable Activism for the Twenty-First Century—“is to keep developing our natural and acquired powers to relate to other human beings.”[bookmark: sdendnote9anc]ix Chinese American luminary and Detroit community activist, Boggs was born in 1915 and for the next one-hundred years she saw herself as belonging to our society “and responsible for changing it.” 

Although workers obtain natural powers and forms of knowledge through their participation in the production process, everyday encounters with other workers and natural leaders, informal practices of mutual aid and survival, a common working-class culture, acquired powers come with education, organizing, and encounters with power—both when they confront it and when they wield it. Workers can become stewards, rank-and-file members can form caucuses and be elected to union office, and employees can seize a business and turn it into a worker cooperative. Natural talents only become fully formed with education.

While workers have the innate potential to govern, popular education provides the skills and tools for governing. Accordingly, labor education creates the possibility of real workplace and economic democracy. 

Labor Education Today 

With the labor movement falling down on the job when it comes to providing robust labor education, the thirty-eight university and community college-based labor centers across the US have picked this up.[bookmark: sdendnote10anc]x Labor centers provide both credit (courses and degrees in labor studies) and non-credit courses, workshops, trainings, and public programing in everything from labor history, collective bargaining, to strategic planning to contemporary issues facing the labor movement. Organizing basics are often complemented by innovative programming—on working-class culture, amplifying workers’ voices, and labor history. 

12.5 million workers, out of the 14.4 million total in the uS, are organized into unions that are affiliated with the American Federation of Labor and Council of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO). Not surprisingly many union members have access to trainings in internal organizing—that is, organizing at workplaces with existing unions to bargain and enforce contracts, file grievances, and build a union culture—through the AFL-CIO’s Organizing Institute. International unions, state federations, many large locals offer membership organizing institutes and staff trainings, as limited and deferential to the unions existing leadership as they are.

Every year the UALE, together in concert with labor centers, holds four institutes for Union Women. These include the Western Summer Institute on Union Women, Midwest School for Women Workers, Northeast School for Women in Unions and Worker Organizations, and the Southern Women Worker Summer School. Additionally, neighboring trainings are offered by BIPOC and LGBTQIA2s+ union caucuses.   

Moreover, labor education and organizing are increasingly taking place outside of established channels. Workshops and trainings are being offered by Labor Notes, Emergency Workplace Organizing Committee, Bargaining for the Common Good Network, and the popular Organizing for Power series. Currently, these organizations offer robust instruction in organizing skills and critical thinking.

 When considered in their entirety, it might initially appear that there are labor education opportunities for all workers today. Not only does demand far exceed the supply, opportunities are being missed every day and additional offerings are required to make said governing possible. 

Labor Education for All Workers

When we consider the need for labor education, historical examples, available resources (properly deployed of course), current state of and “maximum programme” for labor education, and the charge to save and create democracy, we are left with one practical question: How do we create labor education opportunities for all workers? 

Labor Education Opportunities for (Non-Union) Workers: 

As workers build power, cooperative educational efforts will aid them to better understand what they are fighting against and fighting for. To express their fullest capacities, workers will need to acquire economic literacy, develop political visions, participate in writing and public speaking workshops, inquire into their “conditions of work [and] also how to fight them,” and receive instruction in labor and working-class history as well as related social movements.[bookmark: sdendnote11anc]xi The content will need to be broad-based, ecumenical, philosophical, richly historical, and not ideologically driven. Beyond organizing workers and providing training for workers own self-organizing, “a new social order is needed” and education is required to usher in and govern this social order of economic and workplace democracy. 

For workers without direct union support, labor centers and independent organization are the two options for gaining skills and resources for workplace organizing, at least currently. Existing independent organizing campaigns should incorporate educational components beyond skills development for workers. Unions conducting new unionization campaigns need to provide resources and staff time to aid workers in more than just the nuts and bolts of winning a campaign. A simple fix is to enrich organizing committee members with components on campaign development, strategic planning, economic literacy, labor history, and anti-oppression politics and practices. 

Affinity or study groups have been part of working-class movements throughout history and could be more numerous today. Reading with other workers not only motivates participants but builds political affinity, understanding, and solidarity. Labor unions and related organizations such as mutual aid societies, student and activist groups, nonprofit and grassroots member-based organizations, independent unions, informal collectives, and workers centers should be offering regular study groups to members and those in their orbit. 

Labor publications such as shop and workplace papers, community bulletins, and targeted newsletters—for instance, coordinating a newsletter by and for service industry workers in your region—are organizing and educational tools that build class consciousness for workers. Historically, such papers appeared on a daily and weekly basis, often in multiple languages. Even regularly appearing online and print newsletters can have an impact with worker stories, organizing accounts, interviews with workers, chronicle labor history, reprints from Labor Notes or other publications. Bulletins and newsletters are educational and organizing tools sorely missing from the present moment; even with a resurgence in labor journalism and podcasts.   

Union halls are a terribly underused resource, often sitting empty at all hours, and they should be opened as to provide wider programming and as a home for labor education programs, labor papers, day care, summer camps, and other services. Another missing model are workers’ assemblies, where non-union and union workers across industries meet to discuss their common problems, offers opportunities for collaboration, discussion, and learning in common. Every time workers meet one another, outside of social and celebratory events, labor education components should be incorporated. 

As meeting participants arrive and wait for the meeting to begin, have them each read a short article on a contemporary economic issue from Dollars & Sense and New Politics or a news clipping about recent labor movement development, followed by a few minutes of discussion. Each meeting can then be opened with a five to ten minute “labor history moment,” where a participant shares a short summary of an important event in labor history. Too often we rush through to get to the business of a meeting or a packed agenda without taking the time to learn together. 

While providing labor education to non-union workers is more logistically challenging than their union counterparts, we must not squander opportunities to engage with and educate workers. It’s been said that there are no shortcuts in organizing. And there are no shortcuts in developing the “power and abilities” of the working-class peoples to their “utmost.” 

Labor Education Opportunities for Union Members: 

As we have noted, there was a time when the labor movement educated millions of working people and provided the basis for a working-class intellectual culture. Institutional and cultural barriers in our unions need to be addressed collectively my militants and rank-and-file leaders, be it: the fear that leadership development will lead to replacing entrenched leadership, simultaneous withdrawal of funds from organizing on the shop floor and overinvestment in centrist Democrats, quick-and-dirty organizing models that lead to high staff turnover coupled with volunteer member organizers who receive little training, and the nonprofitization of the labor movement, which focuses on short term successes and contract cycles over long term vision and worker power. While the reasons for this are complex, it can be summarized as such: much of the labor movement, as with the political and Liberal establishment, has a fear of the crowd, of its own members, and an autonomous and insurgent movement of poor and working-class peoples. But there are rumblings from below. 

Part of labor’s resurgence will need to be grounded in returning to these practices and providing all workers with a robust education in labor history, economics, and related issues. Since unions—through staffers, elected leaders, and rank-and-file activists—have regular, at times daily, contact with workers they are the central force in society that can provide substantive labor education to working-class people. 

Labor leaders can use an article or two to open discussion during regular staff or board meetings. Stewards can incorporate group readings or a “labor history moment” into every steward council. Union organizers can pass along articles to aid workplace conversations and, even informally, use them to educate rank-and-file members about contemporary labor and economic issues. A staff organizer’s role is to accompany workers on their union journey and organize so that members increasing take on tasks as to run their own unions and workplaces, and this only happens through education and skills development. We can make it a criteria that labor leaders who do not dedicate considerable resources—organizer staff time, hire labor educators, funding labor education programs—to prioritizing education in their own unions, in addition to organizing, should be voted out and replaced. 

Actually, there are quite easy and routine things that all unionists can do to aid educational initiatives. Create an article and news collection on your union’s website for members to learn about the labor movement, economic issues, and their unions own storied history. You could use your union’s social media profiles to extend the reach of this collection. Social media can be used for general education in addition to announcements. Repost stories from labor publications that can be used to educate members about larger movement dynamics and developments. Email announcements and blasts can also incorporate summaries and links to this material as well, don’t miss an opportunity for education. 

As with electronic media, union bulletin boards in workplaces, union and hiring halls are resources for outreach, communication, and education of members. Print articles can be pinned to union bulletin boards, distributed in breakrooms, used by steward to set up lunch time discussions and solidarity coffee breaks about contemporary issues. These discussions could be facilitated by reading a recent “Stewards Corner” column from Labor Notes. Handbills and flyers can include links to educational opportunities in addition to contact information. 

Labor education and labor history moments could be incorporated into all union meetings—membership meetings, organizing committees, steward councils, bargaining and contract action team, central labor councils, executive boards. Readings can be supplemented with resources such as the Celebrate People’s History poster series curated by the Justseeds Art Collective to educate members about labor and people’s history, which can be hung in the union hall after the meeting. The Labor Notes book Secrets of Successful Organizers or another organizing manual can be serialized by using a chapter for each meeting over a period to teach democratic skills and build the capacity of all union members. Furthermore, labor education tracks should be incorporated into business conventions, conferences, and larger events not just for delegates but for rank-and-file members. 

Workplace and Community Democracy 

Incorporating labor education components into existing activities is one thing. However, unions need to dedicate resources to funding regular educational endeavors such workers schools, study and reading groups, writing workshops, speak outs and story-telling nights. Hosting public programs and working-class cultural events in the union’s hall extends the unions reach into the community at a time when union teachers and library workers, healthcare and essential workers need community support for workplace and contract campaigns. 

Moreover, union organizers and rank-and-file members could coordinate with supportive classroom instructors, labor centers, and other venues for labor education in your community to offer regular trainings, writing workshops, and political education sessions. Attend open enrollment skills-based workshops offered by labor center and Labor Notes, and recruit other members to join you. Acquiring organizing skills should not be limited to paid staff organizers or elected union leadership. 

Political education funds, often called Committee on Political Education (COPE) or Citizen Action for Political Education (CAPE), should be used to educate union members about contemporary issues, not just to support legislation and candidates for office. In fact, the bulk of COPE funds, kept in a 501(c)4 separate from the union itself, can be spent promoting “social welfare” with as much as 49% on direct political endorsements. Union associated COPE funds with by-laws or articles of incorporation that don’t prioritize education can be changed. 

In the long-term, as a “maximum programme,” unions are going to need to reinvest in labor education by hiring labor educators in larger locals and state federations, expanding funding and programing at university-based labor centers, supporting summer institutes and liberal arts education for workers, and contributing financially to launching labor papers. 

In the short-term, as a “minimum programme,” every union needs a regularly appearing, if not weekly or monthly, newsletter, workplaces need shop and workplace papers, industries in regions need bulletins. Newsletters and bulletins are vital organs of communication that build class consciousness, educate workers on contemporary issues and the labor news of day, allow workers to see themselves as part of a larger movement, and illustrate to members that the union is present on the shop floor. They can do this by celebrating grievance wins that are usually only known by a few stewards and staffers. The working-class cannot cede any workplace, industry, community, or conversation to the bosses. 

What is more, it is the role of militants and rank-and-file leaders to enact this minimum programme, fight for resources in existing labor unions and related organizations, extend said resources beyond members of the self-identified activist left into the larger working-class, and amplify the voices of workers in struggle. 

As the cause of labor has long declared “a new social order is needed.” Labor education will help create the possibility for this new social order—democratic control of our workplaces and communities—to emerge. 
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In 2023, U.S. real GDP grew by 2.5% after inflation – much better than expected. This has been heralded by the media and mainstream economists as refuting the doomsayers that the U.S. economy was heading into a slump. Now in 2024, the pundits claim that we can expect more of the same – reasonable real GDP growth but this time with a return to lower inflation and thus falling interest rates. Corporate bankruptcies will be avoided and the growing impact of new technologies and AI will raise the rate of growth in labour productivity, setting the scene for a strong period of improved living standards. Perfect.

A key factor that has gone mostly unnoticed is that the pickup in U.S. growth last year came from a sharp rise in net immigration. In simple terms, more workers generate more goods and services. A larger number of people earning paychecks means more consumer spending. And more people paying income tax on earnings boosts tax revenues. Last year, the U.S. population rose by 0.9% in 2023, much faster than the U.S. Census Bureau forecast of 0.5%. And the prime-age workforce participation rate—ie 25- to 54-year-olds—reached 83.5% in February, matching highs that hadn’t been seen since the early 2000s. Much of this is due to immigration. The U.S. economy is outperforming in GDP terms mainly because of net immigration, twice as fast as in the Eurozone and three times as fast as Japan.

U.S. population growth is set to slow over the next 30 years; in the U.S .from 0.6% per year between 2024 and 2034 to just 0.2% between 2045 and 2054. So net immigration is going to be the only way that the U.S. population will rise, particularly after 2040 when U.S. fertility rates will fall below the rate that would be required for a generation to replace itself in the absence of immigration.

[image: ]
Unless net immigration continues to be strong, the only way economic growth in the major capitalist economies will be sustained will be through increased productivity of labour. But productivity growth in all the major economies has been slowing. And so for example, if the U.S. workforce grows by say 0.5% a year and labour productivity rises by say 1.5%, then U.S. real GDP growth will average 2% over the next decade. But more than likely, both the workforce and productivity growth will be less, so real GDP growth will be much less, especially if immigration is curbed. Moreover, this assumes no major slump in the economy during the rest of the 2020s.
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The U.S. is home to more immigrants than any other country – more than 45 million people. Foreign-born workers now make up 18.6% of the civilian labour force in 2023, up from 15.3% in 2006. Without foreign-born labour, the U.S. labour force would shrink because of lower birth rates and an aging workforce.
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The growth rate of foreign-born workers was 4.4% in 2023 compared to native born workers of just 1.1%.
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This net immigration is not by ‘illegals’. In 2021, only 4.6% of U.S. workers were ‘unauthorised’, a share that’s pretty much unchanged since 2005. The Pew Research Center’s latest estimates indicate about 10.5 million undocumented immigrants live in the United States. That means the vast majority of foreign-born people living in the United States (77%) are here legally.

For decades, a national original quota system, passed by Congress in 1924, favoured migrants from northern and western Europe and excluded Asians. In 1965, the Immigration and Nationality Act created a new system that prioritised highly skilled immigrants and those who already had family living in the country. That paved the way for millions of non-European immigrants to come to the United States. In 1965, 9.6 million immigrants living in the U.S. comprised just 5% of the population, according to the Migration Policy Institute. Now more than 45 million immigrants make up nearly 14% of the country. And most of these are skilled workers and their families.
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That 13.6% of the U.S. population is about the same as it was a century ago. But over the years, that has been a significant shift in where immigrants to the U.S. come from. Mexicans still represent the largest group of immigrants living in the United States. And the Mexico-U.S. route is the largest migration corridor in the world. But the total number of Mexican immigrants living in the U.S. has been on the decline for more than a decade. An estimated 10.7 million Mexican immigrants lived in the U.S. in 2021, roughly 1 million fewer than the number a decade earlier.
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Meanwhile, immigration from other countries, including India and China, has been on the rise.
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About 42% of all immigrants, or 638,551 people, came for work. And 39% of all immigrants were from Asia.

There has been a burst in immigration since the end of the pandemic which has helped sustain U.S. GDP growth. “Reopening of borders in 2022 and easing of immigration policies brought a sizable immigration rebound, which in turn helped alleviate the shortage of workers relative to job vacancies,” Evgeniya Duzhak, regional policy economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, wrote in a 2023 paper. About 50 percent of the U.S. labour market’s extraordinary recent growth came from foreign-born workers, according to an Economic Policy Institute analysis of federal data. And even before that, by the middle of 2022, the foreign-born labour force had grown so fast that it closed the labor force gap created by the pandemic, according to research from the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco.

The influx of immigrants to work and to study is helping the U.S. economy – it’s keeping a high supply of labour available for employers particularly in the areas of heavy demand for labour: healthcare, retail and leisure, also sectors of relatively low pay.

Net immigration is becoming vital to U.S. capitalism. According to the Congressional Budget Office, the U.S. labour force will have grown by 5.2 million people by 2033, thanks mainly to net immigration and the economy is projected to grow by $7 trillion more over the next decade than it would have without new influx of immigrants.

But here is the rub. Americans now cite immigration as the country’s top problem, surpassing inflation, the economy and other issues with government. All the talk is of ‘illegals’ and Republican candidate for the 2024 election, former president Trump talks of deporting millions if re-elected as president – even though the ‘undocumented’ foreign-born population has been falling while legal immigrants have risen.

The usual (non-racist) argument against immigration is that wage levels of U.S. workers will be reduced as native-born workers compete for jobs with foreign-born workers. But so far, all the evidence suggests not. A 2017 meta analysis of economic research on immigration conducted by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine suggests the impact of immigration on the overall U.S.-born wage “may be small and close to zero,” particularly when measured over a period of 10 years or more. There are much more significant hits to labour’s share of value-added in the economy, namely globalisation, weaker unions and a stagnant federal minimum wage. And there are other reasons why labour force participation may have declined long-term: automation and technology reducing the demand for low-skilled labour; and the shift away from manufacturing and toward service-oriented jobs, which often require higher educational attainment.

For now, contrary to the Trumpist talk, immigration for U.S. capitalism is good news. That could change if the U.S. economy drops into a recession where jobs become scarce.

First published on Michael Roberts’ blog The Next Recession.
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Some 19.5 million viewers tuned in on Sunday, March 10 for the 96th annual Oscars to learn who won best movie, best actors, and best of the rest. It was quite a spectacle and very political.

Well, of course, it’s primarily about money. American films dominate the world movie market and the Oscars, the awards presented by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences represent the pinnacle of both financial and artistic success in the industry. “Barbie” alone made almost 1.5 billion dollars, in an industry that makes hundreds of billions. And then too it’s about fashion as women show off their fabulous gowns on the red carpet as men parade by like penguins in their identical tuxedos. But this year, more than others, the ceremony was not only a marvelous spectacle, but also an especially political event.

The best films nominees themselves were in many cases particularly political. In their very different ways, both “Barbie” and “Poor Things” were feminist films, the first contradictorily ridiculing and reinforcing feminine stereotypes and the second—a wonderfully weird combination of Frankenstein and Pygmalion (My Fair Lady)—portraying the struggle for and advocating women’s right to independence from the control of men. “Oppenheimer” led us once again to focus on the threat of the atomic bomb with which we have lived for over three quarters of a century. “Maestro,” the film about Leonard Bernstein, dealt with the difficulty—even for the rich and famous–of being gay in the mid-twentieth century (as did “Rustin” the movie about Bayar Rustin, the civil rights organizer, which was not nominated for best film). And “American Fiction,” explored racism in literature and life from a Black point of view. And “Killers of the Flower Moon” portrayed white settlers’ violent murders in order to fraudulently acquire Indian land in Oklahoma in the 1920s.

But let’s turn to the Oscar event itself. As the ceremony opened, Jimmy Kimmel, the hos of the “Jimmy Kimmel Live” show, also hosted of the Oscars for is fourth time, and used the last several minutes of his introductory comic monologue to talk about the 148-day actors’ and writers’ strike and its issues. “At its heart,” he said, Hollywood “is a union town.”

In the in-memoriam section of the Oscars, the Academy honored Rusian opposition leader Aleksei Navalny, who had been portrayed in the 2022 film “Navalny,” which won an academy award for best documenary in 2023.  This year’s best documentary winner was “20 Days in Mariupol,” the account of the Russian attack on that Ukrainian City.  Accepting his Oscar, Mstyslav Chernov, the director said, “Probably I will be the first director on this stage who will say, I wish I had never made this film.” He went on to say he wished Russia had never attacked Ukraine and occupied its cities and he called upon the Russian government to release the military and civilian prisoners in their jails.

Director Jonathan Glazer, whose German-language film ‘Zone of Interest” won best international feature film, a movie about a Nazi commandant and his wife living in a “zone of interest” to the Auschwitz concentration camp where over one million Jews died, took advantage of his time to talk about Palestine.

Our film shows where dehumanization leads at its worst. Right now, we stand here as men who refute their Jewishness and the Holocaust being hijacked by an occupation, which has led to conflict for so many people Whether the victims of October the seventh in Israel or the ongoing attack on Gaza, all the victims of this dehumanization, how do we resist?


He dedicated his film to the girl in it who resisted. A good number of those at the ceremony wore “Artists for Ceasefire” pins.

Hollywood, known for its progressive politics, produces many fine political films and some Americans apparently have an appetite for such critical views of our country, though it’s also true that Hollywood produces and Americans consume a lot of cine-crap.

Well, that’s all. I’m off to the movies.
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The following article was originally published in Ojalá.

Mexico now faces what Max Weber called “the problem of succession,” which emerges when a country has a charismatic leader. Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO) is Mexico’s most consequential political leader in nearly a century—to find a president of comparable impact, one must go as far back as President Lázaro Cárdenas. AMLO, a textbook case of a charismatic leader, could have been the model for Weber’s reflections on the topic.

In Economy and Society, a book as thick as a block of adobe, the German sociologist dedicated key passages to the question: What happens when a charismatic leader leaves office?

Weber believed that either one of two things occur: authority “is either traditionalized or rationalized,” he said. That is, either a new charismatic leader is produced or charisma’s power is transferred to an institution. The first has yielded the Kim dynasty in North Korea, for example, whereas the latter can be seen in the Institutional Revolutionary Party’s reign in twentieth century Mexico.

In Mexico, the main obstacle to the transition from one charismatic leader to another is the prohibition against presidential re-election, which is a legacy of the Mexican Revolution (1910–1920). The prohibition has held firm even in the face of a leader like AMLO. His charismatic leadership can last through a six-year presidential term but not a day longer.

Claudia Sheinbaum, the ruling party’s 2024 presidential candidate, does not have AMLO’s power and is unlikely to enjoy his level of support among legislators. If she is elected, which is likely, charisma will be transferred from a person, AMLO, to an institution; or rather, back to an institution: to the presidency. This is what Weber called “the charisma of the office.” The presidency will resume its function above whoever occupies it, not below or equal with the person in office, as occurred from 2018 to 2024.

AMLO may try to continue to influence public affairs after he leaves office and he will certainly have the capacity to do so. He could try to be the power behind the throne, much like what took place during the period known as “el Maximato” of Plutarco Elías Calles (1928–1934).

The Maximato ended when Cárdenas, one charismatic leader, displaced the previous charismatic leader, Calles. To do this, Cárdenas made important concessions to the working class and thus reduced the “Maximum Leader of the Revolution” to nothing.

Sheinbaum’s constraints

Sheinbaum has a limit that Cárdenas did not: she is not an army general. Neither is AMLO. Charisma comes to an end. The Presidency returns to normality. But something new is happening: the armed forces are circling, rubbing their hands together.

Mexico’s admirals and generals won big during AMLO’s presidency. They now control ports and customs, own airports, run luxury hotels and train lines and sell construction services for public works, among other things. All of this is new.

Public security is the icing on the cake. The army first began to control public security in 1994 and has consistently expanded its powers since 2006, but this has always been understood as something that occurred as an exception to the letter of the law. Now the army controls public security via the National Guard, with the trappings of constitutionality. All of this is courtesy of AMLO, who saw the armed forces as his best bet for leaving his mark on History (with a capital H) during his term.

Even so, under AMLO, the armed forces, even with its increased powers, were subordinated to the presidency. But now, without a charismatic leader, what influence will the Army have? Will it rise above the presidency? Or be on par with it? Or just a little below?

Whatever transpires, the armed forces will have more power in Mexico’s political system since the country had a military president in 1946.

If the military continues to expand the scope of its powers, it will only be a matter of time before Mexico sees something similar to Pervez Musharraf’s ascendency in Pakistan. There, an electoral democracy initially coexisted with the Army, which produced its own politicians. One of them, General Musharraf, became president.

Worse still would be the Egyptian example. There the military openly dismantled the country’s short-lived electoral democracy and seized power. Without any populist pretenses, it imposed former military officer Abdelfatah El-Sisi as president.

Army, party, homeland

Sheinbaum will govern under a militarization that she inherited and with which she appears to have made peace.

On February 19, the Day of the Mexican Army, a previously obscure holiday, Sheinbaum voiced her “recognition of our armed forces” and “gratitude for the aid work that they perform during disasters, their contributions to social development and their help in the construction of infrastructure.”

Sheinbaum has proposed strengthening the National Guard and sending the Army back to the barracks. But she has kept silent regarding what even the Senate knows: almost all of the members of the National Guard are soldiers. And on Ayotzinapa? More silence.

Even if Sheinbaum loses and the opposition, headed by Xóchitl Gálvez, wins, what can be expected from the right? It was the rightwing that spearheaded militarization in 2006.

Before AMLO, Mexico had a civilian government. It appears that we’ll have a civilian-military coalition after he leaves office.
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[image: ]Crowds at the Mountjoy Prison, Dublin, during the 1920 general strike.


[image: ]Crowds in Kyiv rally to the Central Rada, summer 1917.


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conor Kostick, Irish writer and historian based in Dublin, and Vladyslav Starodubtsev, a social activist and a historian from Kyiv, answer questions about the period and compare the experiences of the left in that era.

For Ukrainian readers, the discussion is published here.

Ireland and Ukraine 1: What was the challenge facing your respective nations?

CONOR KOSTICK: Ireland had been the first colony of the British Empire and throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth century, British control over Ireland had been enforced with considerable brutality, not only in the repression the catholic religion of the majority of the inhabitants of Ireland, in making the use of the Irish language illegal, and in the exclusion of the majority from political power, but economically, Britain had suppressed the emergence of Irish industry in all but the northeast corner of the country, and, in the years 1847-53, had overseen an avoidable famine that reduced the Irish population through death and emigration from over 8 million to 3 million.

In 1916 the leading figures of the British Government were adamant that while Ireland might be allowed a level of ‘Home Rule’, it must not have independence. They were prepared to be ruthless in preventing a breakaway. At the height of the War of Independence, 1918-1921, Britain adopted a policy of ‘Reprisals’, burning towns and killing activists with a specially recruited fascistic force, the ‘Black and Tans’. Their thinking was expressed by a key figure, Sir Henry Wilson, who said that Britain must get a grip on Ireland or risk losing territory all across the empire. Towards the end of the war, Winston Churchill, a member of the government, had a plan drawn up for the re-occupation of Ireland by 100,000 troops.

An additional challenge was internal. The business elite of the northeast corner of Ireland, around Belfast, were running the largest shipyard in the world, along with associated industries like ropeworks and engineering. They were loyal to their source of wealth, the British Empire, and formed the Unionist Party as well as a mass-movement sectarian organization, the Orange Order, to make sure that nationalists would not force them into an independent Ireland.

VLADYSLAV STARODUBTSEV: Ukraine was a divided nation between two empires: Austria-Hungary and Russia. In the huge territories of Ukraine, Ukrainians were the poorest strata of the population, denied education and self-governance, and being actively assimilated. The Ukrainian language was repressed, and Ukrainians only recently de jure were ‘freed’ from serfdom but in fact, still lived under not-so-different conditions of exploitation. At the same time, the Russian state in the East and the Polish elites tried to realize a settler-colonialist project. Urban centers were used to control the Ukrainian population. In 1919 (a few years after the revolution) Ukrainian capital, Kyiv, was only 23% Ukrainian, and 42% Russian, with an absolute majority of the rural population being Ukrainians—with none of the access to education, representation, and power that the urban centers provide. Ukrainians were a peasant nation, without its landlord or capitalist classes, divided, and actively assimilated and colonized. Small political circles existed, mainly focused on cultural work—giving peasant education, learning the language, and spreading Ukrainian culture, but were actively persecuted. Ukrainian cooperative movement too was blooming and focused on ‘economic self-defense’ against poverty, as well as was engaged with Ukrainian culture and literacy organizations. First political parties were formed. The Austria-Hungarian dual monarchy was far more liberal than the Russian monarchy, so Ukrainians could realize their ambitions there at least semi-legally. That defined a more robust development of political life in the West. In 1890 in Western Ukraine—a Ukrainian Radical Party was formed, and in Central-Eastern Ukraine—a Revolutionary Ukrainian Party in 1900. Activists of those parties were active in cultural societies, co-operatives, and illegal trade union and peasant movements.

Ireland and Ukraine 2: What were the various strands of nationalist politics in the period?

CK: The main nationalist party before 1916 was the Irish Parliamentary Party. A party of landlords and business elites, it advocated a limited form of independence: local government powers within the empire. This party committed themselves to helping Britain win the Great War, in the hope of a reward afterwards.

More radical but much smaller, Sinn Féin was founded by Arthur Griffiths in 1905 and while not necessarily being in favor of a complete separation from the empire, it was popular for championing Irish culture in the face of British domination. A huge public enthusiasm to recreate the Irish language was shown by the turn-of-the-century with the Gaelic League growing to 100,000 members and similar numbers joining the Gaelic Athletic Association, to revive Irish sports. The backbone of these movements and Sinn Féin were the Catholic middle class and intellectuals.

Within Sinn Féin—and sharing its social base in the revived Irish nationalism of the middle class—were the secret society, the Irish Republican Brotherhood. The IRB planned to rise up against Britain as soon as the opportunity arose, which they believed was the case as a result of war. In this they were helped by the development of an Irish volunteer national army from 1913, which although largely followers of the IPP and therefore supporting Britain during the war, split with about 13,000 soldiers refusing to help Britain and instead preparing for a rising against the empire.

Then there was working-class nationalism, which although largely channeled behind either the IPP or Sinn Féin, did find a voice in James Connolly, Ireland’s most significant socialist leader.

The women’s movement, seeking votes for women and equality more generally, trusted to independence to secure their goals and—excepting the Unionist women of the north—a lot of key activists for independence were women members of Cumann na mBan, a movement along the lines of Sinn Féin but for women only.

VS: In Western Ukraine, the Ukrainian Radical Party, the first Ukrainian party in existence was formed.

Ukrainian Radical Party in its program declared:

“We are striving to change the way of production following the achievements of scientific socialism, i.e. we want a collective organization of labor and collective ownership of the means of production” “In political affairs, we want full freedom of the person, speech, union and associations, conscience, provision for each person, without distinction of sexes, the most complete control on all issues of political life in matters that affect only that person; the autonomy of communities, municipalities, regions and provision of every nation with opportunities for the fullest cultural development.”

The ideology of the Radical Party was comprised of non-marxist socialism, federalism (decentralization), feminism, constitutionalism, and romantic nationalism akin to the one expressed by Italian republicans such as Mazzini and Garibaldi. An important part of Radical Party appeal and ideology was oriented towards specific problems of peasant organization, which they learned from different agrarian movements in the world, including the Land League in Ireland.

The second Ukrainian party was the Revolutionary Ukrainian Party, which was formed in the Russian-controlled part of Ukraine. It had a wide socialist appeal, but in the end, the social-democratic (Marxist) faction won the internal party struggle and kicked out all the non-marxist members. Thus, the party renamed itself to the Ukrainian Social-democratic Workers Party. It was a completely illegal underground party, it struggled both against the Russian Social-democratic Workers Party, which was against Ukrainian national demands, peacefully fighting for the influence in Ukrainian land; and against the tsarist secret police, who constantly were developing new and more modern methods to fight against agitators. In 1905 USDWP had its first revolutionary experience, participating in revolutionary soviets and strikes.

After the revolution of 1905 and following the reaction, the non-partisan Society of Ukrainian Progressives was formed to defend against the rising tide of Russian nationalism. The main members of society were moderate progressives and a minority of members of the Ukrainian Social-democratic Workers party.

All influential parties of the Ukrainian Revolution (with one prominent exception—still which was strongly connected to the Revolutionary Ukrainian Party—Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries) were formed from these two parties.

Ukrainian Radical Party split into three: the Ukrainian Social-democratic Party—an Austro-Marxist party; the Ukrainian Radical Party—a non-marxist Socialist Party, and the Ukrainian National-democratic Party—a progressive center-to-center-left national-democratic party. They become the leading parties of the revolution in the Western Ukraine.

The Revolutionary Ukrainian Party accepted the Marxist platform and became USDWP. Non-marxist socialists in the Russian-controlled part of Ukraine formed their party only in 1917, based on the so-called ‘narodnik’ and agrarian-socialist, federalist ideology. The new party was called Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries, and it became the biggest party in Ukraine. The majority of the Society of Ukrainian Progressives formed a Socialist-Federalist Party—a moderate progressive group, socialist in name only, and similar to an ideology that later would be described in the US as “New Dealers.”

Ireland and Ukraine 3: What role did the left play in the fight for independence? 

CK: The working class played a vital role in Ireland’s eventual part-escape from the empire. Four huge general strikes took place in this period and there were hundreds of factory occupations that, inspired by what they thought was happening in Russia, called themselves soviets and flew red flags. Thanks to mass boycotts, especially on the railways, Britain found it extremely difficult to govern Ireland or stamp down hard on the flying columns of the Irish Republican Army (IRA), the volunteers who had become the official army of a national parliament that had set up in 1919 in defiance of Britain.

Had it been a straight battle between British forces plus Unionists against the IRA, Britain would have won easily, but with no one paying taxes to the empire, no one attending British courts, and boycotts refusing to deliver food or help the administration of the imperial administration, Ireland was able to sustain a guerilla struggle and ultimately force a serious negotiation upon the British government.

VS: Ukrainian Central Rada, a revolutionary provisional government formed in Russian-controlled Ukraine, was completely formed by the left-wing forces. The biggest part of the Rada were Soviet deputies and peasant union representatives, national minorities, and two Ukrainian parties that changed each other in the ‘ruling seat’: the Ukrainian Socialist-Revolutionary Party and the Ukrainian Social-democratic Worker’s Party. In the course of the revolution, by these forces, the Ukrainian People’s Republic was formed:

With your strength, will, and word, Ukrainians on Ukrainian land became free in the People’s Republic. The old dream of our parents, fighters for workers’ freedom and rights, came true (…)

We, the Ukrainian Central Rada, elected by congresses of peasants, workers, and soldiers of Ukraine, we cannot stand for that, we will not support any wars, because the Ukrainian people want peace, and the democratic peace should be as soon as possible (…)

At the same time, we call the citizenry of independent Ukraine, we call on the People’s Republic, to steadfastly stand guard over what has been gained [To defend] the will and rights of our people and to defend our destiny with all our might against all the enemies of the Peasant-Worker Independent Republic.

— 4th Universal of Ukrainian Central Rada

Against the Ukrainian People’s Republic Bolsheviks mounted imperialist aggression, starting the expansionist war while Ukrainians were agitating for ‘peace without occupation and contributions.’ Where the Bolshevik forces came, they organized mass violence, and more often than not repression and centralization. Local Ukrainian Soviets became party-controlled, and cooperatives nationalized, as something that posed a threat to the Leninist idea of one-party rule and the Russian state.

Ukrainian socialists, students, cooperators, peasants, and workers of all sexes, organized massive resistance against the Bolshevik invasion but faced an unequal struggle, where they were left alone.

Western Left organized campaigns against the Ukrainian People’s Republic, already idealizing Russian bolshevik-imperialist conquest of countless colonies of the Russian Empire, grain requisition from minorities, national-cultural and political repressions, and one-party dictatorship as a spread of a “socialist revolution.” Entente embargoed Ukraine, preventing supplies for civilians suffering from epidemic and hunger, as well as ammunition and shells for the army. Poland invaded Western Ukraine, and Romania moved to occupy the small Ukrainian region of Bukovyna. Even the French army organized a naval invasion in Crimea. Ukrainian Revolution was left alone against imperial and colonial forces from all sides, with nearly no weapons and ammunition, a state apparatus and army built from nothing in a matter of a year without proper officers or experienced government workers, with a complete lack of control of urban centers and lack of education. In such conditions, Ukraine showed deeply phenomenal resistance, and fought from 1917 until 1921, with Ukrainian left-wing forces, peasants, and workers organizing partisan movements and independent revolutionary republics even after the collapse of the Ukrainian People’s Republic itself.

Ireland and Ukraine 4: What different left traditions and parties were there at this time?

CK: The biggest left tradition active in Ireland was syndicalism. The Irish Transport and General Workers Union was modeled on the Industrial Workers of the World and at its peak had 100,000 members. Transport union organizers led mass strikes and ‘soviet’ takeovers. Unfortunately for the left, the two main figures in building the ITGWU were absent during these critical years. James Connolly had been executed following his leadership of the Easter Rising of 1916, a failed insurrection largely driven by the IRB. Jim Larkin, founder of the ITGWU had been jailed in America.

After the Russian Revolution, a small Communist Party was created but it was tiny and nearly irrelevant.

There was a Labour Party, which was to become a reformist party of the Second International type and is mainstream in Europe today. During the war of independence, it wasn’t really distinguishable from the ITGWU, being mostly the ITGWU executive and others running for election in the name of Labour. In the north, mostly in Belfast, was the Independent Labour Party, a radical social democratic party that was quite influential until smashed by a unionist pogrom in 1921.

VS: The Ukrainian revolution didn’t have a right wing, as Ukrainian identity was seen as mostly the identity of the Left, while the Right was the one associated with Russian rule and monarchy. The governments of the Ukrainian People’s Republic were nearly always ⅘ Radical Socialist and ⅕ non-socialist, usually still in some way left or progressive. Thus, the biggest differences were between the factions of the Left.

In the Ukrainian People’s Republic (in Western Ukraine there was a separate Western Ukrainian People’s Republic) the biggest party was the Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries. From 1918 it adopted a Soviet\Syndicalist program and agitated for the creation of a democratic, independent Soviet Ukrainian republic. A smaller, but more intellectually influential was the Ukrainian Social-democratic Worker’s Party. Its radical wing supported the Soviet government type, while its moderate, democratic-socialist wing supported a Parliamentary socialist government, giving the Soviets a place to co-govern locally, but not to form a government solely on their basis.

The influence of the Socialist-Federalist Party was minuscule, it never was even close to forming a government.

Both the Ukrainian Social-democratic Worker’s Party (USDWP) and the Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries (UPSR) had their radical splits. UPSR split into UPSR (Borotbist faction) and UPSR (Central Current). Both UPSRs adopted the Soviet platform but differed concerning foreign policy towards Bolsheviks. Borotbists thought that there was still a possibility to convince the Bolsheviks to abandon their imperialist project, while Central Current was staunchly anti-Bolshevik. A similar split occurred with USDWP but also on the ground of the Soviet or Parliamentary system.

The Ukrainian People’s Republic then was moving in a confusing direction—adopting a half-soviet, half-parliamentary government system. Its economy was nearly fully co-operative with a state sector acting on proto-Keynesian principles and with a substantial degree of worker’s control

Split parties tried to create a ‘Third center’—a communist-independentist (Borotbists and radical social-democrats then renamed themselves to Ukrainian Communist parties)—fighting Bolsheviks, and being neutral towards their more moderate ex-party comrades. They even temporarily organized a union with the Anarchist militia of Makhno. Later, communist-independentists abandoned the idea of a “third center” and decided to join the Bolsheviks. However, that decision ended tragically. Their parties were dissolved, a huge majority of their membership repressed (usually not physically repressed. Such repressions against communist-independentists will follow later) as “nationalists” and only the most loyal to Bolsheviks were allowed to be incorporated into a one-party state.

At the same time, in the Russian Bolshevik party (there was no Ukrainian Bolshevik party) existed a Ukrainian communist-independentist faction. Its members were kicked from the party after comparing Lenin’s style of government with one of Louis XIV, “L’état c’est moi” and criticizing the Russian chauvinism of Bolshevik policies in Ukraine.

In the Western Ukrainian People’s Republic, the National Democratic Party formed a government, with the Radical Party being the second in command, and the Social-democratic Party as the third. As a government existed in a spirit of deliberation, a right-wing social-catholic party also was to co-govern, having 1% of the government seats (which was still a lot more than its real influence—which was less than 1%). Government forces were proportionally represented somewhere as 60\30\9\1. 60% of National-democrats, 30% of Socialist-Radicals, 9% of Social-democrats and 1% of Social-Catholics.

National Democrats in the process of Revolution moved their platform to the left. Being influenced by the British Labour Party, they changed their name to the Ukrainian People’s Labour Party and adopted a moderate-socialist program.

What was different with Western Ukraine, as after the experience of semi-democratic rule, the idea of government based on Soviets was (and usually rightfully so) seen as less democratic than a parliamentary republic, and even the socialist Radicals discussed how to improve and make more robust socialist parliamentary republic, not the Soviet one. The idea of a Soviet republic was obscure, which provoked lengthy and sometimes heated discussions between the Western Ukrainian People’s Republic and Ukrainian People’s Republic politicians.

Ireland and Ukraine 5: Did the left succeed in being the voice of the national struggle? If not, why not?

CK: No, unfortunately it failed. It is sometimes argued that no particularly radical result could have come from those years, because rural Ireland was too conservative. It’s true that deeply conservative values came from some of the larger farmers. They set up a Farmers Freedom Force, modeled on the KKK in the US and the Farmers Party spokesperson said in parliament there were ‘not enough lampposts to hang the agitators from Liberty Hall.’ They were met on the left, however, by very radical mass movements of poor farmers and land laborers, who around Waterford created a red army to counter them and who in the west took over large estates and worked them co-operatively. In general, there was no lack of daring and imaginative mass activities from the left at this time, such as general strikes and soviets e.g., the brief time Limerick City was run by workers.

I believe the main reason the left failed to at least come out of these years as a significant force in Ireland (and I think it was within the realms of possibility they could have come to power) is that right-wing social democracy—embodied by Labour leaders Wiliam O’Brien, Tom Foran, and Tom Johnson—set the agenda for the whole of the left and working class militants. They were particularly brilliant at sounding like out-and-out revolutionaries when they needed to, and they had the credibility of being former comrades of James Connolly. It took years for the genuine revolutionaries to realize that these officials were more interested in preserving trade union assets and creating a role for Labour in a new Ireland than revolution. Right wing social democracy gifted the energy of the strikes and occupations to Sinn Féin, who used it to help win a limited form of self-rule at the cost of the partition of Ireland, with the north-east corner broken away to remain in the empire. Sinn Féin had become more conservative, with the southern elite moving over to it en masse when it was clear the Irish Parliamentary Party had been destroyed by its support for Britain in the war. Only a radical vision of Ireland could have appealed to northern workers in sufficient numbers to prevent the partition of Ireland. The Sinn Féin version was catholic and socially conservative and when that was all that was on offer, the Independent Labour Party of Northern Ireland were trapped (effectively, they had been betrayed by their comrades in the south settling for a partitioned and Sinn Féin-led Ireland).

VS: The Ukrainian left was the only real force to fight for national independence, but it was facing overwhelming forces of imperialist countries or conflicting projects of national self-determination. Poland immediately waged a conquest against Ukrainian ethnic lands to realize the idea of “Greater Poland,” and Bolsheviks under Lenin became a regional counterrevolutionary force against indigenous socialists—in Eastern Europe, Caucasus, Central Asia, and Far-East, facing numerous self-determined democratic socialist and progressive republics. The Western forces placed their bets on Poland and the Russian White Army and treated Ukrainians as harmful separatists and radicals.

Russian right-liberal politician Milyukov even compared Ukrainians with “Sinn-Feinites bands,” saying that “independent from Russia Ukraine” is as unthinkable as “Independent from Britain Ireland.”

Nonetheless, the struggle of Ukrainians did something that no one could imagine. The existence of Independent Ukraine now is a direct achievement of Ukrainian socialists then, who by immense sacrifices put Ukraine and the Ukrainian people on the map. Even Bolsheviks, who spoke of Ukraine as an “Eastern Russian province” in 1917, and Lenin, who agitated for centralism during that period, radically changed their position, facing massive peasant and workers’ rebellions of Ukrainian national movement, agreeing to create a pseudo-republic for Ukrainians and recognize us a separate nationality. The Ukrainian People’s Republic became a rallying cry for all the future generations struggling for Ukrainian freedom, however, ravished of its “radical left-wing substance” by the next generations, who associated socialism with the Bolshevik project.

Ireland and Ukraine 6: Having read each other’s answers, what do you think are the differences and similarities between the Irish left and the Ukrainian left 1916-1923?

CK: It seems to me that the similarities are that the same kind of left politics was active in both Ireland and Ukraine, except that in the Irish case there was a much bigger influence of syndicalism and less of anarchism (no equivalent to Nestor Makhno). Although both countries experienced tragedy and defeat for the left, a part of Ireland, 26 from 32 counties, did at least get concessions, which ultimately led to the country being fully independent from the empire by the mid-1930s. Perhaps the reason for this was the strength of the nationalist middle class? I get the impression they were much more coherent in Ireland, both culturally and politically. With the Land League of the 1880s leading to much greater land ownership by Irish farmers than by absentee imperial landlords; with an economy that allowed the service industry to thrive in the form of many small businesses; and with a cultural sense of identity stretching back centuries, the nationalist middle class was a substantial force and after the elite nationalists abandoned them and went all in for the Great War, they found their own voice. Poor farmers, teachers, white collar workers and small businesses provided a very strong network of support for Sinn Féin and a guerilla war waged by the IRA. This, plus the ungovernability of Ireland in the face of mass popular protests forced concessions from the empire in the form of a treaty that allowed limited self-government (the concessions were so limited that the national movement split over whether to accept them, with the elite scurrying back to power by being in favor of the treaty and the poorer middle class and working class losing out).

The other very interesting difference is that the Russian empire experienced a revolution that brought people to power who claimed to be socialists and to be fighting for a world transformation to a classless society where all would be equal. This very appealing vista seems to have split the left in Ukraine, because it took some time to appreciate that the Bolsheviks’ deeds were not matching their claims. In Ireland there was only one enemy, and that enemy was very clear indeed. The British deployed a fascist-type of hastily created army, the Black and Tans, with a remit  to crush every nationalist action via the policy of reprisal. If the IRA burned down a barracks, the Black and Tans burned down a town. If the IRA killed a leading figure of the empire, the Black and Tans killed many activists during raids. Pretty much all of Ireland united in refusing supplies to these people, in not paying taxes to the empire, in not using imperial courts, etc. How much more complicated it must have been in Ukraine, when some of the armies approaching your town offered to side with the working class and help bring about global revolution. You would have to have had farsighted intuitions to out-maneuver the circling imperial powers as well as domestic enemies and the reds. I can imagine the debates among the left parties were extremely bitter.

VS: It seems that Ireland was luckier in terms of geography and facing the enemy—the exhausted British Empire. By sheer sacrifices and immense collaborative work Ireland won concessions that led to the Independence. It seems to me that the relatively compact geography of Ireland, together with one defined enemy that acted brutally were defining features of Irish victory. It was a great national struggle for independence. Unfortunately, conservative identity of big part of Irish population prevented mass left-wing movements to lead struggle for Independence. I think that there were real possibilities for the Left to lead the fight, but only if previous actions would manage to create a distinct and attractive Irish left-wing peasant identity. It is a great difference that in Ireland a big national coalition fought for its independence, while in Ukraine it was purely a left-wing coalition, I would say a radical left-wing coalition, which is quite huge difference, and highly affected strategy. From the similarities, Ukrainian and Irish socialists practically faced the same problems—of activities in peasant-majority land controlled by the empire, and that unique experience of peasant organization we can see only in Ireland, Ukraine, Mexico and a few more countries. The same mindset was also in creating cultural organization and in connecting national, democratic, and left identities. Ukraine lacked organized syndicalism as a movement, as Ukraine didn’t develop a proper trade-union movement to that time.

Ireland and Ukraine 7: Are there lessons from this revolutionary period for today?

CK: The more the working-class movement comes to the fore in Ireland, the more likely that the outstanding issues created by partition will be resolved in a united Ireland that northern people are glad to be part of. The more Ireland slides towards racism, anti-immigrant feelings, and the more it accepts the argument coming from the elite that luxuries like disability rights, a role for trade unions, a transition to sustainable agriculture, etc. are simply not affordable, the less it will appeal to workers in the north, whether catholic or protestant. Although it is likely we will soon see Sinn Féin in power north and south, it’s not clear that a ‘Border Poll’—a vote for reunification—can be won with pro-market values as dominant in the south.

VS: It is the memory of revolutionary transformations and radical democratic ideas that attract us. Experience of fighters for freedom and visions of the world that could be. The value of such visions for today are immense—they give us ground to stay on and give the platform to think from—and to develop and create a better movement. I hope that experience of both revolutions would be better known. In Ukrainian, we have a few translations of James Connolly, including articles of Kostick himself. It means that there is something to learn and motivate. And the Ukrainian People’s Republic of course is the dividing point of Ukrainian history, the strongest moment when Ukrainians stood up. It is remembered as an immense part of our identity. And how the right-wing wouldn’t try to wash the Ukrainian People’s Republic of all of its “radical socialism,” its legacy still lives on.

Conor Kostick is a founder member of Irish Left With Ukraine. Also on X here.

Vladyslav Starodubtsev is a social activist and a historian from Kyiv.
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[image: ]An important discussion is taking place among Teamster activists and others in the labor movement and on the left about the leadership of Sean O’Brien, president of the Teamsters union. It is also a conversation about the role being played by Teamsters for a Democratic Union, for decades the voice of reform in the union. The debate involves rank-and-filers who have for years been involved in the union, labor intellectuals long associated with building a more democratic and militant labor movement, and socialist activists in the union and the reform movement.

The questions are: Is O’Brien a genuine reformer? Is TDU playing the critical role it might play in orienting activists in the reform movement? Are DSA and other leftists in the union contributing to building an independent rank-and-file movement?

Unfortunately, O’Brien is attempting to suppress this debate, while TDU prefers to ignore or to exclude it. The discussion, dispersed among various websites and social circles, is an important one and deserves a venue.

Teamster Dissidents

The debate about O’Brien and TDU  could be ignored until three long-time Teamster activists—Tom Leedham, Tim Sylvester, and Bill Zimmerman–published a stinging critique of both O’Brien and TDU in Counterpunch on February 22, 2024. The three have a total of  about 120 years of involvement in the union and decades working for union reform. Tom Leedham has been a Teamster since 1977 and has served at every level of Teamster leadership. He was TDU’s candidate for Teamster President opposing James Hoffa, Jr. in three elections in 1998, 2001 and 2006. Tim Sylvester is a 42-year member of Teamster Local 804 where he was a shop steward, organizer, convention delegate and two term President. He was a candidate for General Secretary Treasurer in 2016. Bill Zimmerman is a 36-year retired Teamster who is still active. He served as a union Steward, Vice President, and President of Teamsters Local 206.

The three veteran Teamsters created a website called teamsterlink.org where union members could post information, offer opinions, and discuss their union. Teamster link also engaged in investigative journalism, revealing the Teamsters $45,000 contribution to the Republican National Committee and the O’Brien administration’s firing by e-mail of dozens of the union’s staff members, “without warning, severance, or health care.”

Faced with a democratic forum where the members could carry on discussions of their union, Teamster President O’Brien hired the Nixon Peabody law firm to shut it down. The three veterans describe the firm and its case:

Nixon Peabody is a law firm that brags about their ability to bust-unions. They have impressive clients, including Donald J Trump, a list of union hating corporations, anti-union politicians and Sean O’Brien and the International Brotherhood of Teamsters. Nixon Peabody on behalf of the IBT is claiming ownership of the word Teamster and virtually any extension of that word.


Then, Tom Leedham explained in a phone interview, the Teamsters

…sent demands to both Apple and Google that they disable the teamsterlink apps that allow members to communicate on the forum. As we’ve maintained from the beginning, if the Teamster leadership is willing to waste dues money in this attack on free speech we cannot match their vast resources, but we will not go away. We will modify the site, create a new URL and continue to publish the truth about our union.


The Role of TDU

In their article, Leedham, Sylvester, and Zimmerman also criticize TDU, writing that, “Teamsters for a Democratic Union, once considered the watchdog is now the propaganda wing of the O’Brien IBT.” TDU has over the last two years become a virtually uncritical supporter and promoter of O’Brien.

As Joe Allen, a former Teamster, journalist, and union historian, reports in an article on Medium, a young, leftist Teamster and TDU activist with another website called Teamster Mobilize, was excluded from the TDU Convention because of her critical opinions. Allen writes:

The TDU convention was by-and-large a pretty ho-hum affair, except for the efforts of Teamsters Mobilize (TM), a small network of activists, to discuss several important issues, including a resolution calling for a ceasefire in Gaza. For their worthwhile efforts, one member of TM was banned from the convention, while others were told they couldn’t hand out any of their literature. You can watch an extensive interview with TM members about their convention experience here.

For many years, the TDU staff led by Ken Paff, now formally retired but still playing an active role, and David Levin, have heavily policed attendance at the convention and stifled any critical debate and discussion. This year, Levin banned Chantelle (also known as Audrey in her articles), a UPS part-timer, from the convention even after she registered, because she wrote a criticism of TDU in Cosmonaut. No criticism of TDU is allowed to be debated at the convention, and great efforts were and are made behind the scenes to ensure that only positive stories of TDU are published in the media.


Left Intellectuals

Long-time left intellectuals such as Kim Moody and Sam Gindin, both associated with the fight for reform in the labor movement, have also criticized O’Brien. Moody, a former editor and director of Labor Notes, the labor newspaper and education center, wrote a piece titled, “Why the Rush to Settle?,” an article critical of O’Brien’s handling of the UPS contract. Moody wrote in the September-October issue of Against the Current, beginning rather sarcastically,

Three hundred and forty thousand Teamsters at UPS will not join the “hot summer’s” rising tide of strikes. Despite militant rhetoric from the leaders and the most massive rank-and-file strike preparations ever, the strike at logistics giant UPS that would undo the James Hoffa legacy of surrender to UPS, sound a Joshua-level blast that would bring down the walls of Amazon to unionization, and set new standards for the entire labor movement, was cancelled without further notice.


Moody conceded that O’Brien had negotiated a contract superior to those handled by James Hoffa, Jr., but notes that:

The promised “end of part-time poverty” was not achieved for all, and while two-tier pay for drivers were eliminated, the hourly gap between part-timers and full-time workers was not closed, and a two-tier setup was created for part-timers.


Under the new contract and on into the future there will be more part-timers and they will be earning less.

Moody asks,

So why did the Teamster leadership, after all the tough talk and genuine mass preparation, cancel a strike that could have prevented a two-tier system that will undermine average wages and worker solidarity in this contract and beyond?


He suggests that President Joe Biden intervened to pressure the Teamsters in order to prevent what would have been a very disruptive national strike. Perhaps, but if so, he found a compliant partner in O’Brien, who in any case seemed to prefer to avoid a strike. And O’Brien found a willing ally in TDU, as Moody writes, “since TDU did not explicitly call for a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ vote, but stated that the new agreement is ‘a contract win we can be proud of.’ ”

Sam Gindin, the Canadian labor activist, in his article “Missed Opportunity? A Closer Look at the Teamster-UPS Agreement” suggests, just as Moody did, that the contract appeared at first blush to be a victory:

Measured in conventional union terms, the Teamsters-UPS contract seems a clear Teamster victory. Backed by the threat to strike, the union pretty much achieved the goals it set out at the start of bargaining: no new concessions, some limits on overtime work, throwing out a two-tier structure accepted in the last agreement, and impressive wage increases of $7.50 an hour over five years across the board, with $2.75 of that coming in the first year.


But Gindin too believes that the contract failed to protect all of the members from exploitative two-tier and part-time arrangements. And he suggests that TDU subordinated itself to O’Brien in exchange for influence:

The problem was not TDU supporting O’Brien over the Hoffa-chosen candidate, especially since the group could not win on its own and running would split the progressive vote. Rather, the issue was that TDU gave up most of its independence in exchange for an influential role in the contract campaign. It was integrated into the O’Brien camp and – despite some independent organizing early in the campaign – became loyal in carrying out the limited bargaining program.


Gindin suggests that O’Brien’s failure to lead the union out on strike and the contract’s weaknesses in representing part-time and two-tier workers will weaken its attempt to organize Amazon and other logistics companies, since the Teamsters union showed neither the strength nor the solidarity that it might have.

The Democratic Socialists of America, which has adopted a “rank-and-file strategy” in the union movements (a term originally coined and popularized on the left by Kim Moody), worked closely with TDU around the O’Brien election and the UPS contract. Less experienced DSA members following the guidance of TDU also accommodated to O’Brien. At an exciting DSA “strike ready” event in Chicago, one of the speakers told the gathering of young activists, “because of the tireless efforts of union reform movements like TDU, for the first time in twenty-five years the rank and file is in power inside the International Brotherhood of Teamsters. And because of this our leadership says if we don’t have a contract by August 1, we are walking.” That is, DSA’s young activists, anxious to get involved in the UPS strike, believed that TDU had influence and that working with TDU, DSA could too. That is, O’Brien absorbed TDU and TDU absorbed the DSA Teamster group. DSA therefore became incapable of developing an independent and critical attitude toward O’Brien and the Teamster leadership.

Time for Change in the Teamsters and TDU

The U.S. labor movement is changing. Leaders like Shawn Fain, president of the United Auto Workers and Fran Drescher, president of the SA-AFTRA, the actors union, not only led their unions out on strike but did so talking about the need for a class struggle against the corporations and billionaire class. Unions are now also willing to take up controversial political positions in support of the exploited and oppressed, such as the dozen or so national unions that support a ceasefire in the Israeli war on Palestine.

We have a new progressive labor movement and unfortunately the Teamsters is not part of it. Sean O’Brien went to Mar-a-Lago to meet with Donald Trump, now the leader of the white Christian nationalist Republican party who spews hatred for immigrants. Then O’Brien invited him to Teamster headquarters to meet with the General Executive Board. A member of the board, John Palmer, in a powerful letter to O’Brien that he read aloud on YouTube, announced that he refused to attend a meeting with him, calling Trump “a known union buster, scab, and insurrectionist.” Many Teamsters recognize their union is on the wrong track.

Rank-and-file Teamsters will have to organize to change the Teamsters. TDU could help, but it would have give up its subordination  to O’Brien.
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A century after Lenin’s death, scholars and leftists continue to discuss the life and legacy of the leader of the Russian Revolution. But a fundamental question remains largely unanswered. What did Soviet citizens themselves think of Lenin?

We get some sense of an answer to this question in the days after he died in January 1924. Some 3.5 million Russians queued for hours in the bitter cold over four days to file past his body in Moscow’s House of Trade Unions. The temperature on the day of Lenin’s funeral was 35 degrees below zero, yet over a million marched, some for several hours through the jammed streets of Moscow–as seen in this remarkable clip.

What accounts for this level of respect for Lenin? For a generation of Cold War historians, such as Harvard’s Richard Pipes–dubbed “the prosecutor of the Russian Revolution” for his hatred of Lenin–such an outpouring of admiration was apparently inexplicable and therefore went unmentioned.[bookmark: _ftnref1][1] Surely, the opinions on Lenin by those who lived through the early Soviet years can no longer be ignored.

Ironically, the preeminent Soviet Studies think tank during the Cold War, Harvard University, houses an expansive interview project of former Soviet citizens who commented on a wide variety of topics. The now digitized Harvard Project on the Soviet Social System includes some fifty volumes of detailed interviews with several hundred refugees in Berlin and New York from 1950 to 1953. The Harvard interviewers asked emigres probing questions, including their thoughts on Lenin, Stalin and other Soviet leaders. This amazing record is now easily accessible for scholars, students and people around the world.

These emigres chose to leave the Soviet Union for the West at the beginning of the Cold War. Moreover, as the transcripts describe, some of the emigres clearly understood with whom they were talking, “the respondent was very much concerned about making a good impression on the interviewer.”[bookmark: _ftnref2][2] Given this context, was it possible to find even remotely representative appraisals of Lenin? Despite these significant negative biases, many respondents expressed sympathy, and even open admiration for Lenin. This helps to explain why not a single scholar has bothered to examine this extraordinary source on Lenin. As one of my students summarized, “the majority of Soviet citizens saw him as a hero…the creator of the path that the Soviet Union should have followed, and would have followed if not for Stalin usurping and deviating from Lenin’s way.”

Utilizing Harvard Project interviews, archival scholarship and secret police reports to Stalin, this essay emphasizes Soviet citizens’ own voices. Many emigres associated Lenin with the New Economic Policy (NEP, 1921 to 1928) the period after the Western backed White Armies had failed to overthrow the Soviet regime. For many emigres, the 1920s was considered the golden era of Soviet society, a time of freedom, tolerance and a better life. Significantly, they repeatedly associated Stalin with forced collectivization, coercion and terror.

When NEP “first began,” recalled a lawyer, “I thought that the country was being reborn. Many people had faith in Lenin, and I was among them.” A 50-year-old engineer believed that “Lenin created a real miracle. He also changed the currency. In a few months all of Russia was happy.” When asked if life was better during NEP, a Ukrainian woman responded, “Of course, the people took heart under the NEP. Lenin made things easier for them then.” A Ukrainian housewife believed that “Lenin was not so bad. In his times they gave land to the peasants. The NEP was a very good time. But when Lenin died and Stalin came to power, the collectivization policy was introduced.”

Younger Soviets remembered NEP through the experiences and recollections of their parents and friends. A female student remarked that, “What I have heard from mama and papa and others” was that “NEP was many times better than our life.” A soldier, said that he had heard “Lenin’s five-year plans were not half as bad as Stalin’s.” and that in 1933 (during the famine), it was even worse.“ A Red Army officer posited Soviet life “would undoubtedly be better” had Lenin lived because “Lenin would not have taken such a sharp turn from NEP to socialism. The standard of living in the Soviet Union now is terribly low.” A mechanic suggested that “Lenin would have done things much differently. Everybody had that confidence in Lenin.” A 32-year-old newspaper photographer explained that “for a Russian, Lenin is a great name. And why not? He made the Revolution and then the NEP. Many things would have been much different had he lived.” A laborer said that “Lenin died, but his work lives on…after he died things became worse.” A lathe operator also suggested that the “NEP under Lenin, was very good; people were free. After NEP there began the Commune, and then the Collective Farm. It was a different life.” A Ukrainian ballet dancer suggested that “One of the best things Lenin did was the NEP.” Another respondent’s friends told her that “If he had lived, things might have been a good deal better.” A female lab technician asserted that “When the NEP years began everybody could live much better…Later on it was heard very frequently among the young people that if Lenin would have lived the conditions would not have deteriorated.” A young teacher posited that if Lenin had lived, “It is possible that he would have done something else. After all, there is only one man like Lenin every hundred years.” A factory worker posited that “the best period in the USSR was the period from 1921 to 1928. The NEP. That was the Lenin Program. Give the peasants freedom to live as they wanted…I don’t remember it well as I was a child. But I know this.”

Lenin’s more tolerant NEP policies repeatedly contrasted with the respondents’ complaints against Stalin’s forced collectivization. A tractor driver recalled that “I know that the collective farm system was hell for the peasants. I have heard from the old people that the NEP was better than either the collective farm system or the Tsarist time.” A 46-year-old machinist described conditions on the collective farms, of little school children “with hardly any clothes on their backs… standing each day and reciting, ‘thank you comrade Stalin for a happy childhood.’” He then repeated a version of the old Russian adage “if the Tsar only knew”, that “some people think that Stalin doesn’t know in what bad conditions the people are living in, but I know that the NKVD (secret police) go around to all the collective farms and they know–and therefore Stalin certainly must know.” A 35-year-old Russian journalist and author emphatically argued that “It was quite clear that Lenin was against collectivization and Stalin put it through despite Lenin. This is the opinion of the simple peasant and proletarian Russian. It is possible that educated people don’t share this opinion but the majority of people think that.”

Respondents took issue with both the pace and methods of collectivization as conflicting with Lenin’s approach. A student argued that “Lenin did not want to force people into the collective farms, but wanted to establish them on voluntary principles, creating only model collective farms…to encourage other people to join the collective farms out of their own desire.” A 41-year-old supply worker suggested that “Lenin said the collective farms should be organized when there would be enough electricity and tractors. Stalin hurried things, jumped ahead and threw great burdens on the backs of the Soviet people.” A young female collective farm worker stated that “before he died, Lenin told Stalin to give the people freedom, but Stalin did not give the people freedom. He gave them collective farms.” A movie operator also argued, “Things would not have been done as hastily and with as much compulsion. In regard to collectivization, Lenin told Stalin that it must be a completely voluntary system. He said we must make exemplary collectivization, which would be so successful that everybody would want to join them.” A young Russian commented that, “As many collective farmers say, most peasants were for Lenin. Maybe Lenin would have created the collective farms too, but he would have done it gradually, not suddenly by force.” Similarly, a young Red Army officer also believed that “Lenin said the collective farms should be organized voluntarily” and that “peasants should not be touched for 20 or 30 years.” A 35-year-old teacher remarked that “Lenin never wanted to beat all the peasants into joining the collective farms within one or two years.” A factory worker also asserted that “Lenin would have done the collective farms differently. I think so, not like Stalin, because people did not want it and he took them in anyhow.” A 38-year-old engineer posited that “if Stalin had not come to power, for example if Lenin had continued, it would have been a completely different picture… Lenin wrote that the peasants must not be forcefully taken into the collective farms, that they must go voluntarily and must have the right to leave…”

***

This frequent theme of Stalin’s coercive methods versus Lenin’s persuasive approach touched on other issues. A young nurse suggested that Lenin’s family background explained his approach, “He came from a good family and did not have to work in the Party in order to earn his livelihood as Stalin did. Lenin was not in the Party for his own personal gains. Lenin was intelligent, came to the people and won them to his side.” A 62-year-old Byelorussian housewife, remarked that Lenin “had a different approach. He wanted the people themselves to change religion and other things. He thought they should change it themselves and not do it at once.” Asked if Lenin had continued in power would the secret police be as strong, a young Byelorussian replied, “Oi! No. After the revolution Lenin let the people live freely; he did not interfere with the workers.” A lawyer commented that “Many people think that conditions would have been better under Lenin because Lenin was gentler, and he thought of the people.”

Lenin’s honesty, intelligence and cultured demeanor contrasted with Stalin’s brutishness and lack of intelligence. A young student commented, “You can see here the difference between Lenin and Stalin. Because of his honesty and his demand for honesty in achieving goals without using lies and false maneuvers.” A female lab worker stated that “People considered Lenin flexible in politics, while Stalin barged ahead. When he wished to start collective farming, he barged right through, causing bloodshed all over the Ukraine.” A former prisoner of war recalled, “I once heard a story that Stalin himself used to swear over the telephone. Lenin and Trotsky would never have done that.” To a young male Russian writer, “Lenin was an altogether different man from Stalin; he was, above all, a man with some culture, Stalin has none.” while another man claimed that Lenin was wise but “Stalin is only pseudo-wise.” A student remarked that “Lenin was exceptionally wise and such cruelties as the people knew from Stalin were unknown to him.” Another respondent remarked that Stalin “is not an intellectual like Rykov, Trotsky, Bukharin” while Stalin “is stupid and Lenin spoke of his stupidity a hundred times. Lenin himself wrote that Stalin is a cook who prepares very spicy dishes, and he should not be allowed in the kitchen.”

Widespread references to Lenin’s Testament from a variety of locations and age groups suggests that most Soviet citizens were aware of Lenin’s negative opinion of Stalin that spread by word of mouth. Many repeated Lenin’s characterization of Stalin as a cook who would only “prepare spicy dishes.” One respondent claimed that Lenin crossed out Stalin’s name and wrote, “such a fool in power!” An office administrator said he would “like to quote Lenin” who said, “Keep Stalin far from power, because that cook likes to prepare dishes that are too sharp.” A Ukrainian driver also stated that Lenin warned “If Stalin ever gets into the state kitchen, he will serve very bitter dishes.” A lawyer noted that, “Lenin himself said that Stalin was too spicy a cook, and Lenin was against Stalin’s coming to power.” Some emigres learned of Lenin’s Testament by reading illegal literature. A young mechanic said that he read in Trotsky that Lenin had “warned the people not to let Stalin get power in his hands. Stalin does not sympathize with the Russian people.” A young Ukrainian mechanic said that “In 1929 I read a secret booklet where Lenin gave his evaluation. He said, “Don’t believe that Stalin has been recommended by Lenin. Lenin recommended Rykov as his successor.” Similarly, a young male lathe operator said both Trotsky and Lenin “did not want Stalin.” An older landscape artist stated that “Lenin warned against Stalin in his will. I think it could have made a great deal of difference if someone else had come into power.” One respondent learned about Lenin’s Testament through a friend who “had learned from the Voice (of America).” A young Ukrainian recalled that Lenin had warned “after my death do not give power to the Caucasian cook.…because he will cook too sharp a stew. Lenin did not like nor approve of Stalin…Stalin was a very insignificant figure whom nobody knew until 1930.” A young Ukrainian student recalled that “Many of my close friends, the ones with whom I could talk freely, were also dissatisfied. A colleague of mine in the cadet school told me that Lenin had said that he did not want Stalin to be a leader. I thought it could very well be true, because Stalin was not as intelligent and developed as Lenin in order to lead or govern a State.” Many respondents also describe this prevailing sense of fear under Stalin and the small circle of family and friends with whom they could “talk freely.” A young male Byelorussian school teacher commented that “Trotsky, Rykov and Bukharin “were against the terror and the collective farms. They were for democratic principles within the Party. But Stalin seized power, he didn’t ask the population. When Lenin died, he warned the people against Stalin.” A Ukrainian turner stated, “such a leader of genius as Vladimir Iliich did not recommend him. He recommended Rykov.” The interviewer recorded that the respondent claimed Stalin poisoned Lenin.

Other emigres contended that many Soviet people believed that Stalin had murdered Lenin. A female Russian bookkeeper commented, “My friends believed that had not Lenin been killed by a poisonous bullet, life would have been more pleasant. Lenin was an educated person, gentle, and a democrat at heart.” A peasant Russian housewife also remarked that “There are some people who say that it would have been better if he had stayed alive. But they murdered him.” A young Russian man also claimed that “The older pre-revolutionary people say that Stalin killed Lenin and rewrote his work.” A young female student also remarked that “Lenin said in his will that Stalin should not be admitted to power. Maybe if Lenin had not been killed, things would have been better to a degree.”

Stalin’s roughness was also reflected in his pre-revolutionary bank robberies. “I have heard that even Lenin did not want Stalin to come to power, because he considered Stalin to be a bandit,” claimed an older Ukrainian mechanic. Similarly, a female school teacher declared that “I did know even then that Lenin hated Stalin. The latter is nothing but a bandit. He used to carry out armed robberies in the Caucasus to raise money for the party.” Other emigres referenced Stalin’s past, “After all, Stalin himself had literally been a bandit, robbing people and banks to support the Party…he robbed one in Rostov. Stalin is a Georgian and a bandit.” A female Byelorussian commented, “After all, Lenin was an educated person, while Stalin is a bandit who robbed banks. I am sure that had Trotsky or Bukharin been in Stalin’s place it would have been much better; they were cultured people.” Yet another respondent emphasized Stalin robberies and complained, “Now a bandit is the head of the country, but he is of bandit origin.” Stalin, according to another interviewee, “doesn’t have any program. He is a hangman and bandit for whom the worms in the ground have waited a long time already.”

***

For emigres who believed in the Revolution, Stalin evoked a profound sense of betrayal. A young Jewish doctor asserted that “Stalin is no longer a revolutionary, no longer a Marxist, he is now a reactionary and a counter-revolutionary. He has betrayed Lenin and the October Revolution.” According to a young aviation mechanic, “No one will say anything bad about Lenin. Stalin turned Lenin’s policy around 180 degrees.” A young driver, arrested in 1937 as a teenager, described how he “met thousands of people who were in prison and who were absolutely innocent… I became conscious and I began to hate Stalin, not so much did I hate the regime as Stalin himself. In my soul I felt that the cause of Lenin had been betrayed completely…what Lenin had fought for and wanted just did not exist anymore.” Both his parents came from working class families and they were “strong supporters of the Revolution and great admirers of Lenin, his plan and his actions.” The interviewer recorded that “It is only when Stalin started eliminating the old Bolsheviks” that the respondent’s family opposed Stalin whom they viewed had “destroyed all that Lenin had been trying to build.” A student recounted that “from 1938 till 1940 I thought that Stalin had perverted the system” because “the people being purged were old collaborators of Lenin. Thus, I considered myself a Leninist Communist.” According to a college-educated retiree, “Lenin’s Party people were all shot, except some very small ones.” A young female Estonian student remarked that “when Stalin came to the throne, there will still many friends of Lenin such as Trotsky, Rykov and Sverdlov,” but because he “feared someone might overthrow him…all the old revolutionaries except Voroshilov and Molotov and Kalinin were destroyed. No one was left.”

Other respondents situated Stalin’s terror with his war on Soviet peasants during forced collectivization. A student claimed that during NEP “life became more plentiful…Lenin would not have given up his idealism” for collectivization but “would not have resorted to such terrorism…There would have been no mass annihilation of the people.” A young electrician posited that “Lenin said collectivization should be introduced only when the peasants wanted it…in no less than 50 years. All this was Lenin’s testament. I heard about this from my father and two other people. In 1937 all of Lenin’s friends were destroyed.” An older collective farmer suggested that Lenin wanted to wait a few years so that “people might accumulate reserves, and then voluntarily go on to collective life…Lenin would not have allowed the terror and the terrible life.” One respondent generalized that with another ruler, “people would not have suffered these horrors of the concentration camps and the mass shootings” which can “be attributed only to the Stalinite dictatorship.” An older female teacher blamed Lenin for starting “the whole business” although “it would have been better with Lenin…before his death there was not such a great network of espionage,” and while there was terror, “it had seemed separate from the system. Stalin made the terror a part of everyone’s everyday life…” A biologist stated that “there was some of this before Lenin’s death” but that this was “in the first years of the Revolution, and was necessary.” Another respondent explained, “Lenin’s law about sabotage on the part of the intelligentsia which was, in a way, a very logical law, had less effect upon the doctors, than others in the professions…” A chorus singer recounted her version of Lenin’s testament in which Lenin, when he was ill, told Stalin, “I would never give you power, as you are too cruel” and then she commented that “I need only repeat Lenin’s words which is that Stalin is responsible with his cunning and deceit for having transformed Russia into a gigantic concentration camp

Others again contrasted Lenin’s persuasion versus Stalin’s coercive methods. An engineer said Stalin “has the instinct of a beast, and he is very strong. He uses slyness, terror and flattery. He bases all his politics on the darker side of human life. Lenin used to draw people in, Stalin pushes them…” Similarly, a female Armenian bookkeeper claimed that it was well known “that Lenin declared that Stalin was a cruel man. You never hear any kindly favorable stories about Stalin, but you do occasionally hear nice things about Lenin.” “People even see the difference in the way they dress. You can see right away that Lenin is a noble person” who wore a civilian suit and shoes, while Stalin “wears the coarse clothing of a soldier and wears boots. That is how people talk, Lenin would choose a cleaner road” and avoid puddles, while Stalin “goes straight ahead, through mud and everything.” Other emigres mentioned this anecdote, that “Stalin wears boots because he walks straight into the mud” while Lenin, “walks around the puddles.” A young engineer remarked that Stalin was to be feared. “If you want to tell a real party man, a Marxist, he would say: “Lenin is very good”. But if you ask him about Stalin, he begins to be careful.”

Emigres frequently mentioned Lenin listening to working people’s grievances. One respondent’s relatives had fought for the Whites during the Civil War, yet, during the NEP they supported Lenin’s regime. To them “he’d been a good man and had made life easier for the poor.” During collectivization the family were labeled kulaks and their land and belongings confiscated. A female Ukrainian itinerant worker said, “Lenin gave to the poor. People could live under his rule. He allowed the peasants to keep their cattle” while under Stalin, “It could not have been worse.” A young Byelorussian ship stoker said, “In my village, where, during the Tsarist regime, almost everybody was short of land, people thought that Lenin really struggled for the welfare of the people.” This changed in 1929, when “the government began to move out those families who were considered rich and everybody changed their minds.” A young worker said that, “I also approve of the words of Lenin: ‘Grab from those who have grabbed.’” because “these factories were made with the sweat of the workers.” Similarly, a student commented, “If he stole from a rich man whose character was bad and gave the hide to a poor man who was deserving, I would approve.” Another emigre recalled that his peasant friend was threatened with being fired so he traveled to Moscow, complained personally to Lenin, and stayed at his job. Asked if his friend had fabricated the story, he replied “I do not think so. I knew him and I knew that he was as anti-Soviet as anybody.” A female school teacher noted that “At the time of the collectivization people said that Lenin would not have done this. But who knows? However, it was possible to get in to see Lenin because he was close to the people.” A male Byelorussian dispatcher commented that, “Lenin was understood by the people, there was more of a connection between Lenin and the people.” A young Red Army soldier believed that “Lenin was a person who worked with the masses, who loved all the people and only thanks to Lenin was the coup d’etat carried out.”

Some emigres emphasized Lenin’s modest lifestyle. One respondent who had visited Lenin’s office in Smolny, in Leningrad, remarked that “Lenin was a genius, but he lived simply, he even ate sardines.” Another commented that “Lenin was a modest man in his own life; he was not as bloodthirsty as Stalin, he was a sincere revolutionary.” He recounted an article after Lenin’s death in which a bookkeeper had attempted to increase Lenin’s pay to four hundred rubles, “but Lenin crossed it out and went back to the old two hundred rubles.” Another emigre commented, “Until 1928 the Party and government officials did not have housing which was a great deal better than the rest of the population. Lenin was against this sort of thing. He himself lived very modestly. I think he had two rooms.”

Archival social histories convey similar popular attitudes about Lenin. Using secret police reports in Popular Opinion in Stalin’s Russia, Sarah Davies comments that “the refrain ‘If Lenin has been alive…’ was common in the period” while “NEP was also perceived as a relatively golden age.” Reports included complaints that “Stalin must be removed, he has left Lenin’s path. Our country is regressing.” One worker asserted that “Lenin led the country upwards, but today’s leader is bringing it down” while another lamented that, “There was everything, and now there is no food, and when Lenin was alive everything was peaceful and good, everyone lived in a friendly collective.” When Lenin died, “squabbles and splits started and the party became impure.” Another asked “Why did Lenin wear overshoes and Stalin boots?” Because, “now that Stalin’s at the top, there is a such a marsh wherever you go, you get stuck. That’s why he wears boots.”[bookmark: _ftnref3][3]

Another book on the Stalinist era shows unpublished letters that also reference Lenin. One sent to Pravda during collectivization that stated, “You commit acts of violence against workers and peasants. You scribblers, you’ve enslaved us worse than the tsar and you write impudently, you lie that you are for us workers. It’s time to drive you out, you creatures, so you won’t enslave the peasants in Lenin’s name.” A collective farm widow in1936 wrote to The Peasants Newspaper “I often remember Lenin, how kind he was for us, for the peasants; he took the land away from the landowners. Gave it to the peasants…In those days everybody was well fed, nobody met hungry. Lenin died too early. Now things are worse for us, poor widows, than they were before the Revolution.”[bookmark: _ftnref4][4]

In Smolensk, a top-secret OGPU (secret police) document reported on popular attitudes in Roslavl on dekulakization deportations in March 1931. Some workers complained that, “All this would not have happened if Lenin had been alive,” they say. “Such things were unheard of in those times, people had enough to eat … But now it is impossible to understand what is going on.” One of the workers, looking at Lenin’s portrait, declared, “were Lenin alive, he would have allowed free trade and eased our lot; afterwards he would have instituted a shift towards collectivization–not by force, but by consent and persuasion.”[bookmark: _ftnref5][5]

In Moscow’s Hammer and Sickle Factory, workers repeatedly complained about rampant party corruption. A former female member asked, “Is the party a correctional institution? Why do they accept all kinds of garbage and keep those who do nasty things? Is this what Lenin willed?” An anonymous note passed to trade union leader Tomsky complained, “Please remember the words of Ilyich Lenin. Why are you not conducting a cleansing of party of elements who only take up positions while not doing what they are supposed to do, but instead walk around the shops and give orders and shout at the lower class?” A note at another meeting asked, “Lenin in his Testament said that Stalin was a cook who would only prepare spicy dishes and we should not trust the leadership of Stalin. Isn’t the current situation such a spicy dish? So how can we not trust Lenin about leaving Stalin at his post of General Secretary of the party?”[bookmark: _ftnref6][6]

Some of the leaders of the spectacular 1932 Ivanovo rebellion cited Lenin. During a mass meeting during the Teikovo strike of 1932, a female worker Voinova asked, “How can our rulers not be ashamed of distributing such a small ration? Did Lenin really teach them to supply the workers so that they perished like fleas? Can we really survive on such a ration and fulfill the production quota that they give us?” In Shuia, workers complained that the “workers’ labor is being reduced to forced labor” and that such measures would never have been implemented under Lenin or even the Tsar. At another textile workers’ assembly a woman argued, “When Lenin was alive, he took care of us, but Stalin has reduced us to extreme poverty.”[bookmark: _ftnref7][7]

***

By early 1930, Stalin’s class war against Soviet peasants and workers was in full force. Secret police (OGPU) summaries recorded the voices of resistance, including some who cited Lenin against the regime. “Anti-Soviet speeches” at a February meeting at Yartsev factory in Smolensk attended by both trust board members and workers included, “Our revolution is sick. Our revolution is worse than before the war. The workers are forcibly stretched but the cooperatives do not give enough food. Therefore, I ask the generals (pointing at the trust staff), they are generals, only without epaulets, to take measures before it is too late.” Another worker argued that “Lenin and his teachings have gone to waste since his death. He did not say increase the amount of work for the workers and then leave them destitute.” Leaflets distributed in Tomsk in March proclaimed, “You cannot build socialism on the bones and blood of your neighbors…now there is not a single peasant hut, not a single working family, where it would not be said that we are heading for ruin. Prisons are overcrowded, places of exile, shootings are rampant and complete stagnation in industry” while “the entire peasant economy is falling and being exhausted every day…we have already experienced this during the period of war communism before the introduction of the NEP. This path to socialism Lenin recognized as “ruinous” so people should read “the true program of Bolshevism” and “Lenin’s precepts.” It argued for “peaceful construction” based on “an extraordinary All-Russian Congress of Soviets.” A collective farmer sent a complaint to the Kerch Metalworks because dekulakization was incorrectly targeting “the poor in the villages and hamlets of our Crimea, although it is happening everywhere.” He blamed this on “bourgeois elements sitting in the institutions who are trying to make a coup in our country…Comrade Lenin taught us how to carry out socialism, but we are not carrying it out in this way.” In Sumy, an “anti-Soviet leaflet” found in the Frunze Factory said, “Comrade workers and peasants. 250,000,000 are starving thanks to oppression…. Did Lenin intend to build socialism so that workers and peasants would starve to death in the 13th year of the revolution? Honor and glory to Bukharin, Rykov, Tomsky. Down with Stalin!” A crowd of a thousand workers’ wives at Odessa’s “Slobodka” bazaar complained about poor-quality fish sold and agitated: “Go to the factories, get the workers out and together go with them to the executive committee to demand improvement in the food supply.” The women carried a portrait of Lenin and a banner with the slogan: “Let us eat!” A report on Red Army attitudes towards collectivization and dekulakization reported a complaint, “When we had Lenin, we had everything, but now that Lenin is gone, we have nothing. We do not fulfill his commandments… We work hard, we compete, productivity increases, but it is all in vain. For our efforts we only see and hear about the five-year plan, but it’s a lie, it’s all for nothing…we will have to shed a lot more blood in the near future.”[bookmark: _ftnref8][8]

By 1930, organized opposition currents had been crushed but the OGPU continued reporting on independent revolutionary circles, some of which were quite sophisticated. A September 1930 four-page manifesto criticized both the Trotskyists and Bukharinists for focusing on a “struggle for power” rather than fighting for the working class. “Every serious attempt at criticism is considered counter-revolutionary. Instead of workers’ management of production, we have individual workers whom the bureaucracy feeds and promotes to economic-administrative posts.” It compared the regime strategy to that of the Zubatov police movement at the turn of the century “in order to give an outlet to the discontent of the workers so that they would not go to the revolutionaries.” It repeatedly quotes Lenin’s State and Revolution to illustrate the hypocrisy of the regime, “In favor of electability and removability of all officials. Against high salaries, in favor of paying officials according to worker’s rates. Let us organize large-scale production… Lenin said, we workers ourselves, drawing on our working experience, creating the strictest iron discipline supported by the state power of the armed workers, let us reduce state officials to the role of mere executors of our orders, responsible, replaceable, modestly paid…the bureaucratic government brutalizes every attempt at workers’ struggle” meant that “the best proletarian communists are in exile and prison. But no one will succeed either in breaking the workers’ movement or in deceiving the workers. You cannot deceive the class,’Lenin said.” Recalling the strike waves of NEP, the manifesto optimistically claimed “now strikes are breaking out more and more frequently.” It also called for practical tasks, such as “to fight today for a secret ballot that will eliminate pressure in elections.” Repeating Lenin’s organizational priorities from decades earlier, the manifesto implored its readers to “gather a circle of reliable comrades, explain and understand with them the true causes of the crisis, the bureaucratic nature of the Stalinist state, the inner-party struggle, the deceptive maneuvers of the government…to understand Marx’s and Lenin’s teachings on the state.” It proclaimed that out of these “workers’ circles and groups a new workers’ communist party will be formed in the future” and that “the proletariat will regain its dictatorship.” It finished with a warning that “the struggle is difficult” as the “GPU contains many spies” so it was necessary to work with the “utmost care” because “the working class does not need not martyrs but fighters.”[bookmark: _ftnref9][9]

Less frequent reports continued in the early 1930s. In April, 1933 in Ivanova–a year after authorities had crushed the workers’ rebellion–the OGPU arrested five members of an armed youth group that had distributed hand-written leaflets entitled, “Nine years without Lenin.” The group called for an armed, broadly-based organization in the cities and countryside. In December 1934, after four million Ukrainians had already perished in Stalin’s famine, leaflets posted at the Kharkov rail station said, “Comrades, seventeen years have passed since the sun of October illuminated our country with the bright light of freedom. Hundreds of thousands of the best sons of mankind selflessly gave their lives in the struggle for it…but after Lenin’s death usurpers seized power” and “to settle historical scores with entire nationalities, they drive the country to the path of endless bloody terror.” Similar leaflets called for workers to show up at a factory and “strike as one” and demanded “Give us bread and that is all.”[bookmark: _ftnref10][10]

How do we explain the deep admiration for Lenin repeatedly expressed by Soviet emigres at the height of the Cold war? One respondent offered a simple and convincing explanation. “During the revolution there were thousands and millions of people who fought gladly for the Soviet regime, because they sincerely believed in its slogans.” The video clip at the beginning of this essay illustrates that no hyperbole was added here–this was indeed how many millions of Russians felt.

The sharp contrast between their opinions of Lenin and Stalin was again firmly rooted in their own experiences. Not a single respondent talked admirably about Stalin the same way they did about Lenin. Stalin’s rule was less associated with his much earlier maneuvering to control of the state and party apparatuses–a process known only by a small milieu of party functionaries–but rather with his later draconian social policies that came with rapid industrialization. Stalin’s infamous speech to industrial managers in 1931 summarized his state capitalist strategy to compete and “catch up” with the West. This entailed forcing both workers and peasants to pay for rapid industrialization–a system that necessitated both state coercion and misery for the vast majority of Soviet people compared to earlier Soviet life. This contrast is shown repeatedly in the Harvard Project that offers an unprecedented view on what Soviet citizens themselves thought about their society. Socialists around the world should be thankful to Harvard for making these fascinating and informative interviews available to everyone.

Notes
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[image: ]Simon Pirani’s moral indignation would be fully justified (though not his ad hominem attacks) if what he had written about my review, or the implications he drew from it, were true. But that is not the case.

Far from disparaging early critics of the Bolsheviks and their policies, I wrote of their “sincere” and “genuinely felt” reaction to objective realities, of “tormented souls” speaking their minds.  How this is an expression of my condescension toward them, Pirani does not adequately explain.

My review examined the documents selected by the author.  These documents did not select themselves. I also offered an analysis of the historical context in which they appeared.   I pressed Pirani to evaluate analytically what his chosen dissidents were writing about that context, beyond expressing well-justified moral outrage or repeating Alexander Bogdanov. Pirani does little in his Reply to address these concerns.

My review did not deal directly with Pirani’s book, The Russian Revolution in Retreat, but did offer a summary of Pirani’s overall interpretation of the fate of the October Revolution, of which his book was but an early, ramified expression.  I concluded that Pirani paid lip service to the objective limits and opportunities available to the Bolsheviks.  In his Reply about this matter Pirani adverted to his “third” interpretation: “While some aspects of Bolshevik ideology played a crucial part in weakening and undermining the revolution, that ideology itself was powerfully impacted by social changes over which it had little control, and to whose operation it often blinded itself.”  Those uncontrollable “social changes” and features of “Bolshevik ideology” that propelled the October Revolution toward its Stalinist denouement are worthy of an independent study from Pirani, a study at a height that considers historiographical developments in the last 15 years — and one that New Politics would likely publish, and readers eager to read.
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I write to respond to the malicious invention on which John Marot’s review of my book Communist Dissidents in Early Soviet Russia (New Politics, Winter 2024) is centered, and to other inaccuracies.

The malicious invention is that “Pirani makes Lenin’s partisans ultimately responsible for the victory of Stalinism”: this is “a major, perhaps exclusive theme in all his writings.” “Exclusive”?! Most of my written work says little or nothing about the genesis of Stalinism. The book that touches on it, The Russian Revolution in Retreat, offers what I described as “a third interpretation” – as opposed to the “totalitarian” school and left wing structuralists such as Isaac Deutscher – according to which “while some aspects of Bolshevik ideology played a crucial part in weakening and undermining the revolution, that ideology itself was powerfully impacted by social changes over which it had little control, and to whose operation it often blinded itself” (page 236). There follow six pages of discussion.

This passage is in a chapter entitled “Conclusion: the impact on socialism” – an unmistakable expression of my view, in print for more than 15 years. In the book Marot reviewed, I did not discuss my view of the genesis of Stalinism, but referred readers to this earlier work. Instead of engaging with it, Marot invented a fictitious position for me, and lambasted it with angry rhetoric. It’s a disgusting old trick.

Three more points. First: Marot’s mean-spirited dismissal of the communist dissidents whose texts comprise most of the book reviewed. To him, they are “a pocketful of ‘communist dissidents,’ chosen by Pirani,” “Pirani’s handpicked dissidents,” or “Pirani’s chosen dissidents” (twice!). This, to coin E.P. Thompson’s phrase, is the condescension of posterity. Self-evidently these dissidents, rank-and-file Communist party members and ex-members, were a tiny minority; self-evidently, they were out of tune with many workers who greeted the improved living standards achieved by the New Economic Policy. Also self-evidently, in my view, historians of communism who contemptuously deride such minorities – 17th century Diggers and Ranters, the 19th century Luddites to which Thompson referred, or 20th century Russian dissidents – impoverish our understanding.

Second: the group led by Vasilii Paniushkin. Marot claims falsely that I think it “represented the ‘workers’” on the Moscow soviet and that all other delegates “presumably represented only themselves, ‘the tops.’” This is a fairy tale. The words in quotation marks are not mine. I think no such thing. (My opinion of the drama on the Moscow soviet, for all it matters, is expressed in The Russian Revolution in Retreat.)

Third: communist suicides. Marot says he does not know of any study of this. I draw attention to the long note in The Russian Revolution in Retreat, page 123, and the four works referred to there.

Thankfully, Communist Dissidents in Early Soviet Russia is available as a PDF, downloadable free on line, as well as the paper edition. I hope readers will check it for themselves.

[See Marot’s rejoinder here.]

 

						 
											

					

					
	
			




									

				
			
								
					
					
					On the Second Anniversary of Russia’s Invasion: Stand with Ukraine

		

		 
By: Dan La Botz, Steve ShalomFebruary 22, 2024	
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[image: ]The short statement below was written for a collection of essays in support of Ukraine on the second anniversary of the Russian invasion in 2022, published by the Syllepse collective in France. The entire collection in French can be found here:  

For two long years, Ukraine has fought to defend itself from an all-out Russian invasion. Though facing a much more powerful foe, the spirit and determination of the Ukrainian people have enabled them to blunt the Russian aggression. But Ukraine would have been hard-pressed to survive without weapons supplies from outside. Anyone who believes that smaller nations have the right to defend themselves from their bigger neighbors should support Ukraine’s right to acquire arms wherever it can get them, which has meant the United States and NATO members. This is true even though we distrust the Western powers. And while we stand with Ukraine, like the Ukrainian left, we remain critical of Volodymyr Zelensky’s government: its neoliberal economic and anti-union policies and its repression of civil liberties.

Many of the countries that have been providing arms to Ukraine – and in particular the United States – are considering cutting back their aid. We believe the decision of whether to continue resisting Russian aggression is for Ukrainians to decide: it is they by far who bear the terrible costs, both the death and destruction of war and the oppression of foreign occupation. Whatever they decide, they should not have their hands forced by a cut-off of weapons.

We appreciate having been part of the consortium of journals and other publications that share these views. In particular we have appreciated developing a closer relationship with the Ukrainian journal Commons and with the democratic socialist left organized in Sotsialnyi rukh (Social Movement). Through this we have gotten to know and talk with Ukrainian socialists fighting both Russia and the politicos of the Zelensky government. We are proud to have published their articles and interviews, and written our own articles in support of Ukraine’s struggle for independence, democracy, and social justice. We also through this process have gotten to know Russian dissidents, like those involved with the journal Posle, who oppose their nation’s war on Ukraine and also demand democracy in their homeland. We here in the Ukraine Solidarity Network of the United States have also valued the work of the Ukraine Solidarity Network in Europe (ENSU/RESU).

In recent months, the war in Ukraine has been overshadowed by the horrors in Gaza, where the Israeli military response to Hamas’s crimes on October 7 has led to the greatest concentrated slaughter of civilians in this century. Supporting the Palestinian cause, however, should not take away from the need to stand with Ukraine. In both cases, a stronger military power is attempting to occupy and deny self-determination to oppressed people.

We are aware of the challenges facing you, the Ukrainian people, both mobilizing forces and maintaining morale in the face of Russia’s barbaric war that has killed thousands of Ukrainian civilians and soldiers, displaced millions, and seen the kidnapping of 20,000 children. We have from the beginning admired your courage. Your steadfastness inspires us and many others throughout the world who see you, as a bulwark against imperialism and authoritarianism. And we stand with you as long as you wish to continue to fight.

*Dan La Botz and Steve Shalom are both members of the editorial board of New Politics and of the Ukrainian Solidarity Network of the United States.
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Two wars dominate world politics today–and the U.S. is involved in both, although in very different ways. Washington enables Israel’s genocidal onslaught on Gaza with weapons, funds and political support while providing direct military backing through airstrikes in Yemen, Syria and Iraq. In Ukraine, however, the U.S. opposes Russia’s also-genocidal attack on its culture and people, and has provided weapons, funds, and political backing to the Ukraine government. Washington’s double standards and hypocrisy are obvious to the millions of people around the world who have taken to the streets in solidarity with Palestine.

The staggering cynicism of the Biden administration–denouncing Russian missiles that destroy schools and hospitals in Ukraine while sending weapons to perform such atrocities in Gaza–may lead some activists to conclude that U.S. backing for Ukraine delegitimizes its people’s struggle against Russia. Yet a closer look shows that both Ukraine and Palestine are facing wars waged on them by powers that seek not only to subjugate them militarily but to erase them as a people with their own national identity.

Consider the words of Russian President Vladimir Putin. He justified the 2022 invasion by claiming that Ukraine is led by Nazis, is not a “real” country and therefore has no legitimate claim to national self-determination. Then look at the map that Israeli Prime Minister Benyamin Netanyahu held up at the United Nations General Assembly in 2023–one that showed Israel with Gaza and the Occupied Territories on the West Bank completely erased. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov even likened Israel’s war aims in Gaza to those of Russia in Ukraine.

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky has lined up behind the U.S. in supporting Israel, which has made many in the Palestine solidarity movement skeptical about supporting Ukraine’s resistance against Russia. However, even if Zelensky backs Israel at the same time he is attacking workers’ union rights in Ukraine, the Ukrainian people have the right to defend themselves against Russian imperialist invaders and to get the weapons they need anywhere they can. Regardless of what their President says, Ukrainians are worthy of our solidarity, just as the struggles of American Black people, other oppressed groups and workers deserve international support no matter what the US President says. The same is true for Palestine: it is possible to criticize Hamas’ politics and actions while supporting the struggle for self-determination for Palestinians and the international movement to support that goal. In particular we support worker-to-worker solidarity, including aid convoys, to Palestine and Ukraine.

Both Ukrainians and Palestinians are standing against imperialist aggression. As a statement by more than 300 prominent Ukrainian activists, journalists and scholars put it:

Watching the Israeli targeting civilian infrastructure in Gaza, the Israeli humanitarian blockade and occupation of land resonates especially painfully with us. From this place of pain of experience and solidarity, we call on our fellow Ukrainians globally and all the people to raise their voices in support of the Palestinian people and condemn the ongoing Israeli mass ethnic cleansing.

We reject the Ukrainian government statements that express unconditional support for Israel’s military actions, and we consider the calls to avoid [Palestinian] civilian casualties by Ukraine’s [Ministry of Foreign Affairs] belated and insufficient. This position is a retreat from the support of Palestinian rights and condemnation of the Israeli occupation, which Ukraine has followed for decades, including voting in the UN.

For its part, the U.S. government backs Israel’s war to crush Gaza because it serves its interest to have a loyal, militarily powerful ally in the Middle East. It supported Ukraine–with plenty of strings attached–because Washington wishes to inflict a “strategic defeat” on Russia. This calculated approach to achieving U.S. imperialist goals lies behind the Biden administration’s hypocrisy and double standards regarding Palestine and Ukraine. Factions in the Republican Party oppose even that support, some because they share Putin’s white nationalist ultraconservatism and some because they see U.S. confrontation with China as the main foreign policy objective.

We also support many other important movements for national liberation, from Western Sahara to the struggle of the Kurds in the Middle East and the fight for self-determination in Puerto Rico, Kashmir and beyond. We focus today on Ukraine and Palestine not because these and other struggles are unimportant, but because the major contending imperialist powers have made Ukraine and Palestine a testing ground for new imperialist wars of aggression and genocide. If they succeed, it will be a blow to democracy and national self-determination everywhere.

As the situation in Gaza grows ever more desperate and another year passes in Russia’s war against Ukraine, we seek to build links between these struggles of resistance and to put forward an alternative of self-determination and justice. As many Jewish participants in the Palestine solidarity movement have pointed out, the genocide against Jews in the Second World War is being used to justify both genocide against Palestinians today and the attempt to erase Ukraine.

Never again for Jews. Never again for Palestinians. Never again for Ukrainians. Never again for anyone anywhere.

Find out more about the Ukraine Solidarity Network at: https://linktr.ee/ukrainesolidaritynetwork
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I first met Andrew Lee as he rapidly facilitated a meeting of a briefly-lived group that had formed to continue the fight against the mass displacement caused by gentrification in Portland, Oregon’s inner city core. Many of neighborhoods that were previously the center of Black Portland since the first half of the 20th Century were now littered by craft retail outlets, vegan eateries, and pop up cocktail bars, and a new set of property values and medium-rise condos came with them. The project was called Housing is for Everyone (HIFE), part of a post-Occupy effort by the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) to pick up on the community energy, particularly around housing, and move into the world of community organizing with union resources. If their low wage workers, such as homecare workers, were facing economic problems when they were looking for affordable housing, then a union should step beyond the shop floor to continue the fight. Class struggle takes place across the whole of our lives, not just one venue.

But like many projects, it lived briefly when it failed to generate steam once the resources were pulled out, and I, and Andrew, were back to thinking through housing through other projects. This led to work with the Portland Solidarity Network, re-establishing connections to the Take Back the Land movement, and other autonomous housing projects, sometimes reconvening the same group of people to take on momentary threats of eviction. All of this was foundational to the growth of a new class of housing organizing, particularly the formation of the Portland Tenants United tenants union, a founding member of the national Autonomous Tenants Union Network. While I stayed in Portland, Andrew moved down to the Bay to continue organizing, then to Philadelphia, which is seeing its own transition from the image of the (nearly) affordable East Coast city to a priced-out super metropolis in the model of New York City just an hour away.

 

In his new book, co-published with AK Press and the Institute for Anarchist Studies, Defying Displacement: Urban Recomposition and Social War, Andrew talks through the organizing reality of confronting housing as both a commodity and a human necessity. We talk through the changing nature of city housing, the problems with most progressive approaches to dwindling affordable housing access, and consider the opportunities that direct action provides when conceptualizing housing not just as a resource to fight for but as a battlefield in the class war.

 

Shane Burley: How would you explain gentrification to someone uninitiated, and how do we move beyond what you describe as a consumer-oriented critique? Who is really responsible as neighborhoods gentrify?

 

Andrew Lee: Gentrification is the economic displacement as neighborhoods are targeted for intensive capital investment to accommodate wealthier residents. Urban neighborhoods of color are the most “profitable” to gentrify, since owner-occupied homes in Black US neighborhoods are undervalued by an average of $48,000. This means a housing speculator can make tens of thousands of dollars simply with the changing racial composition of a neighborhood through forced displacement. Gentrification is a positive policy objective for corporations, universities, transnational financial institutions, and local political elites. A discourse which ends with the desire of an individual gentrifier to live in a certain neighborhood has the same limitations as any other variety of ethical consumerism: namely, it risks missing the economic and political forces that structure the market within which individual consumer preferences occur.

 

SB: What role does “liberated space,” such as housing occupations and blockades, bloc parties, squats, social centers, and the like have in building a mass movement against displacement? How do they work alongside other types of tactics that progressives focus on, like advocating for rent control or increased low-income housing?

 

AL: If we’re serious about not simply slowing down but actually stopping contemporary urban displacement—truly building secure, community-controlled neighborhoods to give to coming generations—we need to decommodify land, to remove it from the speculative market. Community land trusts, squats, and housing occupations all take land off the housing market, thereby creating the possibility of autonomous, democratic land use. Strategically, spaces like block parties and social centers serve as nuclei of resistance, centers of attraction operating against the centrifugal force of community dispersal.

 

SB: What are the limits of the supply argument for affordable housing that is so typically found in the YIMBY crowd?

 

AL: “Yes in My Backyard” ideologues argue that housing costs will only decrease if we increase housing supply across the board. They promote new housing development of all types, including market-rate housing—in the gentrifying city, this means housing marketed to gentrifiers. This argument makes intuitive sense, but only if you believe incorrectly that all housing units are essentially interchangeable, or fungible, goods. In reality, virtually every city meets and exceeds its goals for market-rate housing construction, and even overheated real estate markets like the San Francisco Bay Area have many times as many vacant units as unhoused people. The YIMBY political line is particularly nefarious because it’s saying that the only people who can fix housing unaffordability are the people who engineer and profit from it—developers, landlords, and real estate investors. To truly address displacement we need to confront, not reinforce, the financialization of housing and the reign of capital over community composition and survival.

 

SB: How does precarious housing relate to precarious work, and how can we connect labor and housing struggles to become congruent? Is this a question of building out union structures outside the workplace, a kind of community syndicalism, or are we seeing housing as its own completely distinct terrain of class subjectivity?

 

AL: Displacement is profitable because of a transformation in contemporary capitalism which incentivizes the concentration not of an urban industrial working class—whose members included previous generations of currently-gentrifying neighborhoods before outsourcing, automation, and deindustrialization—but a much smaller caste of highly-educated, highly-paid professionals, owners, and technicians working in tech, biotech, finance, real estate, and elite universities. They are pulled together in large firms, as on tech or university campuses, while low-wage workers are more likely to work at small businesses, as independent contractors, or in the informal economy. This situation is diametrically opposed, both spatially and industrially, to the proletarian urbanization and industrial concentration of the Second Industrial Revolution. For this reason, we ought to expand our tactical and strategic visions beyond those developed in that preceding epoch. As I wrote in a piece for Notes from Below which was an embryonic form of my book, “If the role of the political organization in industrial capitalism was to connect and generalize the strike, what are the concrete actions it must connect and generalize today?”

 

SB: What is this concept of counter-insurgency, and how does it relate to mass displacement? How does the rapidly accelerating carceral state relate to the transformations of neighborhoods?

 

AL: Modern counter-insurgency, the framework of military and social intervention designed to prevent civilian discontent from blooming into an insurgent, proto-revolutionary situation, was first elaborated during the Vietnam War before being almost immediately applied to combat urban unrest in American cities.

 

The counter-insurgency framework sees both the repressive force of the police and the military and the cooptative force of civil society patronage and social services used as tools to separate potential insurgents from community support. Consider how state elites deployed military and paramilitary force against protesters during the 2020 George Floyd Uprising at the same time as millions of dollars flowed to non-profits and politicians loudly promised (largely illusory) reforms.

 

We see a similar dynamic in gentrifying cities. Elites work to actively construct gentrification to create “superstar cities”: cities with high levels of displacement in favor of highly-paid professional workers. Their approach to the existing communities is therefore best understood not through the framework of democratic engagement but that of counter-insurgency, with the ruling class trying to manage and diffuse popular resistance as it engineers mass displacement.

 

SB: How are liberal politics, often in the form of the DEI infrastructure, being used to undermine direct action struggles around housing?

 

AL: The sponsors of gentrifying mega-projects like major tech firms and universities loudly proclaim their commitments to diversity and equity—when it suits their interests. The question is equity for whom? Gentrification targets Black and brown neighborhoods for removal, with these institutions invariably having dismally low levels of Black and Latinx representation. And it’s women and gender minorities, queer people, and disabled people who are exposed to the greatest harm when their neighborhoods gentrify. That would remain the case no matter how many people from a certain identity or background are “represented” among the gentrifiers. An institution profiting from mass displacement is inherently oppressive along all axis of power.

 

SB: How can movement chart a path around both class reductionism and liberal representationalism? What are the contours of our emerging class politics, and how are they different from decades previously?

 

AL: The most militant actually existing struggles around class in a multitude of cities around the world are taking the form of resistance to gentrification. These fights are deeply gendered and racialized as well as fundamentally grounded in the relationships distinct communities have to contemporary capitalist production. A class politics that flattens these struggles by observing that a software engineer and the precariously employed elder he displaces are both, in a sense, workers is, in my opinion, neither useful nor materialist. Similarly, identity politics which end at the inclusion of a certain percentage of an identity group within an elite caste that profits from the dispossession of the vast majority of members of that group cannot be considered properly anti-racist, feminist, etc.

 

SB: What are movements or organizations existing right now that you think are on the front lines of confronting displacement? What strategies or tactics make them distinct?

 

AL: The collaboration between the Black residents of the People’s Townhomes in West Philly and the Philadelphia Chinatown residents also fighting displacement are extremely encouraging to me, as is Decolonize Philly’s work bringing different land justice organizations together in conversation with one another. We need to remember that the far goal if we are to create enduring, resourced communities is to abolish the capitalist and colonialist property relations which allow for economic displacement, as well as to actively engage in the hard work of constructing intercommunal solidarity against the beneficiaries of the gentrification economy.

 

SB: What is the “social war” referenced in the book title? 

AL: We should be clear that gentrification is not an accidental process: it’s an intended, positive policy outcome for local government and a condition of production for the wealthiest firms in contemporary capitalism. Mass displacement is only possible with the threat of state violence, which in the contemporary US includes police departments armed with literal military weapons. Breonna Taylor was murdered by Louisville police because they believed her ex-partner, an accused drug dealer, was the “primary roadblock” to a billion-dollar neighborhood “revitalization” project. The local governments’ deployment of counter-insurgent practices to diffuse anti-displacement resistance is a tacit admission of a state of war: a low-level war of elimination against the residents of potentially-profitable neighborhoods.

This social war is a class war, but I share J. Sakai’s bewilderment that “whenever Western radicals hear words like ‘unions’ and ‘working class’ a rosy glow glazes over their vision, and the ‘Internationale’ seems to play in the background.” Because our theoretical and historical guidestones come to us from the nineteenth-century era of mass proletarianization, we’re often predisposed to think of class struggle as uniting all working people—irrespective of any other social determinants—in a community of interests. A white professor and an immigrant dishwasher may both be workers, but they find themselves on opposing sides of the struggle around gentrification: perhaps the most productive arena of class struggle in the contemporary economy.

 

						 
											

					

					
	
			




									

				
			
								
					
					
					Cornel West for President? – Part 7 – Ron Daniels for President- 1992
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[image: ]Cornel West announced in early June that he was running for president of the United States as the candidate for the People’s Party and then as aspiring to be candidate of the Green Party. Now he has formed a new Justice for all Party on which he will run.

This series of articles explores the experience of Black political candidates for the nation’s highest offices.. In Part 1 of this article, we looked at the reaction of the left to West’s candidacy. In Part 2  we turn to look at the experience of four Black presidential candidates in 1968. In Part 3 we examined the campaign of Shirley Chisholm in 1972. In Part 4 of the series we recalled the experience of Angela Davis, twice candidate for vice-president. In Part 5 we looked at the experience of Clifton Berry in 1964. Part 6 adealt with t Rev. Jesse Jackson’s two campaigns in 1984 and 1988. Here in Part 7, we discuss Ron Daniels 1992 campaign.

[image: ]Ron Daniels decided to run for president in 1992 after his experience as national director of the Rainbow Coalition during Jesse Jackson’s 1988 presidential campaign. Like many others, he believed that after Jacobson’s two remarkable campaigns, the Rainbow Coalition ht had supported Jackson could lead progressive forces and open a new progressive era in America. When Jackson effectively shut down the Rainbow, Daniels was disappointed and decided to run for president himself, hoping to have the support of the Rainbow forces and to be able to continue and dedevelop its work. But Daniels could not revive the Rainbow and his campaign failed to catch fire, despite his progressive civil rights, labor, and international agenda.

Child of a Black Working Class Family

Ron Daniels refers to himself as “the son of a coal miner and a coal miner’s daughter.”[bookmark: _ednref1][i] His mother, Wealtha Marie White grew up in the coal mining communities of Beckley, West Virginia during the Great Depression. She married William Daniels, a man twenty years her senior, who had grown up in Talbot County, Georgia and gone to Beckley in search of work. There Bill Daniels became a union steward in the United Mine Workers when John L. Lewis was still the head of the union. He was also active in the NAACP. When Ron Daniels was still a boy, his parents moved to Youngtown, Ohio where his father became a steelworker and a member of the Unite Steel Workers. With his savings, Bill and Wealtha also opened up Daniels’ Grocery and Confection, or the “Colored Store,” a small store. The young Ron Daniels also lived at times in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Whether in Youngstown or Pittsburgh, he lived in def facto segregated communities, in what he called the “dark ghettos.”

His parents divorced when he was nine and he then lived with his mother in Pittsburgh where as a single mother she raised her four children. At the age of 12, Ron Daniels was baptized Ebenezer Baptist Church, joined the Baptist Young People’s Union, and was the youngest delegate to the state Baptist convention held in Philadelphia. A military veteran in his neighborhood  organized a group in Pittsburgh called the Cadet Corps that Daniels replicated in Youngtown. “…a paramilitary youth organization, which showcased my leadership potential and laid the foundation for my eventual rise as a civil rights/social justice scholar/activist/leader.” The group of serious young men caught people’s attention and Daniels was noticed as, “…a young man that some said might one day be the first Black president, Ron Daniels.”

Civil Rights and Black Power Activist

Still an adolescent in high school, Daniels became an NAACP youth leader, and later founded the college chapter at Youngstown State University. It was his involvement in the NAACP that made it possible for him to attend the March on Washington in 1963. After graduating from college with a B.A. in History, Daniels went to Graduate School of Public Affairs (later the Rockefeller School of Public Affairs and Policy) to pursue a master’s degree in political science. It was there that he met Black power activists from new movements and organizations, leading him to write his master’s thesis “Black Power: An Ideology on Anvil.”

Daniels writes, “I returned to Youngtown transformed. I had left an NAACP leader committed to its ‘integrationist’ approach. I returned as a defender of Black Power with its manifestations of Black consciousness, historical/cultural awareness,

institution-building and empowerment.” In Youngstown, Daniels now began to organize community organizations, such as Unity, Cooperation, and Action, Freedom, Inc., the Uhuru Center and others. He became a leader of the Midwest Regional Coalition, Federation of the Pan -African Education Institutions. In the course of all of this this activity, he met activists from CORE and SNCC and developed relations with them

The National Black Political Convention held on March 10–12, 1972 in Gary, Indiana created the National Black Political Assembly, originally chaired by the triumvirs Congressman Charles C. Diggs, Gary Mayor Richard G. Hatcher, and poet Amir Baraka (LeRoi Jones) of New Jersey.  In 1974 Daniels was elected its president. The convention led many African Americans throughout the country to run for political office, Ron Daniels among them. In 1977, Daniels ran for mayor of Youngstown, but despite the support of congressmen Walter Fauntroy and Ron Dellums, Daniels lost.  In the 1980s he became involved with the National Committee for Independent Political Action with his associate, civil rights attorney Arthur Kinoy.

[image: ]Presidential Campaign

As he writes regarding his movement and political organizing in Ohio, “And it was a body of work that would elevate me to the status of a national/international leader, recruited to become Executive Director of the National Rainbow, Deputy Campaign Manager for Rev. Jesse Jackson’s 1988 presidential bid… ” When the Jackson campaign ended and the Rainbow was demobilized, Daniels attempted to pick up the torch, announcing his candidacy for president at a news conference October 14, 1991. He chose as his running mate Asiba Tupahache a woman who was a Matinecoc Native American activist from New York.

Daniels ran on the principles he had developed over the previous decades: Black civil rights and improvements in the Black economic, social, and political situation, support for an independent political party, and for solidarity with Blacks in Africa and throughout the diaspora. As he said, however, while white political parties were exclusive, his model was a politics of inclusion in which all would benefit from the promotion of progressive values and the passing of progressive legislation.

On Election Day, Democrat Bill Clinton won with 44,909,889 or 43% of the vote; Republican George w. Bush received 39,104,550 or 37%; and conservative independent Ross Perot got 19,743,821 or 18.9%. That was also the year that Ralph Nader first entered a presidential contest, though he appeared on the ballot in only a couple of states and received only a few thousand votes.  Daniels The Daniels-Tupahache ticket received 27,949 votes for 0.03%; they may also have received as many as 20,000 write-in votes in various states. They won no delegates.

As Bill Fletcher, Jr. commented, “Daniels overestimated how well he was known and the support he would have from the former Jesse Jackson and Rainbow supporters.”

“Pragmatic Progressive’

After his 1992 campaign, Daniels remained active as an organizer, speaker, and writer involved in the Black movement in America and in solidarity campaigns with peoples in Africa and the diaspora. He characterizes himself as a “pragmatic progressive” who, while he works for independent political action, is not necessarily opposed to campaigns in the Democratic Party, such as those of Jesse Jackson and Bernie Sanders. Regarding the campaign of fellow Black progressive Cornel West, Daniels says, “I hope he will make some strong demands and then drop out of the race so that we can deliver a crushing blow to the Maga  [Trump] Republicans.”

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[bookmark: _edn1][i] The account of Daniels’ life comes from a conversation with him in February 2024 and from his book Still on This Journey: The Vision and Mission of Dr. Ron Daniels (n.p.: State of the Black World Press, 2019), pp. 1-55.

						 
											

					

					
	
			




									

				
			
								
					
					
					“Tensions are building in Ukrainian society as a result of neoliberal policies imposed by the government”

		An interview with Oksana Dutchak, member of the Commons editorial team


		 
By: Oksana DutchakFebruary 7, 2024	
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[image: ]After two years of war, how do you see the situation in Ukraine?

After two years of war, the situation is both the same and different. The war goes on, but there are changes in the context—both internal and external. All of these changes were predictable from the very beginning in the highly likely scenario of prolonged war—which doesn’t mean that many, including myself, didn’t have hopes for less likely positive scenarios.

We have been witnessing different tensions accumulating in Ukrainian society—most of those are caused by the predictable neoliberal policies, imposed by the government with the pretext of wartime necessity. Using the justification of economic hardship and the ideology of “free market” capitalism, instead of supporting the universal social rights, already damaged by the economic crisis, the government defends the interest of business at the expense of workers’ rights and social support for the pre-existing and newly emerging underprivileged groups. These steps go totally against the logic of all those relatively effective centralized and, to an extent, socially-oriented policies implemented elsewhere during the war.

Due to these policies, which are the ideological continuation from previous years, the general mobilization of the population’s efforts and the relative unity of Ukrainian society is under the process of steady erosion. After the first months of mobilization to defend their communities, many people are now hesitant—and some object—to the idea of risking one’s life. There are many reasons for this. For example, the relative localization of the threat from Russia, the unrealistic expectation of a quick “victory,” promoted by a part of the political establishment and some mainstream opinion-makers, and the consequential disappointment, and numerous contradictions of interests, individuals’ situations and choices in the structured chaos of the prolonged war. However, the feeling of injustice plays a prominent role. On the one hand, there is the feeling of injustice in relation to the process of mobilization, where wealth or corruption lead to predominantly, but not exclusively, working-class people being mobilized, which goes against the ideal image of “people’s war” in which all the society participate. And some cases of injustice within the army add to this. On the other hand, the lack of a relatively attractive and socially just reality and prospects for the future play an important role in individual choices of various kinds.

Of course, this doesn’t mean that all of society decided to abstain from the struggle against Russian aggression, quite the contrary: most understand the gloomy prospects of occupation or frozen conflict, which may escalate with the renewed efforts. While the majority oppose many actions of the government and may even hate it (a traditional attitude in the political reality of Ukraine for decades), there are stronger public sentiments that are highly unlikely to change in the future: namely, opposition to the Russian invasion and distrust in any potential “peace” settlement with the Russian government (which violated and continues to violate everything, starting from bilateral agreements, and ending with international law and international humanitarian law). However, a socially-just vision of policies during the war and of post-war reconstruction are prerequisites to channel individual struggles for survival into a conscious effort of community and social struggle—against invasion and for socio-economic justice.

The external context has steadily changed too. There have been new military conflicts in different parts of the globe, which are, like the Russian invasion, further symptoms of the “burning” periphery caused by declining Western hegemony and the consequent new struggle for “spheres of influence,” as well as regional and global hegemony. These escalations, as well as some major failures of Ukrainian diplomacy ,for example, the use of “Western civilization” rhetoric, which alienates people beyond the Western world, and right populist trends in many countries, have their negative impact on international support of Ukrainian society.

In the light of these dynamics, it is extremely important to develop internally and support externally the workers’ movement and other progressive forces in Ukraine. It is also important for the Ukrainian progressive movement to build connections and mutual solidarities with national liberation, labor, and other progressive struggles in other parts of the globe. I don’t believe there is a chance to reverse the tide of the global imperialist and neocolonial revival or right-wing populism in the near future. But we have to develop the left infrastructure for the coming struggles. We came to this gloomy stage somehow unprepared and we have to do our best to preclude such a scenario in the future.

What is the situation of Commons[bookmark: _ednref1][1] and your projects?

We continue working despite all the circumstances, including the most painful—the loss of a prominent economist, our editor and friend Oleksandr Kravchuk, the loss of a prominent gonzo-anthropologist, our author and friend Evheny Osievsky, and some other friends, colleagues, comrades, some of whom were killed in action. Additionally, some of our editors and authors volunteered for the army, others are overloaded with fundraising, providing supplies for humanitarian needs, and supporting left and antiauthoritarian volunteers. Yet others are scattered across the country and across the borders as internally displaced people and refugees, managing individual survival and sometimes being or becoming single mothers due to displacement and war.

[image: ]

During the first year of the full-scale invasion, we considered three tasks to be important for us as a left media—to engage in leftist debates on the Russian imperialist invasion, to describe the realities of war and its impact on people in Ukraine as well as on Ukrainian refugees abroad, and to intervene with a critical perspective on ongoing and planned policies and reforms by the Ukrainian government. With time passing, by the end of 2022, we considered that most of the people had made up their minds and few can be convinced to change their position—though we are grateful to those who continue interventions in the leftist discussion from the position of solidarity with Ukrainian people. On our side, we summarized our position in an issue, available online and in a printed version (revenue from selling goes to Solidarity Collectives): a collection of the text from our web-site, which we consider the most important.

We rethought the flow of these debates and decided where to apply our efforts. We felt that too few direct bridges were built directly between the Ukrainian experience and the experiences of other peripheral countries going through wars, debt dependencies, austerities, and struggles against those. So, the project “Dialogues of the Peripheries” emerged and some of our editors consider it to be the main focus for us in the near future. Though, of course, other topics remain and we continue to write about problems and struggles in Ukraine, about history, culture, the ecology, and different important spheres. We continue to describe the self-organization of people in Ukraine—either as volunteer initiatives or trade unions. In 2023 we managed to do it in a series of video-reportages “Look at this!” and even made a short documentary about the movement of nurses in Ukraine.

I must emphasize that all this would be impossible without our editors and authors, as well as without support from many left organizations, initiatives, and people from abroad.

What do you hope for the year 2024?

There are different levels of hope. I have my personal hopes; I also have a dream that I share with most of the people in Ukraine—that the war will end in a way that will be favorable for a democratic and socially just future in Ukraine or at least in a way that will not preclude productive struggles for such a future. My personal hopes and society’s shared dream are connected, of course. In summer 2023 I returned from Germany to Kyiv which I considered to be my city for some years,  and I don’t want to go anywhere else anymore. I’m not naïve and understand that most probably our dream for a favorable end of the war in 2024 is just a dream. But one needs a dream to build one’s hopes on it.

As for Commons (Spilne in Ukrainian), we hope to continue our work, to write and to discuss what is important for us, and to be useful to progressive struggles in Ukraine. We hope to continue with the Dialogues of the Peripheries, to inform Ukrainian readers about contexts, problems, and struggles in other countries; to build connections and understanding with people in other peripheral realities, hoping to contribute to mutual solidarity in progressive struggles.

Interview by Patrick Le Tréhondat, February 3, 2024

Oksana Dutchak is a sociologist and researcher in the fields of labor issues and gender inequality and an editor at Commons. She lives in Kyiv.

[bookmark: _edn1][1] See “Commons: A Ukrainian left-wing collective intellectual”

 

						 
											

					

					
	
			




									

				
			
								
					
					
					The New U.S. Labor Movement
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[image: ]President Joe Biden walks along the UAW picket line and engages with union members at the GM Willow Run Distribution Center, Tuesday, September 26, 2023, in Belleville, Michigan. (Official White House Photo by Adam Schultz)


The article below is based on notes I prepared for my part in the Marxism List Forum held on Feb. 3, 2024 on the subject of “The New U.S. Labor Movement: An Update on the Resurgence of Labor in the United States” where I spoke with Bill Fletcher, Jr. and Eric Blanc. 

The video of the panel can be found here.

The labor movement in the United States is passing through a transition from the stagnation of the period from 1980-2010 to a new period of dynamic change in industrial decentralization, new technologies, work, organization, union activism, and the enormous and enveloping issue of climate change. The new labor activism has been accompanied by new social movements from Black Lives Matter to the new Palestinian solidarity movement. At the same time, the far right has been active fighting progressive ideas and policies from local library and school boards to judicial appointments and elections at all levels. Led by Donald Trump and his political allies is preparing an executive and legislative program to suppress the rights of workers, minority group, women, LGBTQ people, and immigrants. So, this moment opens both progressive possibilities and reactionary dangers.

A New Era of Strikes

The last few years have seen a resurgence of strikes in the United States beginning with teacher strikes in 2019 and culminating last year in major strikes by actors and writers for in the movie industry, the health workers strike at Kaiser Permanente, and the United Auto Workers strike against all big three car makers. In 2023 we saw a real strike wave. According to Barron’s there were 400 strikes involving 400,000 workers. As Kate Bronfenbrenner wrote, “not only are more workers striking, but more unions are winning, and winning big.” These strikes are very significant, though they are still a far cry from the last great strike wave of 1970.

Workers have also carried out short strikes and brief walkouts at Amazon warehouses and Starbucks coffee shops where there are on-going organizing campaigns. Workers of all sorts have begun to engage in strikes against their employers so that we can say we have in the United States the beginning of a return to open class struggle.

Women have played a central role in the strikes of teachers, health and hospital workers. And Black and Latino workers have been important local leaders and activists in strikes of both industrial and service strikes. While racial and gender tensions are rife in our society, they do not seem to have so far inhibited joint workers’ action, though racism and sexism continue to exist in the many workplaces and in some union

The strikes are not only for labor’s usual demands of higher wages, better conditions, and health benefits, but also defensive measures against technological change, whether AI in the movie industry and electronic vehicles in the auto industry. Other groups of workers, such as Los Deliveristas Unidos, are organizing among the 65,000 delivery workers in New York City whose work is controlled by electronic platforms. Nurses have been fighting for higher staffing levels in hospitals and clinics that have been transformed by technology which has reorganized their workplaces. Yet, these strikes are taking place only among a small proportion of the working class. Today unions represent only 6% of all private sector workers.

The New Labor Leaders—A Mixed Bag

Some of these unions, like the UAW, have had rank-and-file caucuses that fought for changes in the leadership and pushed for these strikes. The strikes and the words of leaders such as Fran Drescher and Shawn Fain, who discuss strikes as demonstrations of “working class power” against the corporations and “the billionaire class,” suggest that not only is there a break with the passivity of U.S. unions for the past 50 years, but also a change in rhetoric that may contribute to a change in class consciousness. Shawn Fain says that the UAW will “organize like hell” among the as yet unorganized auto companies such as Tesla and Toyota. He has also called for all unions to synchronize their contracts to expire on May 1, 2028 to make possible a national general strike. No union leader has talked about such things for more than 100 years.

In the Teamsters, on the other hand, union president Sean O’Brien gave militant speeches, and with the backing of Teamsters for a Democratic Union, Labor Notes, and the Democratic Socialists of America, was hailed as a reformer and a militant. But he preferred to reach an accommodation with UPS that failed to resolve the issues of part-timers but avoided a strike. Many rank-and-filers and leftist union activists were disillusioned and disappointed by O’Brien. All of this opened up space for a new opposition group made up of a small number of leftists and rank-and-file UPS workers in a new dissident group called Teamster Mobilize.

In any case, whoever leads the unions, we should remember that the labor bureaucracy, especially at the highest levels of big city, state, and national officials, constitutes a social caste with its own interests and ideology. Labor officials often enjoy a privileged situation economically and socially compared to the workers they represent. The officials, based on their social position where workers, bosses, and government intersect, tend to believe they know what is best for the working class. In reality, they face pressures from both employers and workers and most attempt to placate both. Some even become the employers’ disciplinarian of the workers, enforcing the no-strike for the life of the contract pledge found in most contracts. Rank-and-file organizations are necessary to put forward militant leaders and keep them on the workers’ side.

Unions and Politics

Most unions and most workers usually support the Democrats because they believe the Republicans would be worse. Union leaders also prefer the Democrats because the politicians’ backing can represent an alternative to rank-and-file mobilization, especially in the public sector. Many unions and their leaders have a longtime and intimate relationship with Democratic politicians and believe they have leverage with this, though it is often difficult to demonstrate the benefits.

President Joe Biden, in a first in U.S. history, went to a UAW picket line where he spoke in favor the union, as had Senator Bernie Sanders. Not surprising, then, that Fain and the UAW executive board has endorsed Biden for president, though there was no union-wide discussion, meetings or vote. Many UAWs members are politically conservative. An internal UAW poll conducted last summer showed that 30% of members supported Biden, 30% backed Trump, and 40% were independent, that is, voters most of whom sometimes support the Democrats and sometimes the Republicans. The great majority of unions endorse Biden, but the rank-and-file members of the building trades largely supported Trump in 2016, in 2020, and most still do. The same is true of other white industrial workers in unions such as the United Steel Workers. Teamster leader Sean O’Brien, who has glad-handed a number of far-right Republicans, recently went to Mar-a-Lago to meet with Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump, angering some members. But O’Brien’s remarks after a recent meeting with Trump at which the Teamster leader praised Biden’s accomplishments, suggest that meeting with Trump was a sop to his union’s Trump supporters and that, in the end, the union will endorse Biden.

Worker militancy, even when accompanied by an incipient class consciousness, does not necessarily correlate with radicalization or a leftward leaning politics. With the vanguard of the current labor militancy, the UAW, endorsing Biden, and with many rank-and-file workers mesmerized by Trump, there is little chance of some new progressive political development in the working class. While many on the left would like to see the creation of a Labor Party, there is not even any serious discussion of such a development in the unions. The Green Party, the largest and most significant left party in the country, on the ballot in most states, has virtually no following among unions. Its presidential candidates usually receive about 1 to 2 percent of the vote nationally. An independent candidate like Cornel West has just begun to organize a new political party, but, so far, his name appears on only two state ballots. Most unions and progressive workers find the threat of Trump’s authoritarian quasi-fascist politics too threatening to vote for a third party.

The Left in the Unions

There are hundreds of young radicals active in a number of unions—nurses, teachers, the UAW and the Teamsters, for example—some are members of the Democratic Socialists of America (DSA) and others members of some smaller socialist group. Some of these leftists work with Labor Notes, a newspaper, a website, and educational and training center that works to further union democracy, militancy, solidarity, and internationalism. Both DSA and Labor Notes have worked to establish networks of rank-and-file caucuses such as those in the teacher’s union. Still the left in the unions is not large enough nor coherent enough to actually lead any important unions or workers movements.

The left in the unions is generally in favor of more militant action but also sometimes raises other issues. Many leftists in the union made efforts to involve their unions in the Black Lives Matter movement. Some leftists in the labor movement work  to involve the unions in developing policies that can become legislation to deal with climate change. They mobilize union members for example to join the climate marches. For decades now, partly thanks to the left, many unions have developed strong positions for women’s and LGBT people’s rights.

Most recently, some union activists have expressed support for a ceasefire in Israel’s war on Gaz, and some UAW members spoke out at the union conference and voted against endorsing Biden who continues to provide arms to Israel. As the popular leader of his union, Shawn Fain has been able to speak to call for a ceasefire and show support for the Palestinians. Not all union activists are in a position to do so. The ceasefire and Palestine solidarity positions taken, for example, by teachers’ unions in the Bay Area, have proven divisive in the union and in the community. Raising such issues requires a base in the union, education on the issue, and finesse. Unions that passed such resolutions have been accused of anti-Semitism and have not been prepared to rebut such false accusations.

The Possibility of a Labor Upsurge and Radicalization

Leftists have historically looked to economic crises to detonate mass working class struggle, often exaggerating the possibilities of a crisis and expecting an automatic and immediate response from workers. No such crisis has occurred since the Great Depression of 1929, almost 100 years ago, and the workers reaction then took at least four years to begin then. Today we have no such crisis. While many Americans perceive that the economy is weak, there is little basis for this in fact and the situation is not dire for most working-class people. While there is a lot of economic inequality in the United States, and it is growing, and a good deal of poverty, we are not now in an economic crisis such as the 2008 Great Recession caused by the bursting of the housing bubble or the 2020 crisis that resulted from the COVID pandemic. And neither of those produced a worker upsurge.

The economy revived and remains strong with high levels of profitability, higher wages, the lowest unemployment in decades. Inflation—at the cost of some jobs and wage gains—has been brought under control by government policies. As usual, the situation is worse for Black and Latino workers. On the other hand, when the economy is strong and there is low unemployment, workers often feel they can make bigger demands and take action without fear of being fired and unable to find a job. So, there is little likelihood that the current economic situation will in the short term precipitate an upsurge and radicalization of labor—though we also know that crises can erupt suddenly as they have done repeatedly in the last forty years, such as 1981-82 and 2007-08.

Or Perhaps a Political Crisis

We could also imagine, however, that a political crisis could affect the working class. Since Trump’s refusal to concede his defeat, accompanied by a four-year campaign of lies and agitation, as well as the insurrection and attempted coup of January 6, 2021, there is an underlying political instability in the country. The right has mobilized around issues of gender and race at school and library board meetings and also targeting teachers and librarians. A serious political crisis is likely should Trump lose the election, leading to violent responses from his followers. How the unions would respond to such a development remains unclear.

If Trump, on the other hand, should win, he and his advisors are planning to reorganize the federal government, doing away with laws and regulations that protect workers’ rights, the rights of racial minorities, women, LGBT people, and that provide social benefits. All of this is laid out in great detail in the Project 2025 policy agenda titled Mandate for Leadership. Our existing civil rights, labor law, and whatever remains or immigration protection would be erased. One can see these change as taking us back to the 1950s or even the 1920s or forward into a new authoritarian regime on the way to fascism.

If Trump is elected, the working class could well be faced with an authoritarian government and repression such as we haven’t known for decades. We should remember that during World War I, Woodrow Wilson’s administration suppressed the Socialist Party and the Industrial Workers of the World, and that the army, police, and the American Legion destroyed union and socialist halls and print shops and large numbers of leftists and labor activists were beaten, imprisoned, and a few killed. Also, recall the Smith Act trials of 1941 when the Trotskyist Teamster leaders in Minneapolis were tried, convicted and imprisoned. And the McCarthyist period of the 1950s when many Communists were jailed, left-led unions repressed, and workers fired. Unions were not able to stand up to the repression either in the 1920s or the 1950s. Once again, how the union movement will react in such a case remains to be seen. We don’t know whether such a repressive environment would lead to mass labor action or to a new labor radicalization. In any case, we should have our eyes wide open as we go forward.

The left’s agenda, then, despite the unique character of the moment, remains largely the same as it has been for some time. Organize rank-and-file workers, organized and unorganized, into a militant clas-struggle movement, ally with Black, Latino, women’s, and LGBT movements to fight the right wing’s racist, sexist, and anti-working-class agenda, work with the climate justice movement to fight climate change, and build an independent political movement. We have a lot to do.

 

 

 

						 
											

					

					
	
			




									

				
			
								
					
					
					We Need Creative Measures Against the Genocidaires
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As Gaza nears four months of siege, as the number of trucks being allowed into Gaza do pitifully little to ease hunger, Genocide Joe and leaders of a dozen other countries have decided to double-down on genocide. They are “suspending” money to UNRWA, the UN agency that has been keeping Palestinians from starvation and misery for decades. The cut-off to UNRWA took place on the same day the International Court of Justice (ICJ) rulings that demanded Israel prevent acts of genocide while the ICJ mounts a years-long investigation into whether genocide has already occurred. The timing was no coincidence. Israel knew the ICJ would hand down a tough judgement against it. So, it prepared an offensive against the UNRWA to blunt the impact of the ICJ opinion.

Israel has long opposed an independent agency to help Palestinians, but this year during its war on Gaza it saw a chance to destroy it. At the start of January researcher Noga Arbel told the Israeli Knesset Foreign Policy and Public Diplomacy subcommittee, “It will be impossible to win the war if we do not destroy UNWRA and this destruction must begin immediately”. Israeli Foreign Minister Israel Katz called for the United Nations’ refugee agency for Palestinians to be “replaced with agencies dedicated to genuine peace and development.” The Times of Israel reported on January 29 that a classified Foreign Ministry report has a plan to “push the UN agency for Palestinian refugees, UNRWA, out of the Gaza Strip post-war.” 

UNRWA received the Israeli charges about a dozen workers on the 26th and immediately fired nine of them. Two others accused are dead. Did the workers get a chance to defend themselves? Apparently they were fired first with the “independent investigation” to come later. Despite cooperating to the hilt with Israel UNRWA now is being charged further. Reuters reports Israel claims “190 UN staff to be hardened militants.”

After hearing about the alleged crimes of 12 out of 13,000 UNRWA workers in Gaza, the “West” rushed to further punish Palestinians with the aid suspension. UNRWA doesn’t have any reserves. It relies on constant donations. The agency won’t have money to provide food and educational services after February. All the outrage coming from Israel and the U.S. over the supposed participation in the October 7 attacks contrasts sharply with the total lack of outrage at Israeli killings of UN workers. As of December 2023 Israel had killed 134. No country suspended aid to Israel over those crimes.

Is it too soon to use the word Holodomor, the Ukrainian word for hunger-murder, to describe what’s going on in Gaza? The Holodomor was Stalin’s mass murder by starvation of Ukrainians in the 1930’s. The U.N. is already describing starvation in Gaza. A group of its agencies said in December, “At least one in four households – or 577,000 people – in Gaza are already facing catastrophic hunger.” The United Nations has categories for “acute food insecurity”, five categories, as if it was a hurricane: stressed, crisis, emergency, catastrophe and famine. Famine is when people start dying in large numbers daily, but “catastrophe” which is the category where half a million in Gaza find themselves is bad enough. Its characteristic are “Starvation, death, destitution and extremely critical acute malnutrition.” The Israeli government says their war is likely to go on for months. The U.N. predicts this will mean Gaza will suffer famine, the absolute worst hunger situation.

I’m directly anguished from hearing about hunger sufferings of the family of one person with whom I’ve worked. The father’s name is Anas and he worked at a project to create sustainable food sources in Gaza City . Now his own family is starving. His home was bombed right after the Hamas attack on Oct. 7. The family went from place to place. For a while he was living in a closed hospital until that was bombed. His wife gave birth without any medical care. Anas had to deliver the baby himself while listening to instructions over the phone. But the family is starving. His wife can’t produce enough milk for the newborn.

There’s no mystery on the cause of this. Responding to the Hamas attack and atrocities Israel’s Defense Minister on October 9 said his military was fighting “human animals” and “there will be no electricity, no food, no fuel, everything is closed.” He was as good as his word. Because of 17 years of Israeli blockade Gaza cannot feed itself, cannot even get enough clean water from its aquifers. It has relied on massive charity. In recent years 500 trucks a day brought in aid. That was totally cut by the Israeli siege. After protest by aid agencies Israel allowed in 100 trucks a day and then another 79 in mid-December, but because the roads and streets have been ruined it’s very difficult to distribute. The New York Times reported in mid-January 2024 that an average of 129 trucks per day were making it into Gaza. In late January some of those deliveries were obstructed. Israeli protesters unhappy with Netanyahu’s efforts to free hostages blocked trucks at the Kerem Shalom crossing. 

The situation in northern Gaza is the worst with regard to food. With all the attention to Israeli bombing in Khan Younis and Rafah it’s almost forgotten that there are 300,000 to 400,000 Palestinians still in the north. It’s getting worse. The New York Times reports that the U.N. was able to get only 21% of their food trucks into northern Gaza in the first weeks of January compared to 70% at the end of 2023. Andrea de Domenico, the U.N. official in charge of coordinating humanitarian aid in the West Bank and Gaza, told the Times the situation “is reaching a level of inhumanity that for me is beyond comprehension.”

What’s it like to starve? Within days, faced with nothing to eat, the body begins feeding on itself. The body starts to consume energy stores — carbohydrates, fats and then the protein parts of tissue.  Eventually the body consumes its own muscle including heart muscle. Without food death is imminent. 

What can be done? The protests of hundreds of thousands were important, but we have to move on. Walking down empty streets with signs empowers us, but does little more than make genocidaires uncomfortable. Instead, we need pickets of Congressional offices, not one-off affairs, but continuing ones with names and pictures of the members of Congress supporting genocide. Find the names of their big contributors and picket them, too.

On the positive side we need efforts to pack City Councils to demand resolutions calling for ceasefire, withdrawal of Israeli troops and the restoring and restocking of Palestinian hospitals and the rebuilding of Palestinian homes. That’s happened already in a number of big cities including Bridgeport, Providence, Detroit, Minneapolis, Oakland and San Francisco. We need those resolutions, too, in unions. Unlike during past attacks on Gaza American unions now are rising to the challenge. The two-million-member Service Employees International Union is the largest and latest. It follows the United Auto Workers, the United Electrical Workers, and the American Postal Workers Union and a host of others. Eventually this could lead to job actions.

Raise also the question of investments in Israel, whether in State of Israel bonds, Israeli shekels, and Israeli companies especially those directly involved with Israeli warfare and enforcement of the occupation. After decades of pressure most state governments and many labor unions own Israel bonds. Write to your state’s Treasurer’s office and ask for a spreadsheet of their expose to Israeli securities and currency. You probably have a legal right to it. Put the spreadsheet or PDF through the excellent free online app created by the Quakers (AFSC) called “Investigate”. It will tell you in seconds about investments in warfare, prisons and occupations.

Use all kinds of peaceful creative measures to embarrass, shame, inconvenience and bother the mass killers. Take hints from climate and Black Lives Matters movements and imitate their most effective methods. Remember, from Ukraine to Palestine, genocide is still a crime.

						 
											

					

					
	
			




									

				
			
								
					
					
					Gaza: A Ghastly Window into the Crisis of Global Capitalism
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[image: ]As the world watches in horror over the mounting death toll of Palestinian civilians and Israel faces charges before the International Court of Justice for the Crime of Genocide, the carnage in Gaza gives us a ghastly window into the rapidly escalating crisis of global capitalism.  Connecting the dots from the merciless Israeli destruction of Gaza to this global crisis requires that we step back to bring into focus the big picture.  Global capitalism faces a structural crisis of overaccumulation and chronic stagnation.  But the ruling groups also face a political crisis of state legitimacy, capitalist hegemony, and widespread social disintegration, an international crisis of geopolitical confrontation, and an ecological crisis of epochal proportions.

Global corporate and political elites are in a drunkard’s hangover from the world capitalist boom of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.  They have had to acknowledge that the crisis is out of control.  In its 2023 Global Risk Report, the World Economic Forum warned that the world confronts a “polycrisis” involving escalating economic, political, social, and climactic impacts that “are converging to shape a unique, uncertain and turbulent decade to come.”  The Davos elite may be clueless as to how to resolve the crisis but other factions of the ruling groups are experimenting with how to mold interminable political chaos and financial instability into a new and more deadly phase of global capitalism.

While the military outcome of the Gaza war has yet to be determined, there is no doubt that Israel and its enablers in the core states of world capitalist system are losing the political war for legitimacy.  The initial months of siege on Gaza appeared to crystallize a Washington-NATO-Tel Aviv axis prepared to normalize genocide even at great political cost.  Yet the Palestinian plight has touched a raw nerve among mass publics around the world, especially among youth, giving new energy to the global revolt of the working and popular classes that has been gaining momentum in recent years and heightening the political contradictions of the crisis.  In the United States, from where we pen these lines, there has been an extraordinary outpouring of solidarity with Palestine led by a younger generation of Jews who do not identify with Zionism and the Jewish state.  The Palestinian flag, raised around the world in street demonstrations, sporting events, and social media platforms, has become a symbol of popular rage and global intifada against the prevailing status quo.

The twentieth century saw at least five cases of acknowledged genocide, defined by the United Nations Convention as a crime committed with the intent to destroy a national, ethnic, racial or religious group, in whole or in part.  The century started with the genocide of the Herero and Nama by German colonialists from 1904 to 1908 in what is today Namibia.  This was followed by the Ottoman genocide of Armenians in 1915 and 1916, the Nazi holocaust of 1939-1945, and the Rwandan genocide of 1994.  As Israeli genocide in Gaza is livestreamed the rules of warfare no longer apply, if they ever did, for Tel Aviv and Washington.  There were more civilian deaths recorded in Gaza in the first two months of the conflict, nearly 20,000, than in the first 20 months of the Russia-Ukraine conflict, which took 9,614 civilian lives.  Whether the Israeli siege consummates genocide in the first twenty-first century may be determined less on the military than on the global political battlefield.  Israel may be a testing ground for the ruling groups from the Washington-NATO-Tel Aviv axis to see just how far they can enjoy impunity before the costs of Israel’s siege become too high.

Surplus Capital, Surplus Labor, Genocide

The crisis of world capitalism in the 1930s paved the way for the rise of fascism in Europe, the violent breakdown of the international political and economic order, and a second world war that brought devastation previously unimaginable.  The Great Depression had been preceded by an age of giddy capitalist excess amidst inequalities and rising mass discontent, the so-called gilded age that saw unrestrained capital rush headlong into the such a crisis of overaccumulation that it all came crashing down in 1929.  The 2008 global financial collapse marked the onset of a new crisis of overaccumulation and chronic stagnation.

The political economy of genocide in our time is marked by this crisis.  The problem of surplus capital is endemic to capitalism but over the past couple of decades it has reached extraordinary levels.  The leading transnational corporations and financial conglomerates have reporded record profits at the same time that corporate investment has declined.  The transnational capitalist class has accumulated obscene amounts of wealth, well beyond what it can reinvest.  The extreme concentration of the planet’s wealth in the hands of the few and the accelerated impoverishment and dispossession of the majority has made it increasing difficult for this TCC to find new outlets to unload enormous amounts of accumulated surplus.  Transnational capitalists and their agents in states have relied on debt-driven growth, wild financial speculation, the plunder of public finance, and state-organized militarized accumulation to sustain the global economy in the face of chronic stagnation.  As outlets to unload surplus accumulated capital dry up new outlets must be violently created.

The Israeli political economy is emblematic.  The siege of Gaza and the West Bank is a form of primitive accumulation aimed at cracking open new space for transnational accumulation.  In late October, as Israeli bombardment intensified, Israel set about granting licenses to transnational energy companies for gas and oil exploration off the Mediterranean coast, part of its plan to become a major regional gas producer and energy hub as well as an alternative to Russian gas for Western Europe.  One Israeli real estate company notorious for building settlements in occupied Palestinian territories published an advertisement in December for the construction of luxury homes in bombed out Gaza neighborhoods, while others spoke of resuscitating the Ben Gurion Canal Project that has been dormant since it was originally proposed in the 1960s.  The project involves building an alternative to the Egyptian-run Suez Canal that would run from the Gulf of Aqaba across the Negev desert and Gaza out to the Mediterranean.  The only thing stopping the newly-revised Canal project is the presence of Palestinians in Gaza.

But two things had to happen before genocide could become an option.  First, the role of Palestinian labor in the Israeli economy had to be resolved.  The 1948 Nakba that established the Jewish state involved the violent expulsion of the Palestinians and the expropriation of their land but also the subordinate incorporation of hundreds of thousands of Palestinian laborers to work on Israeli farms, construction sites, industries, caregiving and other service jobs and the conversion of the West Bank into a captive market for Israeli capitalists.  This marked a tension between the drive to ethnically cleans the Jewish state and the need it had for cheap, ethnically demarcated labor.  Starting in the 1990s Israel began to resolve this tension between dispossession/super-exploitation and dispossession/expulsion in favor of the latter.  Transnational labor mobility and recruitment have made it possible for capitalists around the world, including from Israel, to reorganize labor markets and to recruit transient labor forces that are disenfranchised and easy to control.  In this way, Israel has been gradually replacing the Palestinian labor force with migrant labor.

Israel imposed its “closure” policy in 1993, in the wake of the first intifada, that is, sealing off Palestinians in occupied territories, ethnic cleansing, and a sharp escalation of settler colonialism.  Hundreds of thousands of migrant workers from Thailand, China, Sri Lanka, India, the Philippines, North Africa, Eastern Europe and elsewhere now labor in the Israeli economy (at least 30 Thai nationals, four Filipinos and 10 Nepalis were killed in the Hamas attack and a number of others taken hostage).  They do not need to be subjected to the apartheid system imposed on Palestinians because their temporary migrant status achieves their social control and disenfranchisement more effectively, and of course because they are not demanding the return of occupied lands and do not have a political claim to a state.  In the wake of the October 7 Hamas attack Israel deported thousands of Palestinian workers back to Gaza while some 10,000 foreign agricultural workers fled the country  Israeli construction companies asked the government to allow them to hire 100,000 Indian workers to replace Palestinians.

The Palestinian masses have gone from serving as a tightly-controlled and super-exploited labor force for Israeli and transnational capital to surplus humanity standing in the way of a new round of capitalist expansion.  Gaza thus becomes a potent symbol of the plight of surplus humanity around the world.  Decades of globalization and neoliberalism have relegated great masses of people to marginal existence.  New technologies based on artificial intelligence combined with displacement generated by conflict, economic collapse, and climate change will exponentially increase the ranks of surplus humanity.  The ILO reported as far back as the turn of century that some one-third of the global labor forces had been made superfluous.  A 2020 study by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences predicted that for every additional one-degree centigrade rise in the average global climate a billion people will be forced to abandon their locations and to endure insufferable heat.

Israel brings home the tension worldwide between the economic need ruling groups have for super-exploitable labor and the political need they have to neutralize the actual and potential rebellion of surplus humanity.  Ruling class strategies of containment become paramount and borders between national jurisdictions become war zones and zones of death.  Palestine is one such death zone, the most egregious perhaps, because it is tied to occupation, apartheid and ethnic cleansing.  Yet tens of thousands have died along the U.S.-Mexico border and North Africa-Middle East-Europe corridors and in other borderlands between surplus humanity and zones of intense accumulation in the global economy.  Just two months before the Hamas attack it was reported that Saudi border guards opened fire without warning and in cold blood killed hundreds of Ethiopian migrants trying to join 750,000 of their countrymen already working in the Kingdom.

The second thing that has to happen to make genocide an option in sync with the imperatives of global capital accumulation is a new political-diplomatic dispensation for the ongoing economic integration of Israel into the larger Middle Eastern and global economy.  The 2003 U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq followed the establishment in 1997 of the Greater Arab Free Trade Area and a host of related bilateral and multilateral regional and extra-regional free trade agreements.  As the Middle East has globalized there has been a cascade of transnational corporate and financial investment in finance, energy, high-tech, construction, infrastructure, luxury consumption, tourism and other services.  The investment has brought Gulf capital, including trillions of dollars in sovereign wealth funds, together with capital from all around the world, including the EU, North and Latin America, and Asia.  China has become the region’s principal trading partner and an important investor in Israel.  The Middle East-Asia corridor is now a major conduit for global capital.

Through this capitalist globalization, Israeli-based capital has integrated with capitals from throughout the Middle East, in turn enmeshed with global circuits of accumulation.  Israeli and Arab capitalists have common class interests that trump political differences over Palestine.  The “Arab-Israeli conflict” dispensation proved to be a backward political-diplomatic framework out of sync with the emerging global capitalist economic structure.  In 2020 the UAE and several other countries signed the Abraham Accords with Israel, normalizing relations between the Jewish state and the Arab signatories.  Soon hundreds of thousands of Israeli tourists were filling hotels in Dubai and elsewhere while Gulf investment groups poured hundreds of millions into the Israeli economy.  The clincher to bring the political-diplomatic dispensation into sync with the economic reality was to be Saudi-Israeli normalization.

But the Palestinians crashed the party.  The bonanza of a new wave of financial investment in the Middle East was predicated on a normalization of relations between Israel and the Gulf states as the political scaffolding for a deeper regional integration through an expansion of transnational capital.  That normalization is now on hold so long as the Palestinians sustain their resistance.  Two weeks into the Gaza war, the global corporate and financial elite meeting in Riyadh for their annual “Davos in the Desert” conclave fretted over how the Gaza war has further escalating geopolitical tensions that around the world have contributed to long-term financial instability and stagnation.

Barbarism Is the Face of Global Capitalist Crisis

There is, however, one bright spot for some among the transnational capitalist class in the region that is perfectly attuned to genocide: militarized accumulation and accumulation by repression.  Political chaos and chronic instability can create conditions quite favorable for capital.  Dystopian hellscapes can become testing grounds for political strategists and warfare corporatists for a new round of spatial restructuring.  Israeli is emblematic of the global war economy.  At the center of the Israeli economy is a global military-security-intelligence-surveillance-counter-terrorism technologies complex that has come to feed off of local, regional and global violence, conflict and inequalities.  The country’s largest corporations have become dependent on war and conflict in Palestine, in the Middle East and worldwide, and push for such conflict through their influence in the Israeli political system and state.

Each new conflict around the world opens up fresh profit-making possibilities to counteract stagnation.  Endless round of destruction followed by reconstruction fuel profit-making not just for the arms industry, but for engineering, construction, and related supply firms, high-tech, energy, and numerous other sectors, all integrated with the transnational financial and investment management conglomerates at the center of the global economy.  These are the gales of creative destruction, to be followed by booms of reconstruction.  Shares of military and security firms in the United States, Europe and elsewhere surged in the wake of the 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine in expectation of an exponential rise in global military spending. The Gaza war provides fresh stimulus for militarized accumulation with billions flowing to Israel from the U.S. and other Western governments and international arms dealers.  Orders at many of the world’s biggest arms companies are near record highs.  The siege of Gaza, as one Morgan Stanley executive put it, “seems to fit quite nicely with [our] portfolio.”

As the global economy becomes deeply dependent on the development and deployment of systems of warfare, social control and repression as a means of making profit and continuing to accumulate capital in the face of chronic stagnation and the saturation of global markets, there is a converged between the political need to contain surplus humanity and the economic need to violently crack open new spaces for accumulation.  Historically wars have provided critical economic stimulus and served to unload surplus accumulated capital but there is something qualitatively new going on now with the rise of a global police state.  The limits to growth must be overcome with new technologies of death and destruction.  Barbarism appears as the face of capitalist crisis.

Militarized accumulation to control and contain the downtrodden and marginalized and to simultaneously sustain accumulation in the face of crisis lend themselves to fascist political tendencies.  In the context of a transnational capitalism in crisis genocide becomes profitable to the extent that it is inextricably linked to opening up new opportunities for accumulation through violence.  Palestine has become an exemplary space for carrying out such a project on a wider global level, a site for the exercise of new forms of absolute despotic power that has no need for political legitimacy.  This is more than old-fashioned settler colonialism; it is the face of a global capitalist system that can only reproduce through bloodshed, dehumanization, torture, and extermination.

The crisis is cracking up political systems and undermining stability everywhere.  The center collapses.  Consensual mechanisms of domination are breaking down as the ruling groups turn towards authoritarianism, dictatorship and fascism.  The battle lines being drawn in the Middle East reflect global battle lines.  Gaza is a real-time alarm bell that genocide may become a political tool in the decades to come for resolving capital’s intractable contradiction between surplus capital and surplus humanity.  The breakdown of hegemonic order in earlier epochs of world capitalist crisis were marked by political instability, intense class and social struggles, wars and ruptures of the established international system.  Let us recall that the prelude to WWII was the Spanish Civil War of 1936-39 and the fascist dictatorship that was its outcome.  The global future may be at stake in Palestine.

First published at Philosophical Salon.
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[image: ]The ruling against Israel at the International Court of Justice today is historic, notwithstanding that it fudged South Africa’s request for a provisional order for a ceasefire. It supports the analysis of those international legal scholars who said that Israel was in trouble. I realise the spin machine is working at full spate and force to downplay the consequences of the judgment (cf the New York Times and Washington Post), but that is an ineffectual thumb in the dike. This is bad news for Israel.

Let me briefly count the ways. The court accepted that South Africa did have a basis for bringing this case to the court. It threw out Israel’s contention that no real dispute existed between South Africa and Israel. It ruled that South Africa’s claims that Israel was in breach of the Genocide Convention are plausible in that many of the acts “committed by Israel” appear “to be capable of falling” within the provisions of the Genocide Convention. Israel now, according to the most senior court in the world, stands plausibly accused of genocide and will be prosecuted.

In its judgment, the court enumerated statements by Israeli officials expressing genocidal intent, thus giving no credence to the arguments of Israel’s lawyers that these were not intended as such, and that Israel’s expressions of humane motives must be taken as its real intention. It identified specific acts of incitement, within a general culture of incitement against Palestinians. It listed the various dangers to which Palestinians as a group have been exposed, thus illustrating the plausibility of the genocide charge.

Crucially, it identified an “urgency”, a “real, imminent risk” of irreparable damage being done to the Palestinians as a group before the trial reached its conclusion. That was the basis for its orders, which fell short of what South Africa asked for, but still aren’t negligible. The court orders that Israel must take measures to prevent acts of genocide and report back within a month. It orders that Israel must allow humanitarian aid into the Gaza strip. It also orders that Israel must punish incitement to genocide. It’s hard to see how Israel could substantially comply while continuing the bombardment and siege, and it will have to demonstrate some sort of compliance.

You may ask: can Israel not just fudge the judgment, exploiting the indeterminacy of its orders? Up to a point, yes. If Israel reports back in a month’s time and the court is not satisfied, there is nothing to stop it ordering tougher provisional measures. If Israel demonstrates consistent bad faith, it’s quite likely to ultimately lose its case. And Israel takes its legal standing seriously, statehood being the raison d’etre of the Zionist movement.

Netanyahu’s contemptuous ‘we don’t care’ trolling to one side, Israel has historically been skilled and ingenious in its legal defence. Its ineptitude in this case is uncharacteristic, and partly due to the fact that Israel’s prosecution of the war didn’t give the lawyers much to work with so that Israel’s defence was primarily crafted for a news audience. You’ll recall that while anglophone news stations chose not to broadcast South Africa’s prosecution statements (which made a very “powerful” case according to genocide scholar Omer Bartov), many of them livestreamed the Israeli defence.

The fact that this went so poorly for Israel, while turbo-charging the potent sense of victimhood among Netanyahu’s supporters, will widen existing fissures in the military establishment over the handling of the war and the absence of serious, determinate goals. If there was an intent to blitz Rafah, the last “safe” space into which Gazans have been herded, to force their flight across the border into Egypt, that would now be harder. If there was an intent to allow mass starvation and disease to decimate the population for months, that will now be harder.

The Biden administration is also in real difficulty. The divisions within the US State Department and the White House are already well-documented. The internal protests by staffers and the specific controversy over arms transfers to Israel is now charged with fresh legal force. The Biden administration threw staffers a morale-booster party on the night before this judgment, and staffers responded by issuing a new statement demanding a ceasefire. Electorally, this is also difficult terrain for Biden. According to a YouGov/Economist poll, half of his 2020 voters are convinced that Israel is committing genocide in Gaza. That is an achievement of the antiwar movement and the extraordinary network of communicators it has produced, since one would never get to that conclusion if one depended on the news. Many of those voters will find reasons to excuse or deny Biden’s complicity, but those who don’t may be concentrated in swing counties and states.

In short, however they spin this judgment, it acts on and catalyses existing schisms and crises among the warmaking parties. That presents an opportunity for the antiwar movement to bring this war to an end much faster than the Netanyahu administration or its supporters would wish. And the sooner the war ends, the bigger the defeat it is.

First published on Patreon.
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[image: ]A group of soldiers arrives to Zone 8 Liberty Prison, in Guayaquil, Ecuador, on January 7, 2024, to search for alias ‘Fito,’ who escaped from the facility days earlier. Photo © Ojalá.


[This article first appeared in Ojalá.] 

Civil rights annulled. Soldiers in the streets, curfews enforced. Armed men in masks patrol neighborhoods. Packets of marijuana and boxes of money laid out and photographed. US State Department officials in formal dress shake hands with their local counterparts. 

Ecuador has recently begun to experience a pattern of violence similar to that of Colombia over the last 25 years and Mexico over the last 15.

Government officials claim that those responsible for the violence in Ecuador are men in criminal gangs, now considered “terrorists,” with nicknames like “Cuyuyuyuy” and “El Ravioli.” In this context, we are told, the military is acting to disrupt organized crime and protect citizens. 

Some suggest that a crime boss’s second escape from prison was the straw that broke the camel’s back and that it required an immediate military response. This recalls the so-called escapes of Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán. Journalist Anabel Hernández writes that the first time, Guzmán was wheeled out of the front door of the prison in a laundry cart with the cooperation of the guards. In the second instance, he is said to have escaped from a tunnel that the press has never actually seen.

Just as we question official discourse about austerity policies and economic measures that justify extractivism and benefit the one percent, it is important to question the official discourse on violence and, in particular, militarization. 

In Mexico, a similar kind of discourse has been in use since President Felipe Calderón took office in December 2006 and launched the “War on Drugs” there. I have written two books on the topic. Based on that work, I thought I would share some principles that help us make sense of what is taking place in Ecuador.

Official discourse about the Drug War generates confusion and tries to convince us that those with the least power are the most violent and dangerous. It conceals the role of governments in structuring the prohibition that creates banned substances and the subsequent militarization of public life.

In Ecuador, the prison system (in which more than 400 prisoners have been killed in the last three years) is a central node in the organization of war against the people, which is also a war against prisoners. 
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Three soldiers with their weapons stand guard as their colleagues enter the Zone 8 Liberty Prison in Guayaquil, Ecuador on January 9, 2024. Photo © Ojalá.













110 and 111

The content of Executive Decrees 110 and 111, published on January 8 and 9, illustrate how governments create confusion in the context of what has been known as the “War on Drugs” for decades now.

Decree 110 cites a National Police (PN, in its Spanish acronym) report that alleges that 91 percent of the 8,008 homicides committed last year “are attributed to criminal violence, which is mainly related to Threats and Drug Trafficking (both internal and international).” Neither the PN report nor the methodology used to determine which homicides are linked to drug trafficking have been made public. 

According to the UN’s Global Study on Homicide 2023, less than five percent of the homicides that took place in Ecuador in 2021 were related to organized crime. 

While there is no doubt that Ecuador’s murder rate has risen sharply over the past four years, there is cause to doubt the PN’s move to blame organized crime groups for the increase in deaths. This is especially true when they fail to provide corroborating evidence and in a context of high levels of impunity, particularly in cases of violence perpetrated by security forces.

The PN report quoted in the decree continues as follows: “Local reality does not allow us to speak of structured organizations but of a flexible and unstable criminal landscape: it is a diffuse network of actors that are difficult to recognize and group together.”

It is surprising to find this definition in a police report given that it echoes characterizations of criminal activity in Mexico that researchers, myself among them, have advanced. 

If the character of criminal activity is “diffuse,” it is clear a military strategy against “cartels” will not work. In addition, the notion of a “diffuse network of actors” leaves space for the participation of state security and justice system workers in criminal groups that move prohibited substances in militarized contexts and control, subdue and exercise armed control of migration and popular-communal organizations and neighborhoods.

In its first article, Decree 110 sets out a state of exception “due to serious internal unrest,” and Article II establishes that it will last for 60 days. The third article mobilizes the Armed Forces and the National Police. The following articles suspend freedom of assembly, the inviolability of the home, privacy in prison correspondence, the freedom of movement, among other rights.

The following day, on January 10, a second decree was issued, Decree 111. By then, the notion of a “diffuse network of actors” had disappeared. 

Instead, the document lists 22 organizations and alludes vaguely to Mexico’s Sinaloa and Jalisco-New Generation cartels. Some of the 22 are recognized criminal groups, such as the Latin Kings and the Choneros, while others are of a more recent vintage. The longest established criminal groups have survived thanks to alliances with state forces, which is why they can also often be considered paramilitary organizations.

The first article of 111 decrees the recognition of an “internal armed conflict” in Ecuador, and Article II adds it as a cause to Decree 110. Article III modifies Decree 110 to make fighting “terrorism” part of the mission of the PN and the Armed Forces, and the fourth lists the 22 “transnational organized crime” groups, which are now considered “terrorist.” In May of last year, President Guillermo Lasso authorized using the Armed Forces for “anti-terrorist” tasks within the country.
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Members of the Armed Forces leave the Zone 8 Liberty Prison in Guayaquil, Ecuador, on January 7, 2024. Photo © Ojalá.













State logics and veiled actors

There is a logic to how the state has laid the foundation, step by step, year by year, for a declaration of war against the people, through the use of a rhetoric that suggests that it is committed to protecting citizens from violence.

If we can stop, as difficult as it may seem, focusing on Los Lobos, the p. 27 the Aguilas Killer, which are among the 22 groups now considered terrorist organizations, other key actors begin to come to light. 

We know that what is happening in Ecuador is not new. It follows a well-worn path that has been evident since the imposition of the Plan Colombia on Ecuador’s northern neighbor. It disguises state and paramilitary violence as a fight against organized crime, strengthens the repressive apparatus of the state and paramilitaries, and leads to crimes against humanity. This is tragically demonstrated by the more than 114,000 people disappeared and 460,000 killed in Mexico since the beginning of the “War on Drugs” over 16 years ago.

We know that armies and the police are key actors in these conflicts. They traffic narcotics and are the arbiters in disputes among producers and traffickers. They have more firepower than any other group. This is the origin of the slogan “fue el estado” [“it was the state”], which emerged after 43 students from the Ayotzinapa teacher training school were disappeared 10 years ago this September.

But there are other actors as well: the U.S. State Department and Department of Defense. In its 2020–2025 program, USAID notes it re-established activities in Ecuador in 2020, after a 10 year absence during the presidency of Rafael Correa. Without irony, the report states “President Lasso is the most pro-U.S. leader in Ecuador for 20 years,” before describing the corruption scandal that led to his resignation. 

But rather than emphasizing USAID’s role in Ecuador, I think it is important to draw attention to the massive increase in U.S. security funding in recent years. U.S. “international assistance” to Ecuador hit an all-time high in 2022, reaching over $240 million, the majority of which was spent on militarization ($163 million). What’s more, Washington and Quito have signed two security cooperation pacts since 2022.

The U.S. is constantly looking to open new markets to export war and weapons and it suits them to focus on countries with “conservative bankers” in power. 

The tragic consequences of the “War on Drugs” in Mexico and Colombia demonstrate how these strategies of war ensure social and territorial dominance, especially in border areas, logistic or transportation hubs, and places rich in natural resources. These conflicts are about more than the export of weapons, they are about the export of a paradigm of Drug War Capitalism, which leads to containment and control.

It is not surprising that extreme violence increased alongside U.S. military assistance to Ecuador. Not surprising, because something similar has already taken place in Mexico and Colombia, where ongoing violence related to militarization continues.

Over these long and difficult years we have also learned that questioning and criticizing official discourse is not enough. We have to subvert it, rejecting attempts to divide the population between “innocent victims” and those who “must have been involved somehow,” and to stop using their rhetoric, which depoliticizes and criminalizes. Their war is a reactionary war against the people. The rest is pure confusion.
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[image: ]Chinese President Xi Jinping takes his oath after he is unanimously elected as President during a session of China’s National People’s Congress (NPC) at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing, Friday, March 10, 2023. AP with permission.


This is part 4 of a four-part series. Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

I. The Communist Party’s critique of American democracy

In 2021 China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a major report on the “The State of Democracy in the United States”[bookmark: _ednref1][1] citing extensively from American sources and critics. The report contended that American democracy which once advertised itself as a “model for the world” is shot through with insoluble contradictions, hopelessly corrupt, and in decline:

“Democracy means ‘rule by the people’ or ‘sovereignty of the people.’ Democracy is a common value shared by all humanity. . . Historically, the development of democracy in the US was a step forward. The political party system, the representative system, one person one vote, and the separation of powers negated . . . the feudal autocracy in Europe. . . The principle of ‘government of the people, by the people and for the people’ articulated by Abraham Lincoln is recognized worldwide. However, over the years, democracy in the US has degenerated and deviated from the essence of . . . its original design. . . [It’s] become a ‘game of the rich’ in a country plagued by money politics, political polarization, social divide, widening wealth gap, racial discrimination and gun violence. . . Money politics has penetrated the entire process of election, legislation and administration. . . [it] has become an ‘irremovable tumor’ in American society and a mockery of democracy. . . For example, the 2020 presidential election and Congressional elections cost some US$14 billion, two times that of 2016 and three times that of 2008. . . Citing Robert Reich, political donations are almost seen as ‘legitimate bribery.’. . statistics show that winners of 91% of U.S. Congressional races are the candidates with [the most financial] support. And those so-called representatives of the people, once elected, often serve the interests of their financial backers. ‘One person one vote in name, rule of the minority elite in reality.’ In 2021 the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, a Sweden-based think tank . . . list[ed] the US as a ‘backsliding democracy’ for the first time. Political pluralism is only a facade. A small number of elites dominate political, economic and military affairs. They control the state apparatus and policy-making process, manipulate public opinion, dominate the business community . . .  making the multiparty system dead in all but name. [As] Noam Chomsky points out, the lower 70% on the wealth/income scale . . . have no influence on policy whatsoever. They are effectively disenfranchised. . . American democracy always flaunts the separation of powers, but . . . the function of ‘checks and balances,’ which was purportedly designed to prevent abuse of power [has become] ‘entrenched paralysis,’ what Francis Fukuyama calls a ‘vetocracy,’”


In January 2021, Chinese media had a field day replaying American network television videos of Trump’s January 6th insurrectionary riot, calling it “a masterclass in dysfunctional democracy.” The Global Times posted side-by-side photos comparing Hong Kong protesters occupying the Legco chamber [city hall] in July 2019 with Trump’s rioters invading the U.S. Capitol building in Washington to warn the Chinese that “THIS IS WHAT DEMOCRACY LOOKS LIKE.”[bookmark: _ednref2][2]

I couldn’t agree more with the CP’s criticisms of the contradictions and hypocrisies of American democracy. In truth, the history is worse than the picture the Party paints. But their whataboutism hardly excuses their own ruthless suppression of human rights. Their risible feigned love for Lincoln’s “government of by and for the people”[bookmark: _ednref3][3] makes the United States look like democractic paradise, even under Donald Trump, compared to the Communists’ totalitarian police state where opposition parties are explicitly banned, where Chinese subjects don’t even have the human right to step out of their apartment front doors if the Party says no,[bookmark: _ednref4][4] where dissenting voices are jailed, tortured and worse,[bookmark: _ednref5][5] where Tibetan Buddhists and Xinjiang Muslims are locked up in slave-labor prison factories, their children forcibly removed and placed in CCP schools to facilitate extinguishing their culture, where the Party that rhetorically exalts democracy has crushed actual democracy in Hong Kong to ensure that only Party-approved “patriotic” candidates can run for office, and where its own people are fleeing en masse to the “declining West.”

Moreover, pace the Communist Party, the contradictions and inadequacies of American democracy are not due to the nature of democracy per se, but due to the weakness and incompleteness of American democracy. Far from “degenerating and deviating from the essence of its original design,” just the opposite. American democracy was vastly worse in the days of the founders when it was a democracy of slaveowners. And “RECD” as it is today, the struggle to radicalize our democracy, to build a democracy that can overpower capitalism, is in my view, the only pathway to avoid social and ecological collapse.

II. The founding fathers’ deep fear of democracy

Capitalist democracies are inherently contradictory because they represent myriad and often mutually conflicting socio-economic interests: capital vs. labor, racist whites vs. blacks, Christian anti-women fascists vs. liberals, fossil fuel interests vs. renewable energy interests, and so on. That’s what democracies are supposed to do, represent the will or at least the majority will of the electorate. In the case of the United States, democratic government “by the people” has been systematically subverted by the power of its economic ruling classes from the outset.

American democracy was founded on the theft of most of the North American continent, the near extermination of its native inhabitants, and the institution of industrial-scale plantation slavery. Its first president George Washington was the largest slaveowner in the colonies. The Enlightenment-inspired 1789 U.S. Constitution promised that “all men are created equal” and formally established the political rule of democracy. But the founding fathers ensured that behind the façade of democracy, a plutocracy of slave owners and capitalists controlled the levers of power. The authors of the Constitution were acutely aware of the threat of democracy, that in a democracy the wealthy would soon be outvoted and likely expropriated by the majority of poorer folk. At the Federal Convention in 1787 James Madison (who owned more than 100 slaves) warned that

In England, at this day, if elections were open to all classes of people, the property of landed proprietors would be insecure. An agrarian law would soon take place. If these observations be just, our government ought to secure the permanent interests of the country against innovation. Landholders [the wealthy] ought to have a share in the government, to support these invaluable interests, and to balance and check the other. They ought to be so constituted as to protect the minority of the opulent against the majority. The senate, therefore, ought to be this body; and to answer these purposes, they ought to have permanency and stability.[bookmark: _ednref6][6]

John Jay, president of the Continental Congress, first Chief Justice of the United States (and slaveowner) put it more bluntly: “Those who own society ought to govern it.”[bookmark: _ednref7][7] To ensure the continued dominance of the minority of the opulent against the majority hoi polloi, the framers and their 19th century successors established numerous protections beginning with protection of private property (the 5th and 14th amendments) that enabled primitive accumulation against the native inhabitants, monopolization of the means of production in the hands of slaveowners and capitalists, the accumulation of capital by means of systematic dispossession and exploitation of the workers, and perpetual inequality.

Slavery was protected by prohibiting Congress from outlawing the slave trade for at least 20 years, by requiring the return of runaway slaves (the Fugitive Slave clause Article 4.2), and by granting the government the power to put down domestic rebellions including slave insurrections. From 1789 to 1911, eleven of the first 18 presidents including Ulysses Grant were slave owners. From 1790 to 1865, seven chief and associate justices of the Supreme Court were slave owners or former slaveowners.[bookmark: _ednref8][8] Chief Justice Roger Tannery, a major slave owner, wrote the infamous Dred Scott decision in 1857 that extended the rights of slave owners into the free, non-slave states.

Suffrage was initially limited to propertied white men. From 1790 on, states began dropping property qualifications in favor of gender and race qualifications with most states disenfranchising women and non-white men by 1856.[bookmark: _ednref9][9]

The Electoral College was established to win the southern plantation slaveocracy to support the Constitution by means of a “Compromise” in which their slaves were counted as 3/5ths of a person in apportioning a purpose-built class of “super electors” whose votes would be the only votes that actually count in presidential elections. This awarded slave states more electoral votes than their numbers of legal (white male) voters justified.[bookmark: _ednref10][10] The 14th amendment abolished slavery and with it, the Compromise. But the electoral college artifact continues to this day and still delivers votes that disproportionately favor rural and former slave states, most recently giving the White House to George Bush who lost the popular vote in 2000, and to Trump who lost the popular vote in 2016.[bookmark: _ednref11][11]

The U.S. Senate was anti-democratic by design. As Madison said, the purpose of establishing the Senate was to install a more powerful upper house to offset the more plebian and democratic lower house whose members were chosen on the basis of one (white male) person, one-vote – to “protect the minority of the opulent against the majority.” Senators weren’t even subject to popular election during the first 125 years of the republic; they were appointed by state legislatures, traditionally monopolized by local agrarian and merchant capitalist ruling classes, until the 17th amendment was ratified in 1913 requiring their election. Further reinforcing white, male and slaveocracy domination, senate seats were apportioned equally between the states with each state getting two senators regardless of population. This has privileged conservative white voters from less populous states from 1789 to today: Wyoming’s five hundred and eighty thousand mostly white residents have the same voting power as California’s thirty-nine million minority-majority residents. The District of Columbia, which has ninety thousand more residents than Wyoming and twenty-five thousand more than Vermont, has no senators. Senators also enjoy four-year terms and other prerequisites and powers that made this body the preserve of mostly wealthy white male quasi-aristocrats that it remains to this day.[bookmark: _ednref12][12] Looking ahead, the framers also made it extremely difficult to amend the constitution they authored.

III. Progressive gains, limits, and potentials

Yet even though U.S. Constitutional government was and still is structurally plutocratic and racist, it’s a mistake in my view to see the U.S. government as simply a tool of the ruling classes. It’s better understood as a contested terrain of perennial struggle between forces for democracy vs. forces for plutocracy in which the plutocrats still overwhelmingly dominate but in which democratic forces have fought for and won reforms making government considerably more democratic and less racist, codified in constitutional amendments and congressional legislation. Property qualifications for voting were the first to fall. It took a civil war to abolish slavery (the 13th amendment) and secure the right of citizenship and right to vote for former (male) slaves (the 14th and 15th amendments). It took another century of struggle to abolish Jim Crow segregation and voter suppression (Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965). The battle for women’s suffrage began in 1848 but white women didn’t win the right to vote until 1920. Native “first peoples” did not secure the right to vote in all states until 1965. Asians did not win citizenship and the right to vote until the Immigration and Nationality Acts of 1952 and 1965.[bookmark: _ednref13][13] Barriers including the electoral college remain.[bookmark: _ednref14][14] But thanks to long and hard struggle from below, the institution of one-person, one-vote — so feared and despised by the founding fathers — is the law of the land.

The 20th century saw huge democratic victories against capitalist power and anti-democratic government. During the 1930s, massive movements including factory occupations and the San Francisco general strike led by socialists and trade unionists pushed the Roosevelt administration to legalize trade unions, to enact Social Security, unemployment insurance and a raft of other reforms the capitalists bitterly opposed. In the 1960s and 70s, labor, civil rights, the nascent environmental movement pressure forced the government to enact more anti-capitalist measures: Medicare and Medicaid (1964), Head Start and related programs (1964), the Clean Air Act (1963 and 1970), the EPA (1970), NIOSH (1971) and others. In this century, Bernie Sanders’s 2016 campaign legitimized socialism in the minds of broad numbers of Americans and reenergized the DSA which has elected hundreds of openly socialist congressional representatives, state senators and representatives, city councils and county commissioners across the country — pushing back against the plutocracy from within their own halls of power.

Yet, obviously, even with these historic gains, American democracy is still a capitalist democracy, very far from the direct working people’s democracy achieved in the 1871 Paris Commune that institutionalized universal (albeit male) franchise, election with right to recall, payment of officials at ordinary workman’s wages, police subject to recall and so on, that Marx hailed as the prototype of a socialist democracy.[bookmark: _ednref15][15]

Unlimited spending on elections turns candidates and elected officials into “slaves to donors”

Yet even when everyone can vote, the government we get obviously does not reflect the popular will. That’s because, obviously, money still overdetermines elections. Presently, thanks to Supreme Court decisions like Citizens United, wealth dominates U.S. political campaigns more than ever. Super-PACs allow billionaires to pour unlimited amounts into campaigns. Dark money groups mask the identities of their donors, preventing voters from knowing who’s trying to influence them. Races for congressional seats cost tens of millions of dollars.[bookmark: _ednref16][16] Biden spent $1.6 billion to win the presidency in 2020. He might spend $2 billion to try to win in 2024. That’s just crazy. It doesn’t have to be this way. In no other country do candidates spend anything like those figures, and nowhere else are they such slaves to the rich.

The rich want elections to be insanely expensive because then only the wealthy or candidates with wealthy backers can afford to run for higher offices — and he who pays the piper calls the tune. In a population of 334 million, the wealthy are comparatively few in number. Consider these figures: As of June 2023 the top 1% of households – just 1,313,064 families (net worth minimum $13.7 million) own 31.9%, nearly a third of all net worth in the United States. The top 10% of households – just 12.9 million families (net worth $7.0 million on average) own more than three-quarters, 76%, of all the wealth in the United States. The bottom 50% (64.3 million families, net worth $122,000 on average), own just 2.5% of total wealth.[bookmark: _ednref17][17] Over the last half century, wages have stagnated. Adjusted for inflation, by 2019 average wages finally recovered from a decades-long depression to reach their previous peak of $23.24 per hour – set in February 1973.[bookmark: _ednref18][18] Meanwhile, prices of nearly everything have multiplied several fold, which is why so many people are living on the streets or in their cars. The middle class has shrunk both in numbers and wealth as the costs of housing, healthcare, college tuition etc. have outstripped their incomes and investment returns, forcing many to tap into their retirement savings or borrow to keep up. In 2021, just 50% of Americans lived in middle-class households (the Census Bureau defines middle-class incomes for a family of 3 as $60,000 to $180,000), down from 71% in 1971, and their share of national income fell from 62% in 1971 to 43% in 2014.[bookmark: _ednref19][19] Nearly all the gains of economic growth since the 1970s have gone to the upper 10% and especially to the upper 1%. In short, after 50 years of deindustrialization and Reaganomics, inequality today resembles the Gilded Age of the 1920s when unions were illegal and there was no safety net at all. In AOC’s words, “We’re in an absolute crisis of inequality.”[bookmark: _ednref20][20] It’s fair to say that the class interests of capitalists, business owners, employers, landlords and highly-paid professionals, are diametrically opposed to those of the mass of American voters on many issues – tax rates on the rich, union rights, private vs. public health care, environment, money in politics, and other issues. “The rich are different.” Ever-growing inequality, the obscene wealth of the “elite,” the plight of financially squeezed workers abandoned by the post-Clinton “New Democrats” who rebased themselves on the suburban middle class and Wall Street bankers, were major factors driving the populist Donald Trump revolution.

Given the exorbitant cost of running for office in this country, even comparatively wealthy candidates need campaign contributions from business owners, corporations and the rich to fund their campaigns. But since the great mass of the constituents who actually elect them are not rich and have distinctly different interests and concerns from wealthy campaign funders, politicians have no choice but to become hypocrites, to speak with forked tongues. To win elections they need to support, or at least be seen as supporting policies, legislation and programs that favor the working and middle classes, many of which are antithetical to the interests of employers, landlords, and the rich. But to fund their campaigns they have to do the bidding of the wealthy (with a few exceptions like Bernie Sanders who famously beat the establishment by self-funding his own campaign with $27 donations via the internet from left-liberal supporters. AOC and other leftists have followed suit with modest success, so far). But for mainstream candidates without Sanders’ notoriety and super-activist DSA mini-mass base, this is not an option. For them, in the words of Judge Richard Posner, one of the country’s leading legal minds, “If you become a member of Congress, you’ll get a card from the head of your party that you will spend five hours [each] afternoon talking to donors. That’s not the only time you spend with donors—they’ll take you to dinner, cocktails—but these five hours are important. The message is clear: You are a slave to the donors. They own you. That’s [the] real corruption, the ownership of Congress by the rich.”[bookmark: _ednref21][21] That’s why politicians “promise one thing but do another” and regularly vote against the will of their constituents.[bookmark: _ednref22][22] That’s why Trumpists and liberals alike say that “government doesn’t represent me.” The legal corruption of politics is the prime cause of the disillusionment and anger that’s fueled the crisis of representative government[bookmark: _ednref23][23] and a major reason why alienated voters go for “outsiders” – even crazies with their own baggage like Donald Trump.

IV. Polls vs. pols

Yet most of the contradictions noted above and at the outset of this article in Part 1 are not impossible to solve, even within the framework of capitalist democracies. Despite our many divisions, Americans are actually more liberal, progressive, and united on the critical issues of the day than one might imagine. For example, according to recent polls:

	68% of Americans say immigration is good for the country, a majority want it increased. 72% believe immigrants come to the U.S. “to find jobs and improve their lives” not to live on welfare, and 53% say immigration “is a human right.”[bookmark: _ednref24][24] 55% support a pathway to citizenship for unauthorized immigrants. Anti-immigrant Republicans are loud but comprise a minority of the electorate. Over-represented rural and southern states control the House of Representatives and half the Senate, so the popular will is thwarted.
	63% of Americans want bans on assault weapons.[bookmark: _ednref25][25] But the Republicans who dominate the House and control half the Senate, are bankrolled by National Rifle Association campaign contributions and the NRA opposes bans. Marco Rubio (FL, Senate) has received $3,303,355 from the NRA. Don Young (AR, House) $2,624,288. Tod Young (IN, House) $2,903,882. As of March 2023, the NRA had donated a grand total of $27,413,008 to 316 Republican senators and representatives. And that’s just direct payments for campaigns and does not include “more substantive contributions for lobbying and outside spending.”[bookmark: _ednref26][26] By comparison, in Australia, after a horrific mass shooting in 1996 that took 35 lives, the country passed a sweeping reform of gun laws that sharply restricted legal ownership of firearms. It banned automatic and semi-automatic rifles and shotguns. To get them off the streets, the government imposed a mandatory buyback of guns, at fair market value, and offered legal amnesty for anyone who handed in illegally owned guns. It also established a national registry of all guns owned in the country and required permits for new firearm purchases. “Thankfully, fears of violence turned out to be unfounded. About 650,000 legally owned guns were peacefully seized, then destroyed, as part of the buyback.” In result, murders and suicides p[bookmark: _ednref27][27] We can do that here too, if we ban NRA bribery of politicians.
	61% of Americans say abortion should be legal in all or most cases.[bookmark: _ednref28][28] The Right broke out the champagne when the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade. Justice Alito writing for the all-Catholic majority exulted that now “the people and their elected representatives” would legislate abortion. They misjudged the electorate. As the New York Times observes, “Eighteen months later, the American people are indeed using their voices, but not in the way anti-abortion advocates had hoped. In a steady march of ballot measures, even in conservative states like Ohio, they have codified a right to abortion and rejected attempts to restricted. Polls show increasing support for abortion rights in all 50 states, with majorities and nearly all states — even deep red states — saying that abortion should be legal in all or most cases.”[bookmark: _ednref29][29] This is, in my view, an excellent example of popular power, of people taking decision-making into their own hands on a key issue, writing laws and referenda for the voters to decide directly.
	65% of Americans would abolish the electoral college and amend the Constitution to elect presidents by popular vote.[bookmark: _ednref30][30] But again, underpopulated and overrepresented guns-and-religion rural and white-dominated former slave states thwart the popular will on this issue as with so many others. What we need here is a national referendum. Even better: abolish the Senate.[bookmark: _ednref31][31]
	72% of Americans across ideological and demographic lines favor strict limits on campaign spending. More than 85% say that the cost of running for office makes it hard for good people to run for office. 58% think that “it’s possible to have laws that would effectively reduce the role of money in politics.”[bookmark: _ednref32][32] TV advertising is the single largest expense for most American congressional and presidential candidates. But in other, more democratic countries, candidates are either forbidden from advertising on television or given free TV time. Most European countries provide substantial public funding of campaigns, and candidates are often forbidden from campaigning until a relatively short period before election day. In France for example, there is a total ban on TV election campaign commercials, French law limits spending on presidential campaigns to 22.5 millions euros (about $25 million), and the government pays for half of that.[bookmark: _ednref33][33] Corporate and union contributions are illegal. Television stations are required to host debates and provide equal time to each candidate, free of charge. Paul Wildman of the American Prospect concludes “Put all that together, and you have elections where, even if it would technically be legal to rain huge amounts of money down on candidates, nobody considers it worth their while (for instance, here’s a nice descriptionof the relative quiet of a German campaign). So the idea of someone spending two or three million dollars to get a seat in the national legislature, the way American House candidates routinely do, would seem absurd.”[bookmark: _ednref34][34] We don’t get to vote directly for such restrictions, and Republicans have stacked the Supreme Court with judges favoring unlimited spending. Yet, it’s possible to change this. This should be high on the list of Left priorities.
	57% of Americans say the government should ensure universal health care for all U.S. citizens – including 88% of Democrats, 59% of Independents and 28% of Republicans. The majority, 54% favor a single-payer system.[bookmark: _ednref35][35] But the enormous and fabulously rich private medical-industrial complex – Big Pharma, private hospitals, private medical insurance companies and related industries are among the leading legal bribers of presidential and congressional candidates and are determined to block any “public option.” A recent study found that from 1999-2018, the pharmaceutical and health product industry spent $4.7 billion, an average of $233 million per year lobbying the US federal government; $414 million on contributions to presidential and congressional electoral candidates, national party committees, and outside spending groups; and $877 million on contributions to state candidates and committees.[bookmark: _ednref36][36] More than two-thirds of congressmen and women cashed a pharma campaign check in 2020.[bookmark: _ednref37][37] In the 2022, Democratic senators took in an average of $518,890, Republicans $246,480; House Democrats received on average $187,640 and House Republicans $141,180. So far in the upcoming 2024 election Joe Biden has hauled in $1,432,060 from the medical-industrial complex, Donald Trump $1,335,695, Adam Shiff, $729,606, and so on.[bookmark: _ednref38][38] Given this history of flagrant legal bribery, is it any wonder that single-payer is invariably pushed off the table?[bookmark: _ednref39][39] Well, why can’t we put this be up for a referendum vote – even it’s state by state?
	More than two thirds, 68%, of Americans want an immediate ceasefire in Gaza, and just 31% support sending Israel weapons while 43% opposed the idea.[bookmark: _ednref40][40] Polls have long shown that six in ten Americans of both parties support either a two-state solution or a one-state solution. A June 2023 poll found that 73% of Americans (80% of Democrats and 64% of Republicans) would support “a single democratic state in which Jews and non-Jews would be equal, even if that meant that Israel would no longer be a politically Jewish state.” Only 17% would support “preserving Israel as a politically Jewish state.”[bookmark: _ednref41][41] With Israel’s genocidal carpet-bombing and mass expulsions of Palestinian civilians since Hamas terrorist attack on October 7th, what popular support Israel used to have in America is cratering. Those saying “the U.S. should support Israel in the war,” fell from 41% in October to 32% in November. Yet Biden and both parties in Congress, flooded with millions of dollars in legal campaign bribes from multiple Zionist Jewish organizations,[bookmark: _ednref42][42] are all in for Israel. Well, let’s put this up for a popular vote too.


THIS IS WHAT DEMOCRACY SHOULD LOOK LIKE:  

Democracy means “rule by the people,” “popular sovereignty,” we’ve been reminded. Well, if the American citizenry, the electorate, stood up, organized, demanded that sovereignty, and won the right to put immigration, gun control, abortion, universal health care, the electoral college, the legal bribery of politicians, and even policy toward Israel-Palestine on the ballot, we would have a much more progressive, even if still a capitalist democracy. There’s no reason why all the above issues could not be resolved by grassroots produced legislation and referenda, as is being done right now across the country with respect to abortion rights. Such a democratic process would result in a much fairer and less racist society, would defuse our divisions, build social solidarity, and restore confidence in government to tackle the largest threat that humanity has ever faced: climate change.

V. Democracy and climate change

One of, if not the main reason leftists should support liberal democracies against totalitarian regimes like China is the wide divergence between CO2 emissions mitigation in China and the Western democracies. One often hears the argument that China’s authoritarian police state ought to be able to suppress the country’s emissions faster than Western democracies because it monopolizes all power. And yet the opposite is happening. As I wrote in a recent paper:

After all, it is often argued—as by Yifei Li and Judith Shapiro, for example —that China’s dictatorship should be an advantage in this context: ‘Given the limited time that remains to mitigate climate change and protect millions of species from extinction, we need to consider whether a green authoritarianism can show us the way.’ . . So why is Xi Jinping not doing that?[bookmark: _ednref43][43]


Most of the world’s leading capitalist industrial democracies have reduced their GHG emissions to an extent. In the United States, carbon dioxide emissions in 2020 were down 14 per cent from their peak in 2005; emissions in the 27 member states of the European Union were down 32 per cent from their peak in 1981; and Japan’s have dropped 14 per cent from their peak in 2013. To be sure, those reductions are still insufficient to meet their respective Paris commitments (and their Paris commitments are themselves insufficient to prevent global temperatures rising above 1.5ºC), but at least they are declining.

By contrast, under Xi Jinping, as much as under his predecessors, China’s carbon dioxide emissions have relentlessly grown, more than quadrupling from 1990 to 2020. Climate Action Tracker estimates that in 2021 China’s emissions increased by 3.4 per cent to 14.1 gigatons of carbon dioxide equivalent (GtCO2e)—nearly triple those of the United States (4.9 GtCO2e) with a gross domestic product just three-fourths as large. Since 2019, China’s emissions have exceeded those of all developed countries combined[bookmark: _ednref44][44] and presently account for 33 per cent of total global emissions. Paradoxically, China leads the world in the production and installed capacity of both wind and solar electricity generation. Yet, 85.2 per cent of China’s primary energy consumption in 2020 was still provided by fossil fuels—down just 7 per cent from 92.3 per cent in 2009. And despite huge investments in giant solar and wind farms across multiple provinces and autonomous regions, fossil fuels (mostly coal) still accounted for 67.4 per cent of electricity generation in 2021, while wind contributed just 7.8 per cent and solar barely 3.9 per cent.[bookmark: _ednref45][45]

This difference is hardly due to capitalist altruism. Capitalism is driven by profit maximization and if that’s not suppressed it will drive us off the cliff to collapse. Given this driver, it’s difficult to imagine how GHG emissions can be suppressed these trends can be halted or reversed short of the collapse or overthrow of capitalism.[bookmark: _ednref46][46] China’s drivers are different,[bookmark: _ednref47][47] but they’re just as suicidal if not even more suicidal than capitalism. I maintain that declining emissions in the West are overwhelmingly due to one factor: democracy and human rights: the freedom of environmental activists, scientists, writers, academics and others to protest against polluting companies, to educate, propagandize, organize and pressure local and national governments, to fight global warming. None of that is possible in China.

China has suffered the worst environmental disasters in its history in recent years – unprecedented drought, soaring temperatures, glacial melting, extensive flooding. But the government never links those to global warming; it only talks about “natural disasters” while state media plays up the heroics of rescue workers instead of asking hard questions about the causes of these disasters or challenging the government’s obsession with maintaining 6%+ growth rates, with all their unavoidable pollution, to overtake the West. Given Xi Jinping’s Great Firewall, it’s difficult for ordinary Chinese to learn much about the state of the global environment. And even if they could, they can’t organize with others to do anything about it.[bookmark: _ednref48][48] Since the Party faces no domestic competition from other parties, no free speech, no free press and tolerates no non-governmental organizations, it’s free to brush off Western criticism and carry on building coal fired power plants and leading the world to climate collapse.[bookmark: _ednref49][49]

VI. A China Dream of democracy

Given China’s drivers, it’s difficult to imagine how this trend could be halted or reversed short of the collapse or overthrow of the CCP. That’s coming but of course it’s impossible to predict when. Yet we should keep in mind that not only the ex-Soviet “satellite” colonies but also Taiwan and South Korea all transitioned to mostly liberal democracies, with virtually no bloodshed. To all appearances, Xi and the Party seem invincible. But Xi’s not so sure. Last May at a National Security Commission meeting, he called on his top national security officials to think about “worst case” scenarios and prepare for “stormy seas,” as the ruling Party hardens efforts to counter internal and external threats. “The complexity and difficulty of the national security issues we now face have increased significantly. We must get ready to undergo the major tests of high winds and rough waves, and even perilous, stormy seas.”[bookmark: _ednref50][50] Indeed, they face unprecedented threats: the exhaustion of the “Chinese Model” as the Party faces sustained economic stagnation and decline despite growth in some sectors like solar panels and EV cars and batteries, the collapsing housing market, the paralyzed Party bureaucracy fearful of taking the slightest risk, the paralyzed private sector fearful of Xi’s crackdowns, expropriations and arrests, the shrinking and ageing workforce, the women’s strike against child-bearing, spreading industrial strikes as businesses slow down and wage arrears mount, the exodus of Western investors, capital flight by rich Chinese, exodus of the brains Xi needs to develop his economy, growing public alienation from the Party as the economic “miracle” collapses and political repression intensifies, discontent within the Party over Xi’s self-defeating policies, growing global resistance to China’s political-military aggression, tech theft, and debt-trap diplomacy — and the ecological crisis that threatens not just China but life on Earth. Xi and his Party have no solution to any of those problems because they all come down to the lack of democracy.

Despite fierce repression, China’s incredibly brave fighters for democracy persist. On April 10th, a Chinese court sentenced two of the country’s most prominent human-rights lawyers, Xu Zhiyong and Ding Jiaxi, to prison for long stretches for “subversion of state power.” Xu is a legal scholar who fought on behalf of migrant workers and co-founded the New Citizens Movement that advocated civil rights and a peaceful transition to democracy. Assuming (correctly) that he would not be permitted to make a statement at his sentencing he dictated a statement to be released the day before his sentencing. It begins as follows:

I have a dream, a dream of a China that is beautiful, free, fair, and happy. It is a democratic China that belongs to everyone on this land, not to any one ethnicity or political party. It is truly a country of the people, its government chosen by ballots, not violence.

The people regularly elect legislators, mayors, governors, and presidents, whose power comes from the people, and is owned, governed, and shared by the people. People are no longer the pretense with which the dictator claims his legitimacy; people are no longer the silent ants as dynasties rise and fall; they are the real masters of the country. The rulers are no longer occupiers perched high above the people, but humble servants. They compete fairly and are elected by the people for their merits. Power succession is no longer a struggle of life and death, but a process celebrated by the people. . . A democratic China must be realized in our time, we cannot saddle the next generation with this duty.”[bookmark: _ednref51][51]
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